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Both the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) are products of the
precision engineering domain – not really a subject to undertake at home; unless you have such skills that are
required.
The magnetiser is extremely complex vehicle and in the world of reality, there is none available anywhere in
the world, so far to date.
Agree there is just one under research and development; a product of Searl Magnetic Ltd.
All major products in reality demand the function of mathematics to obtain the optimum route by which such
a concept is developed and “hopefully” from that effort it get manufactured.
The S.E.G. plus the I.G.V, both has some very demanding appetites for mathematics as you will become
aware of dear Flowerbower; and that demand is a requirement, regardless of whether you love or hate math.
Being one that hates math meant that science and technology clearly was in another domain in relation to my
domain. Strange that such a massive change in my domain was required; actually materialised in the most
peculiar way that brought the bits of a jigsaw together and created the domain of tomorrow.
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Before any concept can commence, no matter what that subject relates to, triggers have to operate within the
Homo sapiens brain regardless who they are – that is the world of reality.

This is the brain (midsagittal section) the drawing I used in my 1956 newsletter.
BRAIN

(brayn) n.

The enlarged and highly developed mass of nervous tissue: that forms the upper end of the central nervous
system.
My understanding, it is invested by three connective tissue – there goes the Law of the Squares again – and
floats in cerebrospinal fluid within the rigid casing formed by the bones of the skull.
At this time, I will not go into more details upon its structure which is belongs to another section of this book
to be.
But will make a statement here: that since man appeared upon the Planet Earth he has been storing a mass of
data of his existence upon this planet. Furthermore, all inventions pass, present and in the future were already
here when time commenced.
What man has achieved was the ability to store data with his / her sensors recorded as the observed upon
their way. Thus, the ability to transfer this data to their next generation during her pregnancy was a milestone
in man’s development.
For hidden within every brain at birth, lies dormant a massive amount of data that required triggers to open
them – in many ways no different then this PC operation which we call software.
This software: I have since 1946 termed it as triggers – I am certain the medical domain will find that term
acceptable.
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So where and how do we obtain these triggers?

There is no argument that the eyes produce; by its observations: the triggers that are needed to activate this
data which is already stored within the brain at birth.
The eyes are actually the only part of the brain that actually directly sees outside of itself – all other data
arrives from hundreds of sensors wired to the brain.
And that is 100% absolute correct – as its your eyes which is transferring this observed book to your brain to
store or reject – that is your brain choice – which will depend upon the amount of brainwashing its under
gone over time.
Even though these two sensors are amazing devices, they do nevertheless have restricted frequency range in
relation to many other animals.
But at least I am convince that they are within the frequency range bandwidth to be able to study what you
are about to observe – or more precisely – I hope you will be able to observe – digest – the contents and act
upon them in a positive manner that I would expect from an intelligent animal.
I have always wondered why nature so often uses a 3 system within its structure and my conclusion is that
square 3 is the first true square that is available to use for structure design and implementing.
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22

1
29
57

36
43
8

Facts = the centre is shell 1 = 29
There are only 2 shells in this construction.
Shell 2 whose 4 corner values = 4 times the
value of shell 1 = 116.

This illustration is a square 3 first True Square available. There are just 2 mathematical modes available.
Which are to my terms: 1 = Space mode:
2 = Time mode.
Shell 2 has a construction of 8 cells which is equal to 8 times the value of shell 1 = 232
Its frequency equals the sum of the square Shell 1 + Shell 2 = 261.
I have worked this example in the Time mode.
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In the Space mode, it’s found to be on level 26 from absolute.
In the Time mode, it’s found to be on level 7 from absolute.
What is the outcome thus obtained from this observation?
To this data impresses upon my mind that this Time frame would generate 7 times more energy than that of
level 26 in the Space mode.
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This work out has been done in the space
mode to obtain the same outcome in
values, the mathematics remain the same
regardless of which mode is employed.

The only difference involved is the levels in used.
WHY?
Simple because there are far more electrons available in that Time Frame mode values in relation to those
quoted in the Space frame mode.
Though that is a great advantage to the user – nevertheless its disadvantage is that it cost more to construct.
Always remember that the law of the squares states that there are always 2 main states and they are
opposites; if this was not true you would not exist.
You should by now understand that I never square 3 to design of the Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G).
I use the structure of square 4 for the Searl Effect Generator; no doubt many of you may wonder WHY?
Strange how a word like WHY used by a child of 3 years; can present a key marker that child is intelligent
and that its ability to reason; has not yet been damaged by education.
Let me assure you that my step Grand daughter Joy was an expert in the application of that term and knew
how to hold your attention upon her requirements for knowledge; for as long as she wanted to; for as long as
an hour or more that she needed your attention. Because of her very nature in wanting to gain knowledge, I
was rather soft with her and allowed her to do whatever her mind leads her to do. She thrived and grew upon
learning: and she knew that she could talk to me upon any subject without fear; and that my reply would be
honest and true. A bond that was strong, and guess made the mother a little jealous of her bonding to me.
Which gave Joy that power to tease and torment me, in a playful way – she knew how to tease.
Sadly, I guess after all these years that I have been away, that bond has been broken and that her learning
ability has diminished to a more natural level. I know from hands on experience that all children has this
ability to learn. If the correct steps taken from 6 months before conception is planned; to prepare ones body
for this even, and continue to their adulthood days, makes a massive difference in their achievements. Sadly,
to say that my childhood days I never had the experience of such support as Joy got from me.
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So let me try to present now square 4 to you.
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239
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We see that square 4 is similar in
construct to that of square 3.
It construction consist of 2 shells.

Square 4 belongs to a mathematical group 2 system: which one quarter of everything in the universe belongs
to it.
Whereby, square 3 belongs to a mathematical group 1 system, in which half of everything in the universe
belongs to it.
Yet, square 3 and 4 can be regarded as ‘cooper pair’ in function.
In the above case, shell 1 has 4 cells whose value = 514
The shell 2 whose 4 corners should be equal to the same value = 514
The shell 2 has 12 cells whose value total = 1,542
Therefore, the sum of those 16 cells or 4 times that of shell 1 = 2,056.
I have worked this example in the Time-frame mode and its level from absolute = 17.
You may be wondering what that would look like in the Space frame mode, so would I; therefore you are not
alone.

126
135
129
124

132
121
127
134

123
130
136
125

133
128
122
131

We see that square 4 is similar in
construct to that of square 3.
It construction consist of 2 shells.

Square 4 = 16 cells and belongs to a mathematic group 2 system.
Shell 1 = value 514
Shell 2:
4 corners value = 514
Shell 2:
12 cells value = shell 1 times 3 = 1,542
Total square value = shell 1 plus shell 2 = 16 cells whose value totals = 2,056
Where the sample of Square 4 is in the Time Frame mode above is 17 levels from absolute.
The Space Frame requires level 122 from absolute.
So how do I apply these figures having gone to all the trouble to work them out?
Square 4 is most suitable for Earth bound applications only and not suitable really for flight requirements.
Here I give an example in two modes for a particular value, which is 514 – but what do 514 relate too?
This 514 relates to weight of the 4 layers of the roller segments and plate layers and must use the same terms.
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Thus, if the segment uses a system of grams for the roller layer sets, likewise the same system must apply to
the plates; the only difference being that the plates are at a higher level than that of the roller sets.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592
3.1411592

3.1411592
6.2823184
9.4234776
12.564637
15.705796
18.846955
21.988114
25.129274
28.270433
31.411592
34.552751
37.69391
40.83507
43.976229
47.117388
50.258547
53.399706
56.540866
59.682025
62.823184
65.964343
69.105502
72.246662
75.387821
78.52898
81.670139
84.811298
87.952458
91.093617
94.234776
97.375935
100.51709
103.65825
106.79941
109.94057
113.08173
116.22289
119.36405
122.50521
125.64637
128.78753
131.92869
135.06985
138.211
141.35216
144.49332
147.63448
150.77564
153.9168
157.05796
160.19912
163.34028

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159

166.4814
169.6226
172.7638
175.9049
179.0461
182.1872
185.3284
188.4696
191.6107
194.7519
197.893
201.0342
204.1753
207.3165
210.4577
213.5988
216.74
219.8811
223.0223
226.1635
229.3046
232.4458
235.5869
238.7281
241.8693
245.0104
248.1516
251.2927
254.4339
257.5751
260.7162
263.8574
266.9985
270.1397
273.2809
276.422
279.5632
282.7043
285.8455
288.9866
292.1278
295.269
298.4101
301.5513
304.6924
307.8336
310.9748
314.1159
317.2571
320.3982
323.5394
326.6806

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159
3.141159

329.8217
332.9629
336.104
339.2452
342.3864
345.5275
348.6687
351.8098
354.951
358.0921
361.2333
364.3745
367.5156
370.6568
373.7979
376.9391
380.0803
383.2214
386.3626
389.5037
392.6449
395.7861
398.9272
402.0684
405.2095
408.3507
411.4919
414.633
417.7742
420.9153
424.0565
427.1977
430.3388
433.48
436.6211
439.7623
442.9034
446.0446
449.1858
452.3269
455.4681
458.6092
461.7504
464.8916
468.0327
471.1739
474.315
477.4562
480.5974
483.7385
486.8797
490.0208

Here is just another set of values associated with the Searl Technology; which could be Centimetres,
millimetres, inches, feet, yards or miles; at this time for the S.E.G. is in mm.
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Again, there is another problem to set the struts of the I.G.V apart. Let’s just take a peep at my normal class
of structure using 64 struts.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595

3.141595
6.28319
9.424785
12.56638
15.70798
18.84957
21.99117
25.13276
28.27436
31.41595
34.55755
37.69914
40.84074
43.98233
47.12393
50.26552
53.40712
56.54871
59.69031
62.8319
65.9735
69.11509
72.25669
75.39828
78.53988
81.68147
84.82307
87.96466
91.10626
94.24785
97.38945
100.531
103.6726
106.8142
109.9558
113.0974
116.239
119.3806
122.5222
125.6638
128.8054
131.947
135.0886
138.2302
141.3718
144.5134
147.655
150.7966
153.9382
157.0798

0.049087
0.098175
0.147262
0.19635
0.245437
0.294525
0.343612
0.392699
0.441787
0.490874
0.539962
0.589049
0.638136
0.687224
0.736311
0.785399
0.834486
0.883574
0.932661
0.981748
1.030836
1.079923
1.129011
1.178098
1.227186
1.276273
1.32536
1.374448
1.423535
1.472623
1.52171
1.570798
1.619885
1.668972
1.71806
1.767147
1.816235
1.865322
1.914409
1.963497
2.012584
2.061672
2.110759
2.159847
2.208934
2.258021
2.307109
2.356196
2.405284
2.454371

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595
3.141595

160.2213
163.3629
166.5045
169.6461
172.7877
175.9293
179.0709
182.2125
185.3541
188.4957
191.6373
194.7789
197.9205
201.0621
204.2037
207.3453
210.4869
213.6285
216.7701
219.9117
223.0532
226.1948
229.3364
232.478
235.6196
238.7612
241.9028
245.0444
248.186
251.3276
254.4692
257.6108
260.7524
263.894
267.0356
270.1772
273.3188
276.4604
279.602
282.7436
285.8851
289.0267
292.1683
295.3099
298.4515
301.5931
304.7347
307.8763
311.0179
314.1595

2.503459
2.552546
2.601633
2.650721
2.699808
2.748896
2.797983
2.84707
2.896158
2.945245
2.994333
3.04342
3.092508
3.141595
3.190682
3.23977
3.288857
3.337945
3.387032
3.43612
3.485207
3.534294
3.583382
3.632469
3.681557
3.730644
3.779731
3.828819
3.877906
3.926994
3.976081
4.025169
4.074256
4.123343
4.172431
4.221518
4.270606
4.319693
4.368781
4.417868
4.466955
4.516043
4.56513
4.614218
4.663305
4.712393
4.76148
4.810567
4.859655
4.908742

In due time there
will be I.G.V
whose diameter
will be much
larger then these
figures presented
in this table.
The power-house
of the I.G.V is a
modify S.E.G. a
slightly more
complicated unit to
that of the
domestic market
which is for Earth
bound
applications.
These samples are
for those who lack
mathematical
education but
sincerely want to
try to understand
what it is that I am
doing and how.
To those who fall
into this domain I
trust these
workouts help you
to understand what
is involve.
But, do not worry
if you still find it
hard to follow, in
due time you will
understand
throughout this
book something
will trigger you
into action.

From this table we see what the diameter is and what the distance apart from centre of one strut to the centre
of the next.
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There are times when values are better display in other forms – like to our knowledge everything in the
universe operates on a system termed binary – and the earliest computers also stated off upon the same
system.
For those who have no knowledge upon this subject I will attempt to create a table layout showing how this
system works.
2048

1024

512

256

128

64

1

32

16

8

4

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

1

1

1

0

0

1

121

This example shows another way of communicating values.
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That last line shown in the table on page 17.58 may confuse some of my visitors to this site, for them let me
see if I can explain how that arrangement comes about.

2)121
2)060 r 1 = LS
2)030 r 0
2)015 r 0
2)007 r 1
2)003 r 1
2)001 r 1
)000 r 1

1
64

1
32

x

x

1
16

x

1
8

0
0

x

0
0

y

1
1

y

TOTAL
121

x

121
121

That information could have been sent like this.

-..-/-..-/-..-/-..-/-.--/-.--/-..-/ = 121 There are many options by which SWALLOW
COMMAND flight operations can transmit information form ground to air or vice versa.
S.I.S.R.C consists at this date: Swallow Command / Searl Technology Ltd / Searl Magnetics Ltd / New
Space Technology Ltd / Disc INC. And it is growing, the day will sure to come where Swallow Command
shall go where no man has ever been before.
The above Morse code data was coded so what would that appear like as an open data train?

.----/ .----/ .----/ .----/ -----/ -----/ .----/ = 121 thus any one understanding Morse code
could obtain this value.
Binary fits the Law of the squares perfect – it has two prime states:
1)
2)

Advantage: Its simple with just two functions: Yes or No.
Disadvantage; being that the trains of information can be very long

This pictorial presentation could also be used as a coded data train = 121
Code like any language is agreed by arbitration by those who will use such a system for communication.
What I am actually stating here is that all forms of communication are agreed upon through arbitration.
Any one manage to the intercept of that above data train; doubtful if they could possible arrive at the value of
121? Simple because they need the keys by which to covert image to a value – another issue here is that it
does not state if text or numerals – thus another symbol would be required to confirm if data train was
numerals or text.
Thus, Morse code is very straight forward and needing no code to indentify text from numerals.
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Again; the problem in deep space penetration will be communications – a formatted code system would have
to be used to speed up data transfer from planet Mars to planet Earth. Which I shall tackle in another section
of this book.

177
243
34
100
111
Square 5.

137
143
124
130
131
Square 5.

254
45
56
122
188
Shells 3.

144
125
126
132
138
Shells 3

Mathematics group 1.

1
67
133
199
265

78
144
210
221
12

Cells 25

121
127
133
139
145

155
166
232
23
89

Both mode Shell 1 = 133
Both mode Shell 2 = 1,064
Both mode Shell 3 = 2,128

Time Frame

128
134
140
141
122

Cells 25

135
136
142
123
129

Shell 2 = Shell 1 x 8
Shell 3 = Shell 1 x 16

Space Frame

Options = 12

Shell 3 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 532
Shell 2 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 532
Line value in both Space and Time frame = 665
The frequency in both Space and Time frame = 3,325
Well, I guess its time to leave the squares, while you digest them – that is not the only class of mathematics I
have to been in involved regarding to my research and development work.
So, I would like to include here a copy of my workout by graph of paper and pen of year 1985, bear in mind
that I rushed the drawings quick.

Figure 1.1
Tension – to load the body, or part of it, in tension (a) or
in compression (b) or shear (c); or in some combination of
these loads.
The force must act on a body; it has magnitude of definite
number of units it acts in a straight line.
Therefore has direction, quantities that can be specified as
so called vector quantities, because they can be
represented on paper by a straight line drawn to scale.

Figure 1.1
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(a)-(b)-(c).

To cause, or tend to cause, the body to turn about a point:
or an axis.
The tendency to turn is called the moment effect of the
force and when the body turns about an axis the moment
effect is called torque.

2)

3)
To change, or tend to change, the state of motion of the
body, the unit of force is determined from this effect.
Tendency to turn about O.

The unit of force is the Newton, with multiples.
SYMBOLS.
Newton = N
KiloNewton = Kn = 103N 1000 N
MegaNewton = Mn = 106N 1000000 N
GigaNewton = Gn = 109N 1000000000 N

3)

Torque producing twist about the axis.

Considering the age of my notebook, I am surprised that I can get a reasonable image from it of my past
work.
The assumption means that the force in a member always directed along the axis of the member and will thus
cause either TENSION or COMPRESS. WAKE UP FLOWBOWER THE WORLD NEEDS YOU!

TENSILE FORCES ARE CARRIED BY TIES: Flowerbower, please take note!
COMPRESSIVE FORCES ARE CARRIED BY STRUTS:
The IGV 42: or the future Star Ship Explorer 1; will be constructed on a framework that may be defined as an
arrangement of members assembled to form a rigid structure.
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A triangular shape gives the stiffest construction with the least number of members – I should know as I have
built over time 41 such structure code name Probes.
The members clearly to my observations: transmit the applied loads to the supports and therefore are
themselves loaded.
The purpose of analysing a structure is to determine the force in each member and hence the size of the
member.
The following assumptions are usually made in the analysis of simple frameworks.
1) The members are light compared with the applied loads.
2) The members are connected by frictionless pin joints.
3) The loads and support reactions are applied only at the joints.
Additionally, the use of pin-joints means that the force system at a joint is concurrent; hence it is only
necessary to apply the first equilibrium condition.
If we take a look back at page 17.61, the last illustration: You notice (a) and (b) shows the vector
representation of the 5 N forces.
In (A) a line is drawn parallel to the local vector and of length representing 5 N to the chosen scale; an
arrowhead is marked to show the sense and the magnitude placed by the arrow.
In (B) A line is drawn parallel to the local vector and of length representing the force AB to scale.
The ends of the line are marked with small letters to correspond with the space letter – ab in this case – the
direction a to b along the line agreeing with the sense of the force.
There is no need to mark the sense with an arrowhead or to show the magnitude.
I now explain the first image of this article; the straight line at an angle θ to the horizontal is the line of
action of the force; it passes through the point of application in the body.

A quarter sections for of the IGV struts.

Our guest is late relative of Wernher Von Braun.

Structures regardless of their function, requires the use of mathematics – to define the optimum route by
which hopefully will succeed and give good results out of the hard labour.
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Structures are components which handle forces that under most conditions be of various forces working at all
times; how well such structures perform relates to how good you are at mathematics.
The arrowhead indicates the sense of the direction of the force and the magnitude of 5 N is located by the
side of the short thick line which is referred to as the local vector.
The diagram of local vectors acting on the body and showing their relationship to one another is often drawn
to scale and is called the SPACE DIAGRAM.
A useful method of force identification is to label the space on each side of the local vector by capital letters
such as A and B as shown; this makes it easier to identify a particular force (AB in this case) and to construct
vector diagrams.
Forces do not act singly but in groups; which in my early day’s research made that issue clear to me; which
are called Force systems.
The body upon which the system acts is considered to be rigid, which means that it does not distort and hence
alter the alignment of the forces. Which the I.G.V. structure should meet these requirements 100%.
The system would normally be disposed in all three dimensions but many problems can be solved by
considering their action to be in one plane. Such systems are called Coplanar Force Systems.
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Figure 4.

Total force (The resultant) = the sum of the separate forces.

The representation of a system of coplanar forces is shown in the figure 4, and most of my work on statics
deals with this type of force system.

Figure 5.

Force is a vector quantity; the sum I must take is the vector sum.

It often happens that the lines of action of all the forces in a system pass through the same point in space; in
this case the forces are said to be concurrent forces.
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The resultant of a force system is defined as that single force which could replace the given system and
produce the same effects.
Remember that the effects are:

1)

To produce the same change in motion.

2)

To induce the same tendency to turn about any point in the plane.

The magnitude of the resultant and the position of its line of action in the body can be found using the
principle of super-position.
That states that:

The total effect of the system = the sum of the effects produced by each part acting
separately.
In this case: is a special case where all the forces are in the straight line, I take the ALGEBRAIC SUM.
Also total tendency to turn about a point (the resultant moment) = the sum of the turning effects of the
separate forces about the same point.
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Because force is directional, so the moments will be directional, they will be either clockwise or
anticlockwise, as the mock-up demonstrates, and therefore, must be added with regard to sense.
The movement diagram 5, page 17.64: shows how the separate effects can be added by imagining movement
of the body proportional to force magnitude as follows:
FORCE 1: acting alone would move the body along a – b
FORCE 2: acting alone would next move the body along b – c
FORCE 3: acting alone would next move the body along c – d
FORCE 4: acting alone would next move the body along c – d
The same total effect could be made simply by moving along a – a1.
This movement would be made by a single force directed along a – a1, and this single force is the resultant R.
I accept the opinion that I have done more then enough upon this issue for now, and its time to tackle another
of the many problems which is available in such a project as Star ship Explorer, let alone its model testing rig
to be I.G.V. 42.
This document has been released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl: Head of research and development.
Division: Tomorrow’s Energy and Transportation Systems.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1)

Identify the differences between pressure ulcers and moisture lesions.

2)

Identify how Swallow Command and S.I.S.R.C. divisions shall cope with the management of
moisture lesions which may differ from that of pressure ulcers.

This document discusses the difference between pressure ulcers and moisture lesions.
It explores the causes: according to my knowledge; of these skin problems and hopefully will highlight the
need for flight staffs care plans to reflect the underlying cause of the problem.
I appreciate the views of those who think such things are not important, therefore I should not be discussing
these issues here.
Really – that surprises me – so they don’t mind going to Mars to work for a year or two with an arse loaded
with pressure ulcers or moisture lesions – in that case enjoy them – like I have to here on planet Earth – thus I
am talking from actual experience what its actually like to suffer from them; you are sure welcome to them.
ULCER

(ul-ser) n

A break in the skin or in the mucous membrane lining the alimentary tract that fails to heal and is often
accompanied by inflammation.
DECUBITUS ULCER

(bed-sor) n

Decubitus ulcer, pressure sore; often relates to bed sores.
An ulcerated area of skin caused by continuous pressure on part of the body in a bedridden patient; don’t be
fooled by that statement; because as yet I am not bedridden – but I suffer from them – agree its due to
prolong pressure on the skin over time – in my case it’s sitting for hours per day at this PC.
In that case why don’t I stand – I have tried that; big problem keyboard difficult to work from standing up.
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I am fully aware that the answer is the requirement of careful nursing is without doubt necessary to prevent
local gangrene.
In my case that’s impossible: as in the first case, I cannot see the problems; secondly case; with serve arthritis
of the neck, arms and hands not much chance to deal with them in a manner; that I can care for others in the
same boat. There goes that law of the square again needs two to tango.
The patient’s position should be changed frequently, and the buttocks, heels, elbows, and other regions at risk
kept dry and clean.
Have you ever tried to sit for over 12 hours per day; on a hard seat – better still have you tried to sit just on
one buttock for an hour, then change to the other and so on. Guess you have not – nor have I – I would find it
most uncomfortable and extremely tiring to achieve on the time factor in which per day I am sitting.
Yes, I have cared for patients in hospital and know what the problems were like on the wards; thus it is a
subject I am experienced in and, can appreciates what Swallow Command must consider in its long term
missions into space requires.

Introduction:
I am aware that wounds on the sacrum are often classified as pressure ulcers and little thought is given to
whether pressure is the true cause.
I am aware that there are other reasons why wounds occur in this area.
They are often related to incontinence, which can lead to incontinence dermatitis (ID) or incontinence
associated dermatitis (IAD).
I am aware that ID is widespread superficial damage that is the result of episodes of incontinence.
Agree that the whole sacral area can be red and angry, with multiple diffuse lesions.

LESION

(lee – zhǒn) n.

A zone of tissue: with impaired function as a result of damage by disease or wounding.
I understand that many practitioners still fail to differentiate between this and pressure damage; unfortunate
within the S.I.S.R.C. complex this status is unacceptable due its very function of operations.
I do bear in mind that some lesions that are attributed to moisture (incontinence or perspiration) present with
a much more focused area of damage then pressure ulcers.
There may be a linear wound in the natal cleft between the buttocks or on the cheeks of the buttocks, with a
wound often being present on both buttocks (a copy or kissing lesion); I will not include of photo here of my
state of health, to prevent a number of people calling to want to see if the photo is true or not.
I agree that it is important to identify the cause of lesions as the treatment and management of pressure ulcers
and moisture lesions differ.
NOTE:
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A moisture lesion will not heal if treated purely by pressure reduction / relief; to that I can
confirm is true.

However, the presence of moisture may increase the risk of pressure ulceration so some pressure ulcer risk
management is required Flowerbower.

By the way; I have never met a woman who can look straight at my eyes and state that she is happy with her
bum; they would sooner pay out many thousands of dollars to make changes – strange as they can not see
their own bum so why pay out such money in the first place.
Where most men accept the reality that they can not see their own bums, so why worry about what others
think about it.

Agree that we all would like a perfect bum, but in reality that cannot be guarantee; and you like me should
accept reality.
So we have to accept that in reality, due to how we treat our bums; they may respond in a manner that is not
so appreciated by our brains: that respond with an excitement which through arbitration has been labelled as
pain.
But the domain of the medical world appreciate that fact and at least in the UK most healthcare environments
now have good access to specialist beds, mattresses and seating, and most patients are routinely assessed for
their pressure ulcer risk.
I can confirm: that in my days on the ward every patient were checked for bed sores risks regardless.
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Some of you will have already experienced that unfortunately, the symptoms of incontinence are often
managed with pads rather than the cause of incontinence being investigated.
That is one issue that really concerns me about flight crews on 5 years or longer missions at a time, some of
which might run well over 20 years. Is this problem of incontinence?
Going to Mars or even thinking going beyond Mars, we better start to re-think upon this issue, for I can not
list any date or time where one will commence such a problem, it can be at any time and at any age.
We have no experience whatsoever of how our bodies will cope with such a trip and such a length of time
working on planet Mars, that is, if we get there. Everything we do for such a trip will be assumed; base on
our findings from robotic observations; evaluated from data obtained from other investigations.
All I can do at this stage is pray that we get our sums right the first time.
This means that patients do not receive interventions to resolve or reduce the problems caused by moisture.
In reality of flight; I have to accept the fact that without risks there are no rewards; no hope, no future
progress for the next generation to extend.

DEFINITION OF MOISTURE LESIONS:
During late 1968 when at a committee meeting I proposed that moisture lesions should within S.I.S.R.C.
complex be differentiated from pressure ulcers.
This was based upon my own experiences upon the wards, and that grading system was really needed as from
my observations such damage differed between patients.
It is apparent from many of the photographs of pressure ulcers which I have reviewed over time that the
impression upon my mind that a large proportion of the wounds identified as examples of grade 2 pressure
damage were not real pressure ulcers but lesions related to moisture and not forgetting the possibility of
friction.
It was this impression upon my mind that concerns me and I felt that this lack of differentiation inflated the
number of pressure ulcers and lead to in appropriate management.
Even with me; the medical world made great mistakes and their management of my problems failed to be of
value or beneficial which ever term you prefer to use. But that is another document for the future.
This view that I high lighted at my meetings and in my books of the time; that accurate identification of
causative factors is critical to effective skin care as good management begins with the correction of causative
factors.
This was aimed at S.I.S.R.C. complex – especially at Swallow Command operating; deep space penetration
requires absolute accuracies in all records upon any form of illness on flight. In fact – I went even further by
stating that a daily medical record be filed upon each flight member, regardless of who and what they are.
Dr. Brooke agreed with the contents of that document; that I had a good understanding of problems that
might or will effect crew members on long missions; and that my suggestions as to procedure was great
thinking. THANK YOU Dr. Brooke for your encouragement in the work, and I hope you will remain alive to
see such event taking place: which you well understand that I have done everything possible for the safety
and well being of the crew.
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I appreciate that to prevent pressure damage, the most important factor is to reduce or relieve pressure.
To prevent moisture damage, the most important factor is keeping the skin clean, dry and well hydrated.
Clearly, these are very different management options.
S.I.S.R.C. complex clinically: must separate identification of moisture lesions make sense.
They do not follow the same pattern as pressure ulcers.
FACT for example, they are not found over a bony prominence and can occur in areas of low pressure.
I understand there has been some debate about whether there can be a true definition of a moisture lesion.
This situation was generated by a study of 14 histopathological samples from patients with both pressure
ulcers and incontinence lesions.
Although the results clearly identified two distinct histopathologies – an ischaemic pattern and a pattern of
irritation – it was therefore concluded that this was insufficient evidence to justify the use of the term
moisture lesion and it was suggested the use of the term could be dangerous as it may lead to inadequate
pressure ulcer prevention.
Here we witness the same like condition as I get over the S.E.G. the experts knocking down the findings of
those who they consider below them to protect their status.
My reply is simple; that this conclusion seems inappropriate as incorrect identification of cause is likely to
lead to inappropriate management and pressure ulcer prevention should be based on the level of the patient’s
measured risk rather than the existence of a wound on the sacrum.
This is the reality, that if there are distinct histopathological differences, then to my mind; there is a different
cause and therefore a different diagnosis that would initiate different management. Such understanding is
vital to be able to get the design operation of Star Ship Explorer absolute correct – agree there are hundreds
of major issues about what will or should be accounted for in such a mission as to Mars or beyond, and that
until we have been there we shall never know for certain if we failed in any respect upon that mission in the
design, planning and the execution of that mission.
Only time can certify if our judgement was correct – agree that we learn more from our errors then from the
successes – but upon such mission of this nature – the last thing I wish to learn is from an error of judgement.

Clinical identification of moisture lesions:
At my committee meeting upon the manned flight proposal project then title Star Ship Ezekiel MK V that
took place late 1968, at Mortimer in Berkshire – England. I suggested that nurses who would be train for
flight missions should be tested to assess their ability to grade pressure ulcers throughout the S.I.S.R.C.
complex and to my mind at that stage that they also to be able to differentiate between pressure ulcers and
moisture lesions.
There has, I agree been a unit who carried out a two-phase study using a standard set of 56 photographs of
wounds. To my mind that is not good enough – I need to see the actual problems to make a judgement. As I
understand it that in the first phase of the study, a random selection of nine photographs from the set of 56
photographs were shown to 473 nurses.
My understanding that in the second phase, all 56 were presented to a different set of 86 nurses at baseline
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To my understanding and again after a one month interval, I understand that the photographs were presented
in a different order on the second occasion.
The verdict was precise according to my expectations that the study found that nurses find it difficult to
classify the grade of pressure damage and also had difficulty differentiating between pressure ulcers and
moisture lesions; comes as no surprise to me.
What is needed is a gauge system that will measured off in units – thus a nurse can place that template over
the damage and read off its grade; thereby all readings would be similar no matter which nurse undertook the
check out. The problem I have always recognised is that we all see differently in some way or another and
our thinking varies too.
Nursing should be identical to any engineer operating in the domain of engineering he / she need the
measuring tools to get the components precise measurements; they cannot rely upon their eyes to define a
product size, because they will end up as scrap.
Nurses can only do what they believe is what is required of them – observations may not prove enough to
obtain a precise accurate picture of the patients problem. In most cases, contact with the body is necessary,
but in the UK with todays laws. This could be a problem in deterring an accurate picture of the true problem
of the patient being possible – thanks to the level of insanity of those experts who are in charge.
These findings of a lack of inter and intra-rater reliability to my knowledge has been echoed by many other
authors.
I am also aware of a group who carried out a large survey of 1,452 European nurses to study the interobserver reliability of the EPUAP pressure ulcer classification system and also the ability to differentiate
between moisture lesions and pressure ulcers.
Now I guess that you are wondering as to what that verdict of that study was.
It appears that they concluded the differential diagnosis between pressure ulcers and moisture lesions is
complicated and that definitions and unambiguous descriptors should be developed and used.
To my understanding, the pressure ulcer classification system was devised to help clarify both pressure ulcer
grading and the difference between pressure ulcers and moister lesions.
Also am aware of the e-learning materials that tested with 212 qualified nurses and 214 student nurses.
Swallow Command nurses must be able to deal with differential factors such as: causes:

(1) Location:

(2) shape;

(3) depth;

(4) necrosis;

(5) edges;

(6) colour

Of the wound.
S.I.S.R.C. complex descriptors should provide for each category to allow the clinician to identify the type of
wound.
I have given you an example in the table on page 17.69; which I sincere trust that it will help you to
understand much better as to what I am stating in this report.
Photographs should without question be taken of wounds so that a record of progress can be observed over
time in the effort to find a solution that actually work for that patient.
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Combined presentation:
I can understand that although the descriptions seem clear – and differentiation therefore straightforward – in
reality this is frequently not the case Flowerbower in clinical practice.
A very common presentation is a combined lesion, where the patient has one or more wounds with elements
of both pressure and moisture damage.
For example:
In a patient who is immobile and has continence problems or who has pressure damage and a heavy exuding
wound.
It is important to be aware of all the causes of skin damage, assess the patient’s risk and plan management
accordingly.

Importance of continence care:
Prevention and management of pressure ulcers has attracted a great deal of attention and resources but
unfortunate the same cannot be said for the management of incontinence; from what I have observed –
WHY?
I feel that the real answer to that statement is that incontinence is frequently accepted as part of ill health,
ageing and hospitalisation.
I also feel that in many instances, incontinence is simply managed with pads rather than the cause of the
incontinence being investigated and interventions initiated, incontinence remains a taboo subject – and we
know who to blame for that status – don’t we?
I appreciate the fact that the prevalence of urinary or faecal incontinence is largely unknown and, where
surveys have been undertaken, it is to my knowledge accepted that the figures are very much underestimates.
Outbreaks of specific types of diarrhoea – for example; those related to clostridium difficile raise the profile
of faecal incontinence but this can lead to an assumption that all incontinence is manageable with antibiotics.
To my knowledge this is not the case for most patients with incontinence.

My conclusion:
S.I.S.R.C. complex clinicians should develop assessment skills and management strategies to manage
pressure ulcers, moisture lesions and also the combined lesion.
In this way, flight crew of Star ship Explorer on long term missions: in this way, best use can be made of
resources and patient pain, suffering and loss of dignity can be avoided
Lost of dignity relates to insanity – no other animal in the world to my knowledge suffer with this complaint.
If you are that ill – dignity doesn’t enter the equation – getting you well with a better lease of life is the only
equation to be solved – and boy S.I.S.R.C. is determined to solve all problems which include your problem
of so called dignity which has a very simple solution – forget it and get better!
Indeed I have really arrived at the end of this document – but will check it first before signing out.
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Since 1968, I have not been able to keep abreast with medical progress as such due to the shear cost involved
and not because I have lost interest in the subject. The opposite is true and thus some of the details quoted
within this book based upon what I knew at that time. Yes, I have in this book given you details that you
have been reading that show some of the latest pictures upon an operations I underwent in Thailand: which
was one way to understand the progress which has been made in the domain of the medical world. The actual
video of that whole operation sadly to quote, you are not likely to see as I have no idea how to put it on the
web.
A few lines back in this document I made a quote – Clostridium difficile at this stage I cannot tell you much
about this baby; as I wish I could but can enlighten you on what I did know then:
CLOSTRIDIUM

(klo-strid-iǔm) n.

A genus of mostly Gram-positive anaerobic spore – forming rod like bacteria commonly found in soil and for
interest sake found also in the intestinal tract of man and animals – why I stated man from animals; even
though he is an animal, sadly to state that today so many of them are worst then the rest of the animal
kingdom, and that is an understatement. Where most of you think of man as something special, something
different and that some god created him. Let me assure you that no god create me just a man and woman did
the job then the man cease to have interest in the result of his action.
Clostridium botulinum:
A species that grows freely in badly preserved canned foods, producing a toxin causing serious food
poisoning.
Clostridium tetani:
A species: that causes tetanus on contamination of wounds.
Clostridium perfringens (Welch’s bacillus)
A species: that causes blood poisoning, food poisoning, and gas gangrene.
Sorry not much I can recall at this time as I am far too over worked, and far too much worry to cope with.
With the flu containing a real headache to enjoy – I have a job to define if the Co-Dydramol is killing the
pain or is the pain killing the Co-dydramo instead.
This is the important subject, at this time we do not know enough about man to send him to Mars to work.
This document has been release to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl - Head of human studies.
Swallow Command – Manned Flight Division.
Date:
12th December 2008
Project:
Star ship Explorer – Model IGV42.
PROJECT R&D to be carried out at NST HQ Thailand.
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The fact that such an attacks of hate towards myself following the mass of publicity via TV, Radio and press
came as no surprise to me; those who are failures in life will always result in hate towards those who are
successful and it does appear that Flowerbower falls within that category.
I have inserted this report for the benefit of those few idiots out there who actually believe they are experts
and that I agree with them on some issues but not in quite the same way as they state.
Question which has been used to try to stop this work over the years was that I had no formal education.
Now, I take it they talking about early school education, which is a strange thing to say considering that with
all their education, it is clearly blowing their brains out, they have yet to be able to make the S.E.G. nor can
they do the mathematics at the speed I do. They cannot even work it out, so what education have they got that
makes them claim to be experts on the subject – bullshit?
These online books on the web, adds to nearly 100 other books written by me over the years plus 100
newsletters which were released. I have given the world a true insight how I was successful, where others
have failed.
By re-writing this newsletter in Chapter 17 of the book on the web will help you to follow my steps of
learning – that is self taught with real hands on experience.
The newsletter was released from Mortimer in bulk form in 1953, before that date others released them for
me.
By releasing this information again, I am hoping it will help those real people to understand how a boy with
no formal education as is commonly known was able to do it.
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MONDAY JULY 9TH 1946: this boy just 14 years 2 months and 7 days
old left his accommodation for the Britsh Electrical Repairs in Grays Inn
Road, London W1. To start his adult hood: learning to survive by a
system termed WORK. His contract: training to be an Electrical
Engineer apprentice at 9 pence per hour at a 48 hours a week; amazing
he survived.

Just a quick recap – Searl had two types of dreams that operated in a precise way, therefore he classed them
as dream 1 then dream 2. These covered a time slot of six years, upon that last one, his dream 1 commenced
without him being aware of it.
That date was the 5thof July 1944 and clearly, Searl had no idea what lay ahead of him. All that he
understood is that he was going to a naval school to train for a sea life. Exciting, what child would not had
been so, remember that he had no knowledge of mains electric lights, or tap running water, or flush toilet,
and certainly never been stripped naked before a number of strange boys and a strange woman who would be
washing him and checking his body out. This strange new world to Searl would be a great shock to the world
he had just left; it was impossible to compute – they were opposite worlds.
Reality had made its first strike upon Searl’s mind – that in the world of a child, adults enjoy filling their
Brains with crap, in some belief that they are protecting them – where in reality they are not – they are
generating serious problems for the child as Searl discovered.
At the naval school, he did well; now bear in mind that he never had any real education, but he sure is getting
it now, from every angle – the real world – not dream world of Suffolk.
Then the war with Japan ended on the 2ndSeptember 1945, therefore in reality Searl training was no longer
urgent. His health deteriorated to a point of concern with the doctor that it would be best to discharge him on
the grounds that he was too ill to continue training as he spent more time in sick bay now with this added
unknown disease which eat away the flesh.
Then on the 17thJune 1946 he departed from that naval training centre to cease just being a number and a
machine; to something called a civilian; with the only sex lesson of 5 minutes – which I now was going out
into the world – one day I will meet a girl and marry here and have a baby.
O my God: can’t afford a baby so just keep away from girls – and I sure did – from that time, girls keep away
from me – how strange that the law of the squares are so precise that there are always two main states and
they are opposite and revisable.
So that was how I became to be arriving at this company on that day – having no idea what to expect which
of cause is exciting in itself. As I recall it, I was the only boy there – when I say boy I mean all the others
were old men in relation to me who welcome me into the team.
I can recall the images of those men today; they agreed teased me, which I have grown to accept as normal
behavior of older men to new comers. Example; give you a document for materials to take to the stores –
unknown to me that it stated for a long wait which the store man perform to the best of his capabilities.
Strange that such action actually excites old men minds – what they forgot was while waiting for a long wait
I was being paid 9 pence per hour doing nothing – where in reality I should had been winding coils of wire.
Well you cannot complain too much about pay to do nothing can you?
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As you know on that first day of training, dream 1 contents was stirred up by the contents of a store
document request being 1.52, that superscript was the problem. You do not see the problem – well you
certainly cannot see it because you have not yet had the triggers needed to see the invisible – because you not
intended to see it.
What the foreman showed me when question this: was this
my brain was saying to me that each
cell must have a value – I might have been dumb at that moment in time, I can certify that is going to change.
I now actually understand that wire is important for some unseen force that you can actually feel if you are
stupid enough to check that issue out.
But I had to due to the nature of this work and also understanding that there is another force present that goes
by some strange term of magnetic – interesting indeed I cannot see these two forces but can understand that
one is a by product of the other and related by function.
As an apprentice; I am expected to undertake some time at home to study – and you guessed it – I sure did
flowerbower – not only by text but by hands on experience as well. Mrs Tregoning, my landlady of that
period without doubt learnt that this lodger was possessed with electricity and magnetism, lengths of wire
and hot soldering irons that create a horrible smell; quite different to that smell of Searl breaking wind.
What with walkie talkers and other devices like transmitters and receivers, little was she aware that he was
also an expert in improving the air ventilation of her home – which she will discover on Christmas morning.
Now that you have basic recollections of the facts of Searl’s past life, we shall proceed to how he got his
knowledge – it’s a long story – but it answers your misinformed knowledge.

CURRENT:
INTRODUCTION:
Electrons Flowerbower involves that science which controls the behaviour of electrons so that some useful
function is possible.
As this definition implies Flowerbower, better wake up as I am teaching you so you can become intelligent
for a change, that the electron is vitally important to electronics and well as the SEG.
In fact, the word electronics derives from the word electron.
Electricity comes to our homes and offices which now I am aware of by the movement of electrons through
wires – that is amazing Flowerbower – a solid length of wire – you can’t feel or see anything important about
it – yet something termed electrons can move through it.
Actually, electric current is nothing more than the movement or displacement of electrons.
Obviously then: to understand electronics. Searl must first understand the nature of the electron.
In this document upon Searl’s education, he will explain his understanding at this stage for you to see how he
was able to do what you cannot do Flowerbower.
He will show you what the electron is, how it behaves, and how he can use it to perform useful jobs.
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According to his understanding at that time, he will also learn how to measure the flow of electrons.
However, before Searl get involved with the details of electron theory, he had first to take a quick look at the
overall field of electronics.
Guess you can understand this requirement, as that will give him a better idea of how electronics is used and
why he should study this interesting field.
The detail objectives listed below state exactly what Searl was expected to learn from that study material.
Searl’s unit objectives;
1)

To define electronics and list five different fields into which the broad field of electronics is
divided

2)

To define: DC, AC, Molecule, element, atom, electron, proton, neutron, nucleus, and ion.

3)

To state the electrical charge associated with each of the following: atom, electron, proton,
neutron, nucleus, ion

4)

To draw a simple diagram of the Bohr model of the atom identifying each part.

5)

To state Coulomb’s law and explain how like and unlike charges behave.

6)

To define: coulomb, ampere, conductor, insulator, valence, and current.

7)

To draw a schematic diagram of a simple circuit from a pictorial diagram of that circuit and
indicate the direction of current flow.

8)

To express numbers in powers of ten, express quantities using metric prefixes, and convert
from one metric unit to another.

9)

To demonstrate the proper method for connecting an ammeter to a circuit and measure
current.

Yes, Searl had much to learn in a very short time – if you are not educated in this domain, then rest assured
that I understand that you might be wondering what all that has to do with the S.E.G – well in all honesty –
EVERYTHING – that is correct!
This learning curve included component parts as well and I will attempt to present these details as received at
that time. I guess that makes your eyes water to hear that Searl can actually display something here of
yesterday, that belongs to a time so long ago just to confirm to idiots like Flowerbower and company that he
don’t talk out of his arse as he tries to impress viewers on YouTube that Searl never had such knowledge or
equipment.
He sure did have and infact that meter shown at the heading of this article sits here and still works – some
meter.
You should by understand now, that Searl had no option but to study hard for his job sake, which in turn
made him experiment. An enquiring mind is quite a normal function to see happen which I agree, but that
putting of holes through rooftop is not a normal practice – so one has to accept the fact that inventing is not
normal and accidents will happen, due to that fact!
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PARTS LIST
This parts list
contains all the
parts used in the
experiments which
you will perform
with the course.
The key number in
the parts list
corresponds to the
numbers in the
pictorial.
Some parts are
packaged in
envelopes.
Except for this
initial parts check,
keep these parts in
their envelopes
until they are called
for in the
experiment.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE.
Course objectives:
When I have completed this course, I shall be able to do the following:
1)

I will be able to solve basic electronic problems involving current, voltage, resistance, and
power

2)

I will be able to discuss the relationship between electricity and magnetism.

3)

I shall be able to convert from one metric prefix to another and to work with powers of ten

4)

I will be able to explain the relationship between current, voltage, resistance, and power.

5)

Given a wiring diagram of a circuit containing components such as resistors, relays, switches,
lamps, batteries, and capacitors, I will be able to draw an equivalent schematic diagram.

6)

I will be able to explain the construction, operation, and purpose of resistors, potentiometers,
switches, fuses, relays, capacitors, inductors, and batteries.

7)

Using a schematic diagram as a guide, I will be able to construct DC circuits with components
such as resistors, relays, switches, lamps, batteries, and capacitors.

8)

I shall be able to demonstrate basic safety procedures designed to protect myself and my test
equipment.

9)

I will be able to use a multimeter to measure current, voltage and resistance.

10)

I will be able to build and experiment with basic DC circuits of my own design.

Flowerbower, I know who you are and I know that you have no idea what I am talking about above because
it is not your subject is it; just by the things you buy, what shops you buy from and how much you paid for
the goods even the date by which you brought them.
How stupid of you to use the same name Flowerbower in your shopping system. You see because of that, we
can watching your address, watch where you go and I guess that is where you actually work. You see
Flowerbower I know who you are and if you think I don’t I can place you list of shopping up on this site; so
all can see what you brought, where, when, your address and plus some other bits of interest which will
surprise our readers no doubt.
Every one can see that you are a loser; you go out of your way to make that point clear, so before you come
before the courts on charges of slander / libel, back off and save time appearing in court that will make you
wish that you had stopped your insanity when you had the chance. After all, you have had plenty of
experience in losing in court action cases, which you were so certain that you would win, so isn’t that enough
to say time to pack up – you even tried to bribe Brad, yes I know all about your insanity.
In this book, I have been playing with your insanity, but once that roller set runs around that plate the play
ends and reality will switch in. I promise you that I shall bounce you so hard in court that you wish you had
not been born and I will show no mercy. You have been warned that the fun and games will end in court and
if that is the only way, your insanity is to be dealt with considering that everything you have put on the web
is downloaded for the court to study, so you will not be able to say that you did not say it.
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COURSE OUTLINE;
Unit one.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CURRENT:
Introduction.
Unit objectives.
Unit activity guide
Composition of matter
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

5

Electrostatics.
A
B
C
D

6

Elements and compounds
Atoms.
Electrons, Protons, and Neutrons.
Bohr model of Atom.
Difference between Elements.
The balanced atom.

The Electrical Charge.
Law of Electrical Charge.
The ion.
Action of Electrostatic Charge.

Current flow
A
B
C
D

Freeing electrons.
Conductors and Insulators.
The battery.
Random Drift and Directed Drift.

7

The electric circuit:

8

Measuring Current:
A The Coulomb.
B powers of Ten and Scientific Notation.
C The Ampere.
D The Ammeter.

9

Summary.

10

Appendix – A: Scientific Notation.

11

Unit examination.

You may think that I am joking here – let me make it quite clear this is only the beginning of what you will
be seeing through out this book on the web.
So, the best thing for you to do is to load up on drink and food, so you can read all about it without having to
take a break; that is if your eyes can stand the time.
This re-writing the past is actually good for me – just reminds me what it has taken to get to this stage – some
event!
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COMPOSITION OF MATTER:
Controlling the behaviour of electrons is what electronics is all about; which also includes the Searl Effect
Generator.
Therefore, an understanding of the electron is vitally important to an understanding of electronic
fundamentals.
Electrons are tiny particles that carry the energy to light our homes, cook our food, and do much of our work.
To understand what an electron is Searl must investigate the make-up of matter.
Searl has pointed that out so often that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) is matter in motion that does the
work of controlling electrons – so let’s see how Searl progressed.
To Searl; Matter is generally described as anything of weight and occupies space – fair enough.
Thus, the Earth and everything on it classified as matter.
As so often stated by Searl that the law of the squares says that matter exists in three different states;1)
2)
3)

Solid
Liquid
Gas.

Examples of solid matter are:
Gold, sand and wood.
Some liquid examples are:
Water, milk, and gasoline.
Some gas examples are:
Hydrogen, Helium, and oxygen.
These examples are forms of matter.

ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS:
The basic building materials from which all matter is constructed are - ELEMENTS.
Hence, all matter is composed of elements – which I agree – there is one problem with that statement that
many may feel that details what they have read of the Searl Effect Generator construction is not true.
I can assure you that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is constructed from elements regardless, this
confusion which may exist with some readers who are not involved in its material construction. Reading that
there are 3 layers using elements and one layer using a compound will now be confused at a higher level.
Some examples of elements are iron, carbon, hydrogen, and gold.
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There are just over one hundred elements known to Searl presently, of these only 92 occur in nature.
Yes, you guessed it, these are called natural elements – sorry, I am getting carried away with writing that it
had slipped my mind that I have already explain this part in chapter 16 the question is where on earth do I go
from here – just have to think what I have already said.
I don’t think that I actually showed the questions that I had to answer – so I shall represent them here first:
1

Elements:
All the compounds found in nature consist of different combinations of only 92 different elements.
These basic elements can be combined in millions of different combinations to form all the --------------- known to Man, including Searl.

2

Elements:
A substance that is composed of two or more elements are compounds. Since water is composed of
the elements hydrogen and oxygen, water is a -------------

3

Matter is anything that has weight and occupies space. Thus air, metal, and water are examples of --------

4

Molecule:
A molecule consists of two or more atoms bound together. Thus, while the molecule is the smallest
particle of a compound, the atom is the smallest particle of an -------------

5

Matter:
Matter may exist as a gas, liquid, or solid. All matter is composed of one or more of the elements. For
example: water is composed of two ---------------- called hydrogen and oxygen.

6

Compound:
Other examples of compounds are salt, steel, and sugar. All these substances are compounds because
they are composed of two or more -----------------.

7

Compound:
The smallest particle of a compound is called a molecule. A molecule is composed of atoms of two or
more different elements. For example: a molecule of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen and one
atom of oxygen. Thus the smallest particle of water which is still water is a --------------.

8

S.E.G:
The S.E.G. is constructed of matter in the form of 4 layers. How many of these layers are not
elements as such ------------------------.

I shall give you what my answers were later in this chapter, so you got time to fill them in before you see my
answers. I still have more questions to present on the next page for you to see what is involved with the
S.E.G.
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Question 8 is one of mine banged in to check if you have been truly studying the released information within
this book. I shall now continue with the questions that I had to answer at the tender age of 14 years 4 months
13 days old.
9

Nucleus:
The nucleus of the hydrogen atom consists of a single proton. However, all other atoms have both
protons and ---------------- in their nucleus.

10

Element:
That is, just as a compound is made up of molecules, an element is made up of -------------.

11

Neutrons:
It is interesting to note that atoms normally have the same number of electrons and protons. Thus,
a hydrogen atom has one proton and one electron. On the other hand, a uranium atom has 92
protons and ---------- electrons.

12

Atoms:
The atom is the smallest divided particle of compounds. Since there are only 92 natural elements,
there are only 92 different types of ------------ found in nature.

13

92.

14

Protons, electrons, neutrons:
The protons and neutrons form the centre or nucleus of the atom. The electrons rotate around the
nucleus in much the same way that planets rotate around the sun. Thus, If I compare the atom to
our solar system, the sun is equivalent to the -------------- of the atom.

15

Atoms:
One type of atom differs from another type by the number of protons, electrons, and neutrons.
These are the three basic building blocks of all atoms. That is, all atoms are made up of different
combinations of ------------, -------------, and ---------------.

I would like to add another question to that list – which is from my self – only as a matter of interest as to see
if you really understand what I have written here.
16

WHY?
Why is atoms made up of combinations of only three components parts?

I have covered the first 14 questions I had to answer from the first section of the course I had to study –
agree, that was simple, but remember this is a boy of 14 years with no formal education that is being referred
to here and one who has no natural hearing – so he was handicapped from the start.
I have added two extra questions; which has been key subject in this book for you to answer.
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ELECTROSTATICS:
Electrostatics is the branch of physics dealing with electrical charges at rest, or static electricity.
On the other hand, electronics deals largely with moving electrical charges.
However, before I can fully understand the action of electrical charges in motion, I must have some basic
knowledge of their behaviour at rest.

THE ELECTRICAL CHARGE:
I have examined the structure of the atom and discussed some of the characteristics of the electron, proton,
and neutron.
However, I have not yet discussed the most important characteristic of these particles.
This characteristic is their electrical charge.
An electrical charge is a property associated with the electron and the proton.
In the field of electronics and electrical works, it the electrons charge that make so useful; including the Searl
Effect Generator (SEG)
The electrical charge is difficult to visualise because it is not a thing like a molecule or an atom.
Rather, it is a property which electrons and protons possess that causes these particles to behave in certain
predictable ways.
The Law of the squares state that there are two distinct types of electrical charges.
True to form, as the Law of the Squares state, these two types of charges have opposite characteristics; they
have been by arbitration given the names positive and negative.
The electrical charge associated with the electron has been arbitrarily given the name negative; I agree that is
a good choice as it is easy to remember and not difficult to spell either.
On the other hand, the electrical charge associated with the proton called positive; I accept that term as
reasonable as it is also easy to remember and not too bad for spelling.
The neutron has no charge at all – how interesting as that is absolutely as the Law of the squares predicts.
The law of the squares sure was a better teacher than those who operated the schools of my time. Note, I
stated my time, because time changes things and now in the year 2009 schools systems have changed and
will still change over again as the system grows old just as we do, to give birth to new teachings.
Yes, the neutron is electrically neutral and therefore, plays no known role in electricity.
The Law of the squares defined: that in this universe there exist always two prime states and that they are
opposite and there is always the third state of no real value in relation to these two prime states separated by
these states is often a thin line. Strange, that in reality the game called hopscotch was my primary teacher and
the law of the squares became my secondary teacher.
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The electron revolves around the nucleus of the atom in much the same way that the Earth orbits the sun.
Let me compare this action to that of a ball which is attached to the end of a string and twirled in a circle.
If the string breaks, the ball will fly off in a straight line.
Thus, it is the restraining action of the string which holds the path of the ball to a circle.
In this case of the Earth rotating around the sun, it is the gravitational attraction of the sun which prevents the
Earth from flying off into space.
The gravitational attraction of the sun exactly balances the centrifugal force of each planet.
Thus, the planets travel in more or less circular paths around the sun.
The electron orbits around the nucleus at a fantastic speed.
What force keeps the electron from flying off into space?
It is not gravity because the gravitational force exerted by the nucleus is much too weak.
Instead, the force at work here is caused by the charge on the electron in orbit and the charge on the proton in
the nucleus.

A Proton
B Electron
Fields associated with protons and electrons’
The negative charge of the electron is attracted by the positive charge of the proton.
I call this force of attraction an electrostatic force.
To explain this force, science has adopted the concept of an electrostatic field.
Every charged particle is assumed to be surrounded by an electrostatic field which extends for a distance
outside the particle itself.
It is the interaction of these fields which causes the electron and proton to attract each other.
Would it also be true to sate that the roller sets remain attached to the plate regardless of motion by these
interaction electric fields?
Figure A: shows a diagram of a proton.
The plus sign represents the positive electrical charge.
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The arrows extending outward represent the lines of force make up the electrostatic field.
NOTE: Arbitrarily assumed are the lines extending away from the positive charge.
Compare this to the electron shown in figure B.
The minus sign represents the negative charge; point inward arrows represent the lines of the electric field.
Now let me see how these two fields interact with one another.

LAW OF ELECTRICAL CHARGES:
To my knowledge at that time: the following are the basic laws of nature, it describes the action of electrical
charges.
It is termed Coulomb’s Law after Charles A. de Coulomb 1736 – 1806 French physicist; I believe he was
who discovered this relationship.
Which appears quite simply, Coulomb’s Law states that:
1)
2)

Like charges repel.
Unlike charges attract.
Figure A – B – C action of like and unlike charges.
A = Electrons repel.

A

B

C
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B = Protons repel
C = Electron and Proton attract

Because: like charges repel, two electrons repel each other as do two Protons.
Figure A: illustrates how the lines of force interact between two electrons.
The directions of the lines of force are such that the two fields cannot interconnect.
The net effect is that the electrons attempt to move apart.
That is, they repel each other.
Figure B: illustrates that the same is true of two protons.
In Figure C: an electron and a proton are shown.
Here, the two fields do interconnect.
As a result, the two charges attract and tend to move together.
These examples show only individual charged particles. Whereas: the S.E.G. has many such charged
particles.
However, Coulomb’s Law holds true for concentrations of charges as well.
In fact, it holds true for only two charged bodies.
An important part of Coulomb’s Law is an equation which allows us to determine the force of attraction or
repulsion between charged bodies.
All S.E.Gs are charged bodies regardless of its application functions.
The equation states that:

Where
F = the force of attraction between unlike charges or the force of repulsion between like charges;
q1 = the charge on one body.
q2 = the charge on the second body.
d2 = the square of the distance between the two bodies.
While I need not work actual problems to determine the force between charges, I can see some interesting
relationships by examining the equation.
It I experiment with the equation by substituting some simple arbitrary numbers for q1, q2, and d2, I can
determine how the force changes as the quantities change.
For example, if the value of either charge doubles, the force also doubles.
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If both charges double, then the force increases by a factor of four.
On the other hand, increasing the distance between charges decreases the force.
If the distance between charges is doubled, the force is reduced to one fourth its former value.

Figure D:

Hydrogen atom.

The boys: who do the research and development work?

The magnitude of the negative charge on the electron is exactly equal to the magnitude of the positive charge
on the proton.
Figure D is a diagram of a hydrogen atom H.1: consisting of one electron in orbit around one proton.
NOTICE: that the negative charge of the electron is exactly offset by the positive charge of the proton.
Thus, the atom as a whole has no charge at all.
That is, overall, this atom has neither a negative nor a positive charge.
It is electrically neutral.
Atoms which are electrically neutral have no net charge.
Therefore, they neither attract nor repel each other.
By the same token they are neither attracted nor repelled by charged particles such as electrons and protons.
I have seen that atoms normally contain the same number of electrons – negative charges – as protons –
positive charges
And, since neutrons add no charge, all atoms are normally neutral as far as their electrical charges are
concerned.
However, this normal condition can be easily upset by external forces.
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Figures A – B - C: Carbon atom and ions.

THE ION:
Atoms are affected by many different types of outside forces such as that of heat, light, electrostatic fields,
chemical reactions and magnetic fields.
The S.E.G. functions because we interfere with its electrical neutral state, through magnetic fields interaction,
which in turn is further upset by the movement of electrons through the material – in plain language there is
no hiding place for electrons.
Quite often, one or more of these forces upset the balanced state of the atom.
As a result, an atom can lose or gain an electron.
That is the S.E.G. game – losing and gaining at a set time rate relating to voltage pressure movement
demanded by outside operations, like switching on lights etc.
When this happens, the number of positive charges no longer exactly offsets the number of negative charges.
Thus, sadly to say that the atom end up with a net charge.
An atom that is no longer in its neutral state is termed an ion.
The process of changing an atom to an ion is termed ionization.
There are both negative and positive ions.
Figure A – B – C compares a neutral atom of carbon with negative and positive ions of carbon.
Figure A: shows the balanced or neutral atom.
NOTICE: that the six negative charges (electrons) exactly offsets by the six positive charges (protons).
The neutrons ignored in this example since they contribute nothing to the electrical charge.
If you found it hard to understand – please keep reading review it until you understand.
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Figure B: shows the condition which exists when the carbon atom loses an electron.
There are many forces in nature beside Prof. Searl which can dislodge an electron and cause it to wander
away from the atom.
I will discuss this in more detail later.
NOTICE that the carbon atom now has one more proton than electrons.
Thus, there is one positive charge which is not cancelled by a corresponding negative charge.
Therefore, the atom has a net positive charge.
I call this a positive ion.
Figure C: shows a carbon atom which has picked up a stray electron.
In this case, there is one negative charge which is not offset by a corresponding positive charge.
Hence, the atom has a net negative charge.
This is called a negative ion.
The ion still has all the basic characteristics of carbon because the nucleus of the atom has not been
disturbed.
Can I put that in another way to help you to understand what I am saying here – if I give your bare bottom a
spanking: I am disturbing the blood supply – but because of that you do not cease being you – you still have
all the characteristics of you – the only difference being that you now have a red bum instead of a white bum
I would class that as rather a positive state.
Therefore, an atom can give up or pick up electrons without changing its basic characteristics.
Just like your bum being spanked it gives up electrons, thus turns red; but will slowly pick up again electrons
from the atmosphere or clothing and thereby return to white again; but amazing you still have all the
characteristics of you regardless.
Thus, changing atoms to ion is an easy thing to do and everything you see around you contains ions as well
as atoms.
The material around you also contains a very large number of free or stray electrons.
Clearly, there is much energy around you that could be use to your benefit – it is our failure to be able to
collect this spare energy in a manner to which it can be converted into useful energy.
Wind power, solar cells, water are just a few products; which are today actually being used to our advantage;
yet the sea offers a great amount of free energy but not yet put to full use. The source that S.I.S.R.C. complex
researching is magnetism; yet to be expended to more efficient mode of collecting energy to convert to useful
energy that will benefit mankind.
Unfortunate, one needs to spank a dozen bottoms at the same time to generate enough energy to light a bulb.
In reality, your body loses electrons every second of the day, but it picks up quite a few to replace them.
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These electrons having escaped from the atom makes the atom a positive ion.
As I will show later, largely the number of free electrons and ions within the material determines the
electrical characteristics of different types of material.

ACTION OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES:
At one time or another, I have seen or felt the effects of electrostatic charges.
A most spectacular effect sight to see is lightning.
Less spectacular examples when we remove clothes from a dryer, comb our hair, or touch a metal object after
scuffing our feet on a rug.
In each of these cases, two different bodies receive opposite electrical charges.
Again, the law of the squares is upheld.
This is due to one of the bodies giving up a large number of electrons to the other.
The body that gives up the electrons is positive charged, while the body receiving the electrons becomes
negatively charged.
When I comb my hair vigorously with a hard rubber comb, my hair gives up electrons to the comb; that is
why I am going bald.
Thus, the comb becomes negatively charged, while my hair becomes positively charged.
That is, the comb collects a large number of free electrons from my hair.
This is an example of charging by friction.

Figure 1. Charging by induction.
There are several other ways in which an object can be charged; without being spanked!
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For example, the charge on the comb can be partially transferred to another body simply by touching the
comb to an uncharged body.
When the charged comb comes into contact with the uncharged object, many of the excess electrons leave
the comb and collect on the other object.
If I now remove the comb, the object will have a charge of its own.
This is called charging by contact.
Another method of charging is called charging by induction.
This method takes advantage of the electrostatic field which exists in the space surrounding a charged body.
This allows us to charge an object without actually touching it with a charged body.
Figure 1, shows the negatively charged comb place close to an aluminium rod.
The excess electrons in the comb repel the free electrons in the rod.
Consequently, the free electrons gather at the end of the rod away from the charged comb.
This causes that end of the rod to acquire a negative charge.
The opposite end acquires a positive charge because of the deficiency of electrons.
If I now touch the negative end of the rod with a neutral body, some of the electrons leave the rod and enter
the neutral body.
This leaves the rod with a net positive charge.
Thus, I have induced a positive charge into the rod without touching it with a charged body.

Figure 2:

Charging and discharging a glass rod.

Now, let’s see how electrical charges can be neutralized.
When a glass rod is rubbed with a silk cloth, the glass gives up electrons to the silk.
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Therefore, the glass becomes positively charged, while the silk becomes negatively charged.
This is shown in Figure 2A.
However, if the rod is now brought back into contact with the cloth, the negative electrons in the silk are
attracted by the positive charge in the glass.
The force of attraction pulls the electrons back out of the silk so that the charges of the materials neutralize as
shown in Figure 2B.
Thus, if two objects having equal but opposite charges are are brought into contact, electrons flow from the
negative charged object into the positively charged object.
That is how the S.E.G. functions in this domain of reality.
The flow of electrons continues until both charges have been neutralised.
That is precisely the same with the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) the electrons continue to flow until the
demand for them stops: upon which the S.E.G. continues loading until its fully neutralised; upon which the
movement of electrons stops and the S.E.G. is said to be at ideal speed.
I guess that it is time to check how well you have been really studying this report; so let’s have a
programmed review.
17)

Electricity is a property that electrons and protons have which causes them to behave in certain
predictable ways.
Each has a tiny electrical charge.
However, the electron’s charge is opposite to that of the proton.
The proton is said to have a positive charge, while the electron has a ----------- charge.

18)

ELECTRON:
While the electron and proton have electrical charges, the third particle found in the atom does
not.
That is, the ------------ has no electrical charge.

19)

REPEL:
According to Coulomb’s Law, and not Searl’s Law, two electrons should ----------- each other.

20)

NEGATIVE:
Although the two charges are opposite, they have exactly the same magnitude.
Thus, the positive charge on the proton has the same strength as the negative charge on the -----------.

Due to lack of space here to complete the next question, I had to answer and will leave it to the next page.
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Keep in mind this was for a boy of 14 years who experts claim had no formal education.
21)

PROTONS:
A law which describes how charged particles behave is called Coulomb’s Law.
The action described in this law which states that unlike charges --------------.

22)

REPEL:
However, a negatively charged body should be attracted by a ----------- charged body.

23)

NEUTRON:
The negatively charged electrons are held in orbit around the nucleus by the attraction of the
positively charged -------------- in the nucleus of the atom.

24)

REPEL:
Also, any two positively charged bodies should --------------.

25)

ATTRACT:
This law goes on to say that like charges behave in the opposite manner.
It states that like charges ---------------------.

26)

NEGATIVE:
On the one hand, an atom which loses an electron becomes a ----------- ion.

27)

POSITIVELY:
Normally an atom contains the same number of electrons as protons.
Thus, the positive charges in the nucleus are exactly offset by the negative charges in orbit
around the nucleus.
An atom has no net charge when it has the same number of protons as ---------.

28)

POSITIVE:
This is called charging by contact.
Objects can also be charged by induction without actually touching: as in the S.E.G. the roller
sets do not touch the --------------------.

29)

POSITIVELY:
Simultaneously, the silk cloth becomes ------------ charged.

The few questions left out will appear on the next page.
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Here, we are still discussing a 14-year-old boy with no education, according to those expert’s statements.
This book is produce by this boy to show what he had to be able to answer for the job he was to train.
So lets us continue to see what he actually did.
30)

ELECTRONS:
An atom which has a net electrical charge is called an ion.
Ions are formed when an atom loses one or more electrons or picks up one or more extra
electrons.
Since electrons have negative charges, an atom which picks up an extra electron becomes a ----------------- Ion.

31)

NEGATIVELY:
Once the glass rod is positively charged, this charge can be partially transferred to a neutral
body by touching the two objects together.
When the two objects touch, electrons are drawn from the neutral body by the positive charge
on the rod.
Thus, the charge on the rod is partially neutralized.
However, because the neutral body gave up electrons, it now has a ------------- charge.

32)

POSITIVE:
One way to produce free electrons and positive ions is to rub a glass rod with a silk cloth.
The glass rod gives up many electrons to the silk cloth.
Thus, the glass rod becomes ------------------- charged.

Yes, these questions are easy to answer and I did it without any problems whatsoever; then I never had much
choice did I, if I wanted a job.
The bulk of Searl’s education arrives from the Law of the Squares, and still that presently applies.
The game of hopscotch held an arrow that pointed him to the course to take to win. He followed or maybe
more precisely was pushed to follow a set course from which in the end created the Searl Effect Technology;
and boy what technology it is. It has upset those who believed that they were experts; but I fail to understand
in what subject other than sarcastic bullshit.

CURRENT FLOW:
In electronics, current is defined to my knowledge as the flow of electric charge from one point to another;
which to me makes sense.
I have already seen some samples of this.
I was successful in converting my pocketknife into a hacksaw blade in a flash – powerful stuff this electric!
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I saw that when a negatively charged body is touched to a positively charged body, electrons flow from
negative object to the positive object.
Since electrons carry a negative charge, this is an example of electrical charges flowing.
Before an electron can flow from one point to another, it must first free itself from the atom.
Therefore, let us take a closer look at the mechanism by which electrons dislodged from the atom.

FREEING ELECTRONS:
I have seen that electrons revolve around the nucleus at very high speeds.
Two forces hold the electron in a precarious balance.
The centrifugal force of the electron offset exactly by the attraction of the nucleus.
This balance condition can be upset very easily, so that the electron dislodges.
Not all electrons so easily freed from the atom with the same ease.
Some are dislodge more easily than others do.
To see why, I must discuss the concept of orbital shells.
It currently believed that electron orbits in an atom fall in a certain pattern.
For example, in all atoms of two or more electrons, two of the electrons orbit relatively close to the nucleus.
The area in which these electrons rotate is termed a shell.
The shell closest to the nucleus contains two electrons.
This area can support only two electrons and all other electrons must orbit in shells further from the nucleus.
Figure 3:

Arrangement of orbital shells in Atom.

A second shell somewhat further from the nucleus can
support up to eight electrons.
There is a third shell of which can contain up to 18
electrons.
The fourth shell can hold up to 32 electrons.
The first four shells shows illustrated by Figure 3.
Although not shown, there are also additional shells in the
heavier atoms.
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Of particular importance to electronics is the outer electron shell of the atom.
Hydrogen and Helium atoms have one and two electrons respectively.
In this case, the outer shell is the first – and only – shell.
With atoms having three to ten electrons, the outer shell is the second shell.
Regardless of which shell it happens to be, the outer shell is termed the valence shell.
Electrons in this shell are termed valence electrons.
Electrons are arranged in such a way that the valences shell never have more than eight electrons.
This may be confusing since I have seen that the third shell can contain up to 18 electrons.
But my dream one makes it clear that the outer shell can only hold 8 electrons as a valence shell.
An example shows why both statements are true – therefore Dream one is also absolute correct.
That is strange that a boy from age of 5 to 11 years should have been given such information that schools
failed to give him and so precise in content.
An atom of argon – vital to store Nd in – contains 18 electrons, and it is a gas;

2 in the first shell.
8 in the second shell.
8 in the third shell.
It might seem that the next heavier element, potassium, would have nine electrons in its third shell.
However, this would violate the valence rule stated above.
Actually, what happens is that extra electron is placed in a fourth shell.
Thus, the 19 electrons distribute in this manner:

2 in the first shell.
8 in the second shell.
8 in the third shell.
1 in the fourth shell.
NOTICE the valence shell contains only one electron.
On the next page, I shall point out why that is important issue in the design of the Searl Effect Generator.
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NOTICE that the outer or valence shell becomes the fourth shell rather than the third.
Once the fourth shell established as the valence shell, the third shell can fill to its full capacity of 18
electrons.
That is precisely what dream one is saying, therefore, I had to accept that these dreams are workable dreams
and not normal dreams as such.

Clearly, the valence electrons are extremely important
in electronics, as dream one is stating.
These easily freed electrons can perform useful
functions.
To see why valence electrons freed easily, let us consider
the structure of an atom of copper Cu 29, which I use in
the S.E.G. structure.
Figure 4.A. shows how are the electrons distributed in
the various shells.
In this case, the valence shell contains only one electron.

Figure 4A. Copper Cu 29
This electron is further away from the nucleus than inner shell of electrons.
From Coulomb’s Law we know that the force of attraction between charged particles decreases as the
distance increases.
Therefore, the valence electrons experience less attraction from the nucleus.
For this reason, I know dream 1 is implying that these electrons can be easily dislodged from the atom.
B
C
D

FIGURE 4A. Freeing an electron from a Copper Cu 29 atom.
At this moment in time, I am concerned primarily with the valence electrons and I need not show the inner
electrons.
Instead, shown is the atom in the simplified form shown Figure 4A (B-C-D) above.
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Figure 4-B, Figure 4-C and Figure 4-D use this simplified forms to illustrate one way to free electrons.
There are two Copper Cu 29 atoms shown as they might appear within copper wire.
Each valence electron held in orbit by the attraction of the nucleus.
However, the force of attraction is quite weak because the orbits are so far from the nucleus.
As I see it; if these two atoms are close together, the valence shells may be closer together than either
electron is to its nucleus.
At certain points in their orbits, the two electrons may come very close together.
As I see it, when this happens the force of repulsion between the two electrons is stronger than the force of
attraction exerted by the nucleus.
Thus, one or both of the electrons maybe forced out of orbit and wander out as a free electron.
NOTICE that when the electron leaves, the atom becomes a positive ion.
As a free electron wanders around through the atomic structure, a positive ion can captured it.
It may also come close enough to other valence electrons to force them from orbit.
This is the kind of action required within the Searl effect generator (S.E.G).
The point is that events like these occur frequently in many types of material.
Thus, it is that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) has options of choice of materials to construct and not
limited by one set of materials.
Thus, in a piece of Copper Cu 29 wire containing billions and billions of atoms, there are bound to be billions
of free electrons. Flowerbower - please kindly take note that I am educating you; so you do not look like an
imbecile on YouTube.

CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS:
The role of valence electrons cannot be over emphasized, for it is an important part of the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V).
Both the electrical and the chemical characteristic of the elements depend on the action of the valence
electrons; clearly, that is what dreams one is stating.
An element’s electrical and chemical stability are determined largely electrons within the valence shell.
I have seen that the valence shell can contain up to eight electrons, precisely what dream 1 state’s with that
hopscotch game, each square of that game represents an electron.
Yes – you can smile, as you know now that a self-taught boy knew in this manner and I am giving these so
call experts a real spanking in public for saying otherwise.
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Those elements with valence shells that are filled or nearly filled tend to be stable.
For example, the elements:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Neon
Argon
Krypton
Xenon
Radon

Ne 10:
Ar 18:
Kr 36:
Xe 54:
Rn 86

Have eight electrons in their valence shell.
Clearly, they are completely filled valence shells. That is correct Flowerbower, just to save your brain from
exploding trying to find ways to say that I don’t know what I am talking about on YouTube.
As a result, these elements are so stable that they resist any sort of chemical activity.
They will not even combine with other elements to form compounds; at least so far to date no one has been
lucky to achieve such success to my knowledge – but I cannot be absolutely certain that given time someone
somewhere will achieve some success with these elements.
Unfortunate, I can only deal with known facts here.
These atoms are very reluctant to give up electrons. I can understand that from my own experience how
reluctant I was about dropping my pants for the teacher to spank me; so she helped me by dropping them for
me – so I would not be too surprised if one will help to drop an electron from one of these elements.
It appears to me that there is nothing impossible; except that the state of your mind makes it so: clearly, that
is what my teacher proved to me.
All these elements have similar characteristics in that they are all inert gases.
Stable elements tend to have their valence shells almost filled, although they are not as stable as filled shells.
I know that these elements will strive to fill their valence shell by capturing free electrons.
Consequently, elements of this type have very few free electrons wandering around through the atomic
structure.
Flowerbower, materials with few free electrons are termed: insulators.
In addition to certain elements act as insulators, there are many compounds with few free electrons.
Thus, they act as insulators also.
By opposing the production of free electrons, these substances resist certain electrical actions.
Insulators are important in electrical and electronics work for this reason.
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The plastic material on electrical wires is an insulator that protects us from electric shock.
All such issues must be address in designing any generator – let alone the S.E.G.
Elements in which the valence shell is almost empty have the opposite characteristics.
Those with only one or two electrons tend to give up these electrons very easily.
For example:

1)
2)
3)

Copper
Silver
Gold

Cu 29:
Ag 47:
Au 79.

Each has one valence electron.
In these elements, the valence electrons dislodge very easily.
Consequently, a bar of any one of these elements will have a very large number of free electrons.
Substances that have a large numbers of free electrons are termed conductors.
In addition to Silver Ag 47, Copper Cu 29, and Gold Au 79, some other good conductors are Iron Fe 26,
Nickel Ni 28 and Aluminium Al 13.
NOTICE that all of these elements are metals.
Most metals are good conductors.
Conductors are important because they carry electrical current from one place to another.
John Thomas Jr – he who expected to re-make the
S.E.G. I know he did not accept my word that it
costs a lot of something that is a GOD to most people
and it is called MONEY – but give him credit. He set
up DISC INC and saw to it that I had a computer,
scanner and printer, so I could get started in rewriting newsletters and books including the software
needed to make them which whom we all ought to be
grateful.
His son Jason set up the first website upon this
technology, which for that time was a great
achievement because he had never experience what
was involved within this technology.
I am glad to report that Dad and Son are both doing
well.
Hi dad: you will soon see another happy birthday, which means that you are surely catching me up on orbits.
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Some elements have halfway filled valence shells.
That is, there are four valence electrons.
Two examples of elements of this type are Silicon Si 14 and Germanium Ge 32.
I will call these elements semiconductors because they are neither good conductors nor good insulators.
I will admit here that I have been thinking that they both might play a good part in an S.E.G. concept, but yet
to be tested.
Semiconductors are important in electronics because transistors and integrated circuits are composed of
these elements. (Added insert to original copy)
However, in this report, I will be concerned primarily with conductors and insulators.

THE BATTERY:

Figure A relates to a car battery; something
which I would not experience seeing for
another 2 years.
Figure B: This type of dry cell will also still be
12 months away; before having the experience
of seeing one of these types of battery.
Today’s generation will find that hard to
understand as they see them everywhere now.

Figure A: Wet Cell,

Figure B Dry Cell.

Current flow is the movement of free electrons from one place to another – which being no different to that
of the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G).
Thus, to have current flow I must first have free electrons; Flowerbower, please kindly take note.
I have seen how valence electrons can be dislodged from atoms to form free electrons and positive ions.
This can be done by very simple means such as combing my hair or rubbing a glass rod (no I never tested
that idea of what you are thinking of – nevertheless it’s an interesting thought) with a silk cloth.
However, to perform a useful function, I must free very large numbers of electrons and concentrate them in
one area.
This requires some much more sophisticated techniques.
My device does that but at this moment of time, it is the ordinary battery will do.
There are many different types of batteries, and I am not kidding upon that issue.
I will next how two familiar examples.
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Figure B: shows a dry cell (today a common flashlight battery) unfortunate in my time we had carbon lamps;
we had not even heard it in Thorndon, Suffolk, such devices had not reach that standard of battery
requirements.
Yes indeed, I knew of dry cells, had to use one of those heavy ones with an output of 144 volts. I think it was
then a 9-volt negative battery – so my radio had 3 different types of batteries. Being a right old sod took them
apart and poking my nose in to see what they contained; thus it was that unexploded German bombs were not
the only things I was taking apart to make fireworks out of their contents and they never failed to work, bless
them.
Figure A shows the wet cell (being an automobile battery, which was unknown to me then), agree I knew of
wet cells and I used one in my radio set that was 2 volts. It was termed an accumulator that had to be charge
up at a shop in Ipswich 20 miles away once a week; that was the limit of my experience then, but all this will
be explained at a later date.
I understand that these two types of batteries are of quite different construction, they do have several points
in common.
In plain talk, it is no different to man and women, whom we all understand I hope, that there are lots of
differences in construction, but we do have several points in common.
Both have two terminals or poles for connecting, to complete an electrical circuit.
Both employ a chemical reaction producing an excess of electrons at one terminal and a deficiency of
electrons at the other.
The terminal at which the electrons congregate is termed the negative terminal; which to my mind makes
sense.
Shown in Figures A and B indicates it by a minus sign,
The other terminal is goes by a plus sign and has a deficiency of electrons.
Next, we will see how the battery affects the free electrons in a conductor.

RANDOM DRIFT AND DIRECTED DRIFT:
I cannot help to wonder if you really are taking note of how the law of the squares holds true even in this
document and how the law of the squares agrees with it.
Just to make you aware, the title above show 2 states of opposite functions; the law thus confirmed
positively.
A conductor is a substance with large number of free electrons.
In a conductor, the free electrons do not stand still, rather are very active indeed.
Instead, they drift about in a random motion.
I hope to be able to explain this action in a drawing on the next page, but I am not an artist and cannot be
everything. Nevertheless, will have a go at it and try my best for I am not no longer 14 years old but just on
77 years old. I am not young but a rather seriously handicap old man, but my love is science, flying and
above all protecting my home, the planet earth. For there is no other home for us to date and to my mind its
madness the way we are killing and destroying our home when there is no other to have.
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FIGURE RM1A.

FIGURE RM1B.
Comparison of random and directed drift.
Figure RM1A represents a small section of a conductor containing many free electrons.
At any instant, the free electrons are drifting at random in all directions.
This motion is termed random drift; which makes sense to me.
This type of drift occurs in all conductors but it has little practical use.
To do useful work, the free electrons must drift in the same direction rather than random motion.
I can influence the drift of electrons so that all or most electrons move in the same direction through the
conductor.
This is movement takes place by displacing electrical charges at opposite ends of the conductor.
Figure RM1B shows a negative charge placed at one end of the conductor while a positive charge at the
other.
The negative charge repels the free electrons while the positive charge attracts them.
As a result all of the free electrons move or drift in the same general direction.
The direction is from the negative charge to the positive charge.
Here, the application of the electrical charges at the ends of the conductor has changed random drift to
directed drift.
This directed drift of free electrons is termed current flow.
We can say now, electrical current is flowing through the conductor.
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If the electrical charges shown in Figure RM1B are isolated from one another, the flow of electrons will
quickly cancel both charges and only a momentary current will flow – likewise within the Searl effect
generator (S.E.G).
However, if potential differences caused battery, then the chemical action of the battery can maintain the two
charges for some time.
That does not apply to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), unless a force applied to stop it, it will continue
regardless of line demand or loads. If such an instant arrived that there is no demand upon the S.E.G, then the
unit will just cruise at slow RPM and the free electrons will go a wandering again, until demand again
appears.
Therefore, a battery can maintain a continuous current through a conductor for a long period.

FIGURE 17.1:

Current flows from the negative terminal to the positive terminal of the battery.

A Copper Cu 29 wire is a good example of a conductor.
Figure 17.1 shows a length of Copper Cu 29 wire connected from one terminal to the other of a battery.
A heavy current will flow from the negative terminal of the battery to the positive terminal.
Recall that the negative terminal is a source of free electrons.
An electron repels by the negative charges and attract to positive charges at the opposite terminal.
Thus, the electrons flow through the wire as shown. What is this again - Flowerbower sleeping? You will
have to report to my office after class for a lesson that will help you to stay awake for I am teaching you not
to be an idiot on YouTube. I am certain that my cane will be delighted to greet your arse with an enjoyable
welcome and I will not charge you for my time and service.
Just consider that yourself lucky to receive proper disciplinary action; most operators charge for such
dedicated work on the bottoms.
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When they enter the positive terminal of the battery, the positive ions capture them.
The chemical reaction of the battery is constantly releasing new free electrons and positive ions to make up
for the ones lost by recombination.

I should pointed out that I have not nor is it recommended connecting a conductor directly
across the terminals of the battery as shown in Figure 17.1
The heavy current would quickly exhaust the batter to say the least.
This is an example of a “short circuit”, normally avoided at all cost Flowerbower.
This example is shown here merely to illustrate the concept of current flow.
I think that it is time for another programmed review of the question I had to answer – being a boy of 14
years studying to become an electrical engineer ought to interest you – I wonder how many of you can
honestly answer them in reality?

33)

Valence:
These are the electrons which can be most easily freed from the atom.
However, the valences electrons in some elements are very difficult to dislodge
while other elements they are freed easily.
The difference stems from the number of electrons in the ------------ shell.

34)

Current is the flow of electric charges from one point to another.
Since electrons carry electrical charges, current can also be defined as the flow of
----------.

35)

Number:
A conductor is defined as a substance which has a large number of free electrons.
Thus, elements which have only one or two electrons in their valence shell
normally are good --------------.

36)

Electrons:
Before electrons can participate in current flow, they must first be freed from the
atom.

Clearly, my next question will not fit in here without a break up in a line statement, which clearly will
happen here if I continue; so I will continue this on the next page.
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To continue from last page question 36:

When an electron is dislodged from the atom, the atom becomes a positive --------37)

Ion:
Electrons are distributed around the atom in shells.
This shell is called the valence shell.
Also, the electrons in this shell are called ------------ electrons.

38)

Positive:
Electrons which leave the negative terminal of the battery are replaced by other
electrons which are released by the chemical reaction within the battery.
Thus, a battery can maintain a continuous flow of electrons through a conductor
for a long period of time.
This flow of electrons is called current.
Electrons flow from a ------------- charge to a ---------- charge.

39)

Conductors:
Elements such as gold Au 79, silver Ag 47, and copper Cu 29 have only one
valence electron.
Therefore, these elements are very good ---------------.

40)

Positive:
If one end of a conductor is connected to the negative terminal and the other end
is connected to the positive terminal, Electrons will flow through the conductor.
In the conductor, electrons will always flow from the negative terminal to the ------------------- terminal.

41)

Conductors:
On the other hand, an insulator is defined as a substance which has very few free
electrons.
This situation occurs in elements which have their valence shells nearly full.
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For example, elements with 6 and 7 valence electrons make good -------------------.
42)

The free electrons within a conductor drift around at random.
To do useful work these electrons must be forced to drift in a desired direction.
I can influence the drift of electrons by connecting the conductor across a battery.
A battery is a device which has an excess of electrons at one terminal and a
deficiency of electrons at the other.
The terminal with an excess of electrons is called the negative terminal.
The terminal with the deficiency of electrons is called the ----------- terminal.

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT:
In its simplest form, an electric circuit consists of a power source, a load, and conductors for connecting the
power source to the load Flowerbower please take note; who knows one day you might appear intelligent.
Often the power source is a battery Flowerbower. The purpose of the power source is to provide the force
necessary to direct the flow of electrons.
As I intend to show you in the next unit, this force is called VOLTAGE. Power sources produce voltage by
creating a positive charge at one terminal and a negative charge at the other.
In Joy’s own words WHY do they do that? That is an interesting point; WHY?
The load is generally some kind of electrical device which performs a useful function; Flowerbower what
would you suggest – a vibrator?
To my mind at least it might be a lamp which is useful to produce light, a motor which produces physical
motion besides that vibrator, a horn which produces sound, or a heating element which produces heat to heat
up the bed; before you get in it; can sure be useful to prevent you wetting the bed from the sudden cold
attack.
Regardless of the type of load used, the load performs its useful function only when electric current flows
through it Flowerbower.
I must not forget the third part of the circuit is the conductors, which are vital which allows me to connect the
power source to the load.
They provide a path for current flow – Flowerbower – interesting if your brain is capable to learning that?
I appreciate that a number of you are feed up with Flowerbower’s evil crap, which I thank you for that and
ofcourse there will always be those who enjoy evil crap and thrive on it; the Law of the Squares statements it
– how true!
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The conductor may be length of Copper Cu 29 wire, a strip of Aluminium Al 13, the metal frame of an
automobile, etc.

Figure 17.16.

Simple electric circuit.

Flowerbower – I expect that this circuit is far too technical for your brain based on your petty sarcasm; it
does indicate a lack of understanding of the subjects and too bad your thesaurus will not help you there.
Figure 17.16 shows a pictorial representation of an electric circuit consisting of a battery, a lamp, and
connecting Copper Cu29 wires.
The battery produces the force (voltage) necessary to cause the directed flow of electrons.
The force developed by the battery causes the free electrons in the conductor to flow through the lamp in the
direction shown.
The free electrons repel by the negative charge and attracted by the positive charge.
Thus, the electrons flow from negative to positive to which I have no augment with; as I seen the proof at a
cinema projection room: carbon rods gave me all the right answers; even if the projectionist believe
otherwise.
The negative and positive charges in the battery constantly replenished by chemical action of the battery: I
have no augment with that.
Therefore, the battery can maintain a current flow for a long time.
As the electrons flow through the lamp, they heat up the wire within the lamp. As the wire becomes hotter,
the lamp emits light. The lamp will maintain a glow as long as a the currents are strong enough.
By the end of August 1946, I had accepted a fact that Dream 1 related to energy and that energy source
would be electricity. That a great amount of weight and pressure would be involved to produce it.
For that required, conductors and magnetism would involve elements but that was just for starters, much
more had to found.
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We know experiences with flashlights that a battery cannot maintain a constant current flow forever.
As the battery is used, the chemical reaction within the battery slows down; like me, I guess.
Over a period of time, the force provided by the battery becomes weaker and less current is provided.
As a result, the lamp emits less light.
It becomes dimmer and dimmer and eventually no light at all.
At this time the battery is said to be dead, burned out, or run down.
In this condition the battery like us, cannot produce the force necessary to push enough electrons through the
lamp to cause the lamp to light.

Figure 17.17a

Circuit with switch closed.

Figure 17.17b

Circuit with switch open.
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The circuit in Figure 17.16 is much more practical by adding one additional component.
This component is a switch, providing a simple method of turning the lamp on and off.
In Figure 17.17, shows the circuit with and added switch.
For simplicity, a knife switch is shown but there are many types that are available that could be used.
It consists of two metal contacts to which conductors may be connected, a metal arm opened and closed on a
base. I can certify as correct as I have used many of this type class of switch over time in my home research
work and with great success.
Current cannot flow through the base of the switch because an insulator material is used.
Current can flow only through the arm and then only if the arm is closed.
In Figure 17.17a, the switch is shown closed.
With the switch closed, there is a path for current flow fro the negative terminal of the battery through the
switch and lamp to the positive terminal.
Now you can say let there be light; and behold the lamp lights up because current flows through it.
When the switch is opened, as shown in 17.17b, the path for current flow is broken.
Thus, it’s useless to say let there be light, because the lamp does not glow, simple because it’s not happy due
to the fact that there is no current flowing through it.
FIGURE 17.18.
Pictorial representations
compared with the
schematic symbols.
Well Flowerbower I wonder
if you can understand these
details –if you do that is
sure proof that God moves
in mysterious ways.
Strange, that I do not
believe in god, just far too
many facts to support my
views.
So, you cannot expect me to
believe that you are capable
of understanding what’s
written within this book.
Have a great day Lover!
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Figure 17.19B.

OPEN.

Figure 17.19B is a schematic diagram of the pictorial shown in Figure 17.17B.
The circuit shown in 17.19 is the schematic diagram of a flashlight.
It is also the diagram for the headlight system in an automobile.
In fact, it can present any system which contains a battery, a lamp, and a switch.
If the lamp replaced with a motor, the circuit becomes that of the starter system of a car.
In this case, the switch is operated by the ignition key.
Other circuits that operate in a similar manner is the doorbell at a normal person’s home – maybe not the case
in Searl’s home since tend to be an automobile horn.
In the first case that is in a normal person’s home, the bell is the load while the switch operated by a push
button the door.
In the second case, the horn is the load while the switch is located on the steering wheel.
In Searl’s case, the doorbell button relays the load that operated a color light indicator that was either
showing red to indicate he was not available or green.
So I guess you can say that Searl don’t belong to the standard normal expected level – NOTE that I stated
standard; because nearly every one use a non-illuminated push button to a battery powered bell system. Searl
uses a illuminated push button to a mains operated system a camera connected. When its dark boys would
come and drop their pants to stick their bums towards the camera – guess they wanted me to grade them 1 to
10. I took no notice of them they just having playful fun – they not hurting no one or themselves so let them
have their fun.
Better then children keep pressing your doorbell and running off; I have to live in the world of reality!
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Reality is all about being natural – every young animal must have time to play, fun with their parents or other
members of the group to develop into a healthy adult.
We earthlings are no different – we are animals and nature expects us to accept the same behaviour pattern to
create a perfect adult, as all other species.
But clearly this is not the case for our young, as adults we force them into a unnatural child pattern that often
back fires when they are adults because you have create a earthling mutant: not a natural one that is why
today there is so much killing going on.
Adults must change back to normal behaviour to bring peace to the world, cut out all this crap that exists that
I am better then you, I am stronger then you, I am more intelligent then you. Just being a human being for
that is just what I am, I am not stronger, I am not better then you and I am not more intelligent then you.
Nevertheless, by unfortunate action of two adults, I am not here by choice or desire, but will to try to improve
this planet status, so all can live in a better world as one.
One man cannot create a paradise alone, it takes the power of us all to achieve that status and it can done, but
you have to change to make it happen.
Sorry; boys bums looking at you; took me off the subject I was dealing with – nevertheless they were
enjoying themselves that is the key issue, they are many women you will do the same mainly because they
are bored and need to stir their life up a bit which is only natural. The youngest have fun, for life is short,
soon you too will have the worry to exist as an adult and I would not change your young world for anything
because that is your right.
Now is the hour to return to the issue of using that grey matter which has been termed a brain by arbitration.
Programmed review:

44)

A.

B.

C.

D.

Shown above are the schematic symbols for four different components.
Identify each one.
A,
B.
C.
D.
45)

------------------.
------------------.
------------------.
------------------.

Figure 17.19 shows a complete electrical circuit.
When the switch is closed, electrons flow from the ------------ terminal of the battery through
the lamp to the ---------------- terminal.

I will continue the review on the next page.
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Do not forget this is 1946 being discussed here, as it relates to a 14 year old boy who “experts” claim had no
formal education.

46)

An electric circuit consists of a power source connected to a load.
The power source provides the force which causes electrons to flow.
This force is called voltage.
In a flashlight the power source is a --------------.

47)

The symbol for the battery has a short line at one end and a long line at the other.
The short line represents the ---------------- terminal.

48)

The load performs its function when current flows through it.
Most loads do not perform continuously.
Instead the current is turned on and off by some kind of ----------.

49)

The load is a device which performs some useful function.
The loads may be to produce light, sound or motion.
Thus, lamps, horns, vibrators, and motors are examples of -------------------.

50)

Schematic diagrams are used as a shorthand method of drawing electric circuits,
which I can promise you will be coming your way soon.
The schematic diagram differs from a pictorial presentation in that the
components are drawn as ---------------.

Now I done a review Flowerbower, just to make certain that I have done all that is possible in the effort of
educating you about my life in 1946 which no doubt you were still using nappies then for your happy events.
Looking at your crap on YouTube, you must had been well loaded – good for you!

MEASURING CURRENT:
Current is the flow of electrons from negative to a positive charge.
To measure current flow, we must measure the number of electrons flowing past a point in a specific length
of time.
Before I discuss how current is measured, I must first define the unit of electrical charge and the unit of
current, otherwise I cannot move forward in this domain; as there is now a demand for an input from me
being some value which is by arbitration that will be used to define these values.
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THE COULOMB:
I have seen that charge on an object is determined by the number of electrons the object loses or gains.
If the object loses electrons, the charge is positive Flowerbower.
However, an object which gains electrons has a negative charge Flowerbower.
The unit of electrical charge I accept is called the coulomb.
The coulomb is equal to the charge of 6.25 x 1018 electrons – WOW – Flowerbower do you know how many
that is?
Looking at your crap on YouTube I guess that you do not know the answer – you sure need a damn good
spanking, something I would enjoy administrating for sure. That is why my nick-name is “spanker4u”.

Sorry to say Flowerbower you will have to wait for a few minutes before I will explain that
value to you – daddy will not forget your needs to learn.
For those who are like Flowerbower, not used to expressing numbers in this way, I understand your position
that you would like to understand and that is why I write this book to help those who are sincere to learn
simply because I never had that option as a child myself.
For all of you who are sincere I will give that value here:

6,250,000,000,000,000,000
An object which has gained 6,25 x 1018 (6,250,000,000,000,000,000) electrons has a negative charge of one
coulomb.
I can well understand one wondering how that figure has been arrived at, to that you are not alone.
What puzzles me is how many coulombs we lose in day to those we gain in a day?
Could be the answer to why I have lost height and weight.
On the other hand, an object which has given up 6.25 x 1018 (6,250,000,000,000,000.000) electrons has a
positive charge of one coulomb.

POWERS OF TEN AND SCIENTIFIC NOTATION:
A word about powers of ten and scientific notation may be helpful at this point.
The number 6,250,000,000,000,000,000 can be expressed as 6.25 x 1018.
This number is read “six point two five times ten to the eighteenth power” WOW!
The expression Flowerbower “ten to the eighteenth power” means that the decimal place in 6.25 should be
moved 18 places to the right in order to convert to the proper number. A number of communications have
requested me to explain in more details what I mean, as they have not had the education in mathematics.
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The theory is that it is easier to write and remember 6.25 x 1018 than it is to write and remember
6,250,000,000,000,000,000.
This shorthand method of expressing numbers is known as powers of ten or scientific notation.
I guess that is true, just like that old saying that some mothers do have them – how true – Flowerbower is a
perfect example of that.
It is often used in electronics to express very large and very small numbers; therefore you must expect to see
them used within this book I am writing to this site.
Very small numbers Flowerbower: are expressed by using negative powers of ten; there goes the law of the
squares again – did you notice – a product that has two faces, one positive and the other is negative – which
are precisely opposite to each other.
For example, 4.2 x 10-8 is scientific notation for the number 0.000000042.
Here, “ten to the minus eighth power Flowerbower move “the decimal place in 4.2 eight places to the left”
To be sure you have the idea, let me present some examples of both positive and negative powers of ten:

POSITIVE POWERS OF TEN:
7.9 X 104
9.1 X 108
1.0 X 1012
1.0 X 1021

=
=
=
=

79,000
910,000,000
1,000,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

NEGATIVE POWERS OF TEN:
7.9 X 10-4
9.1 X 10-8
1.0 X 10-12
1.0 X 10-21

=
=
=
=

0.000,79
0.000,000,091
0.000,000,000,001
0.000,000,000,000,000,000,001

Flowerbower study these examples until you get the idea of this system of writing numbers.
If you feel you need additional explanation Flowerbower; kindly drop in I do have a cane that will kindly
give you that additional explanation.
To all of you intelligent people; I will supply later in this book additional explanation to help you to
understand me.
And it is programmed instructions sequence designed to teach powers of ten and scientific notation in much
greater details – well that is what I am hoping it will achieve – but nothing is guarantee except taxes and
death, thus, I can only hope that it will help viewers to this site to follow what is stated.
Sorry about this Flowerbower, indeed a big pain in the arse and adds nothing of worth to help to improve this
planet, only determined to stop those who are devoted to saving this planet.
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The Ampere:
The unit of current is the ampere.
The ampere is the rate at which electrons move past a given point.
As I have mentioned above, 1 coulomb is equal to 6.25 x 1018 (6.250,000,000,000,000,000) electrons.
An ampere is equal to 1 coulomb per second.
That means Flowerbower my dear: that if 1 coulomb (6.25 x 1018 (6.250,000,000,000,000,000) electrons
flows past a given point in 1 second then the current is equal to 1 ampere.
Coulombs indicate numbers of electrons; amperes indicate the rate of electron flow or coulombs per second.
When 6.25 x 1018 (6.250,000,000,000,000,000) electrons flow through a wire each second, the current flow is
1 ampere.
If twice this number of electrons flows each second, the current is 2 amperes.
This relationship is expressed by the equation:

If 10 coulombs flow past point in two seconds, then the current flow is 5 amperes.
Now that was easy for you all, except for Flowerbower, but I do appreciate the fact that all this could become
a problem for some readers. We entered into different domains of presentation of this relationship and for
them, I will try to present how they might through this book come across other statements which they cannot
understand exactly; don’t worry about that I know the feeling far too well from experience.
The name ampere is often shortened to amp and is abbreviated A.
Many times the ampere is too large a unit.
In these cases metric prefixes are used to denote smaller units.
The milliampere (mA) is one thousandth (0.001) of an ampere.
The microampere (μA) is one millionth (0.000001) of an ampere.
In other words Flowerbower, there are 1000 milliamperes or 1,000,000 microamperes in an ampere.
I change from amperes to milliamperes by multiplying by 103.
Thus, 2.8 amperes is equal to 2.8 x 103 milliamperes.
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I am still dealing with this boy of 14 years in the year 1946 relating to the question that he was not educated
enough to create the SEG concept. This document is filed to show what he knew at that time and how he got
that information from which he built up his concept.
I change from amperes to microamperes by multiplying by 106.
Therefore, 2.8 amperes is equal to 2.8 x 106 microamperes.
As I have already stated that for those who need it, a more detailed explanation of metric prefixes will give
later on.

THE AMMETER:

A device for measuring current flow is the ammeter.
The name ammeter is a shortened form of the name
ampere meter.
Figure 17.21 shows a diagram of an ammeter.
It has a pointer which moves in front of a calibrated
scale.
In this figure, the scale is calibrated from 0 to 10
amperes.
The movement of the pointer is proportional to the
amount of current flowing through the meter.

Figure 17.21 Ammeter.
Therefore, Flowerbower an accurate indication of the amount of current flowing in a circuit is obtained by
reading the pointer against the scale.
This meter is presently displaying a reading of just over 6 amperes.

Figure 17.22A
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Measuring current.

Flowerbower take note now, that this boy of 14 years is really struggling to keep his job and do you know
why?
Because he wants to survive in this mad world, so not only is he only learning from on-the-job experience at
his place of employment, he is also learning fast in his digs, not only reading but creating and experimenting.

Figure 17.22B

Measuring current.

Figure 17.22A shows a circuit in which an unknown amount of current is flowing.
I can measure this current Flowerbower by inserting an ammeter into the circuit as shown in Figure 17.22B;
Flowerbower it was not a question if I can, but a question of having to do it or look for another job.

NOTICE that the schematic symbol for the ammeter is a circle with the letter A.
Before the ammeter can measure current, it must be in the circuit in such a way that the current I wish to
measure actually flows through the meter.
I say that the ammeter is connected in series with the circuit elements; well I never...that Law of the squares
has just popped in again, bet you Flowerbower never saw that coming.
Incidentally, a circuit like the one shown in Figure 17,22B is termed a series circuit.
A series circuit is one in which the same current flows through all the elements in one continuous loop.
The current maximum of an ammeter is indicated by the numbers on the scale.
The highest current that the ammeter in Figure 17.21 can safely measure is 10 amperes.
This is termed a full-scale reading. Many current meters are much more sensitive.
Some I am aware of have a full-scale reading of 1 milliampere.
Others provide a full-scale reading with only 50 microamperes flowing through them.
Flowerbower also take note that ammeters are delicate instruments and can be destroyed if the current
applied greatly exceeds the full-scale reading of the meter.
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For this reason, I must exercise certain precautions when using the ammeter.
To protect myself and the meter, a definite procedures must be followed when using an ammeter.
The first step is to insure that the ammeter I am using is heavy duty enough for the job.
As I have mentioned above, if the current rating is exceeded, the meter may be damaged.
The second step is to remove power from the circuit to be tested.
If is battery powered circuits, this can be done by disconnecting one of the battery leads.
The purpose of this step is to protect me from electric shock as I connect the ammeter.

Figure 17.23A: Circuit in which current is to be measured.

Figure 17.23B:

Remove power by disconnecting one side of battery.

The third step is to break the circuit open at the point of current measurement.
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The circuit must be broken op3n because the ammeter must be placed in series with the circuit.

Figure 17.23C:

Break circuit at point where current is to be measured.

Figure 17.23D:

Connect meter and observe the polarity.

Fourth, the connect ammeter to the circuit while observing polarity.
The ammeter has two terminals labelled negative and positive.
Current must flow through the ammeter from the negative terminal to the positive terminal.
Thus, the wire from the negative terminal of the battery must lead to the negative terminal of the ammeter.
If the ammeter connects backwards, the pointer will attempt to deflect backwards and may end up bent or
broken.
Observing polarity simply means that the negative terminal of the ammeter goes to the wire that leads to the
negative terminal of the battery – if a battery is the source of the power.
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Naturally, the positive terminal of the ammeter is connected to the wire that leads to the positive side of the
battery.

Figure 17.23E:

Restore power and read current.

You have been looking at the procedure expected of young searl to perform with meter
measuring and readings of current during 1946.
Finally, apply power to the circuit and read the current from the amp-meter.
Something that you never do is to use your finger to see if current is flowing, if you do your eyes will light
up, hair will stand up – and your balls with hit the floor with a thump – so take heed before its late – always
apply an ammeter to check, never a volt meter to read current.
Before proceeding forward; its time for a programmed review:

51)

In addition, I must observe polarity when connecting the ammeter in a circuit.
This means that the negative lead of the ammeter connects to the wire leads to the
negative side of the battery.
Also, the positive lead must be connected to the wire that leads to the ---------- side
of the battery.

52)

The unit of current is the ampere.
The ampere is a measure of the rate at which electrons pass a point at a specific
length of time.
The ampere is one coulomb per second.
If one coulomb per second flows through a wire, the current in the wire is one ---------------.
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This document covers Searl work period of 1946 and expected of him to be able to do.

53)

The unit of electrical charge is the Coulomb.
The coulomb is equal to the charge of 6.25 x 1018 electrons.
Thus, if an object has an excess of 6.25 x 1018 electrons, it has a negative charge
of one ---------.

54)

A device for measuring current is the ammeter.
The ammeter must be placed in the circuit so that the current to be measured
flows through it.
That is, the ---------------- must be connected in series with the circuit.

55)

On the other hand, an object which has given up 6.25 x 1018 electrons has a ----------- charge of one coulomb.

56)

The abbreviation for ampere is A.
Smaller units of current are the milliampere (mA) and the microampere (μA).
The milliampere is equal to 10-3 or 0.001 amperes while the microampere is equal
to 10-6 or 0.000001 ampere.
Stated another way the milliampere is one-thousandth of an ampere while the
microampere is one - --------------- of an ampere.

The following is a summary of the important points young Searl had to achieve during the year 1946 in this
document.
If you have a question on any point presented here, reread that portion of the text covering the point.
1)

Electronics is that science which controls the behaviour of electrons so that some useful
functions is performed – this we know Searl is telling the truth from where he work and the
amount of equipment the homes had to move after he increased the ventilation of his
accommodation.

2)

Matter is anything with weight and occupies space.

3)

All matter is composed of one or more of the elements.

4)

A compound is a substance composed of two or more elements.

5)

The smallest particle of a compound is a molecule.

6)

A molecule consists of two or more atoms bond together.
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Continue summary upon what Searl had to know for his job during 1946.
7)

The atom is the smallest particle into which an element can be divided.

8)

There are 92 different types of atoms occurring in nature.

9)

Another dozen or more have been artificially made by man.

10)

Atoms are composed of electrons, protons, and neutrons.

11)

The nucleus contains protons and neutrons.

12)

Electrons orbit the nucleus.

13)

The type of atom is determined by the number of electrons, protons, and neutrons.

14)

Electricity is a property that electrons and protons have which cause them to behave in certain
predictable ways.

15)

The electron has a negative electrical charge.

16)

The proton has a positive electrical charge.

17)

An electrostatic field surrounds every charged particle.

18)

Coulomb’s Law describes the action of charged particles. It states that like charges repel, while
unlike charges attract.

19)

An atom has a neutral charge when it contains the same number of electrons and protons.

20)

An atom which has a net electrical charge is called an ion.

21)

Electrical charges can be produced with certain materials by friction.

22)

An electrical charge can be partially transferred from a charged object to an uncharged object
by touching the two objects together.

23)

An electrical charge can be induced into a neutral object by bringing a charged object near it.

24)

In electronics, current is defined as the flow of electrical charge from one point to another.

25)

Before an electron can participate in current flow, but it must be freed go leave the atom.

26)

The centrifugal force of the orbiting electron is exactly offset by the attraction of the positive
charge in the nucleus.

27)

Electrons are distributed in shells.

28)

The outer shell is called the valence shell.

29)

Valence electrons are the ones important in electronics because they are the ones free to
contribute to current flow.
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Continue summary upon what Searl had to know for his job during 1946.
30)

The number of valence electrons determines if an element is a conductor or an insulator.

31)

A conductor is a substance which has a large number of free electrons.

32)

An insulator is a substance which has very few free electrons.

33)

Most metals are good conductors.

34)

A battery is a two-terminal device which produces an excess of electrons at one terminal and a
deficiency of electrons at the other.

35)

Free electrons normally drift around in a random pattern. However, they can be forced to flow
in a desired direction.

36)

Current flow is the directed drift of free electrons.

37)

Electrons flow from negative to positive charges.

38)

A schematic diagram uses symbols to represent electronic components.

39)

The unit of electrical charge is the coulomb.

40)

The coulomb is equal to 6.25 x 1018 electrons.

41)

Current is the rate at which electrons flow past a point.

42)

The ampere is the unit of current.

43)

The ampere is equal to one coulomb per second.

44)

A milliampere is one thousandth of an ampere.

45)

A microampere is one millionth of an ampere.

46)

A device for measuring current is the ammeter.

47)

The ammeter must be connected in series with the circuit under test.

48)

Polarity must be observed when connecting an ammeter to a circuit.

That is the summary of Searl’s knowledge late 1946; and no doubt some of you might wonder how he could
learn so much in such a short time.
The answer is simple – the bulk of this he already knew from dream1, over the six years of dreams to add
what he learnt at the naval school; all his learning up to then had been pictorial. All he had to do was to learn
about the schematic side which will become important to him and what terms to use for what component and
how it functioned; certainly not a big deal after all. He learned by experimenting the names of components
and how each function. By the end of September, he was well versed in the subject of electricity and
magnetism. He had achieved this at an age most boys of 14 years have never achieved.
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This concludes the summary of Searl’s knowledge during 1946.
When you are certain that you understand all these points, you can check questions that he was given to
answer. Don’t forget this is a boy of 14 years with no formal education if you accept the expert’s claims.

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION:
In electrons Searl quickly learnt, it is common to deal with both very large and very small numbers.
An example of a very large number is the speed at which electricity travels.
It travels at the speed of light which is approximately 1,000,000,000 feet per second or about 300,000,000
meters per second – WOW Flowerbower what about that my god that means it would be up your arse and
out of the top of your head before you can break wind on youtube!
As for very small numbers, consider the size and weight of an electron.
It is believed that the electron has a diameter of approximately 0.000,000,000,002,2 inch and a weight of
about 0.000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,9 gram; that is amazing because that fits the law of the squares
group one class perfect Flowerbower; what about that?
Sometimes, I perform arithmetic with numbers such as these; more precisely that was the only way that I
could do it until I started my first job at BR Ltd.
Therefore, there is no argument that Searl had to learn to simplify his arithmetic, to a shorthand method
which had been developed to express such numbers.
Searl had no option but to learn this shorthand method which is called scientific notation.
The following programmed instruction sequence will serve to show you how Searl learnt by the question put
to him in a test.
1)

5 to the third power are the same as saying 5 x 5 x 5 = -------------.

2)

Scientific notation is a shorthand method of expressing numbers.
While any number can be expressed in scientific notation, this technique is particularly helpful
in expressing very large and very ---------------- numbers.

3)

In mathematics, a number is raised to a power by multiplying the number times itself one or
more times.
Thus, I raise 5 to the second power by multiplying 5 times itself.
That is, 5 to the second power are 5 x 5 = --------------.

Sorry to say that this PC does not like the word IS it is determined to replace it with ARE – to me the term IS
should be the correct word used here – the expert in this program say ARE is the correct word – so I leave it
up to you to which is the correct term for these statements above – and bless you all for your effort to solve
this puzzle of software grammar; I normally accept the expert terms but some of you don’t agree – strange
that your verdict is the same that I wanted to use. Another issue is that USA English spelling is different to
UK English spelling that is a major problem in writing, thus, it’s impossible for me to please everyone.
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Continue questions that Searl had to answer 1946.
4)

Scientific notation based on a concept called powers of ten.
Thus, in order to understand scientific notation I should first learn what is meant by powers of
------------.

5)

The power to which the number is raised is called the exponent.
If 6 are raised to the third power, then the exponent is 3.
In the same way, if 5 is raised to the sixth power, then 5 is the base while 6 is the ------------.

6)

Thus, 5 can be raised to any power simply by multiplying it times itself the required number of
times.
For example: 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 = 625.
Consequently, 5 raised to the ------------ power is equal to 625.

7)

This above example use power of five.
However, any number can be raised to a power by the technique of multiplying it times the
required number of times.
Thus, the powers of two would look like this:
2 to the second power equal 2 x 2 = 4
2 to the third power equal 2 x 2 x 2 = 8
2 to the fourth power equal 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16
2 to the fifth power equal 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 32
2 to the sixth power equal 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = ----------------.

8)

There is a shorthand method for writing “2 raised to the sixth power.”
It is:

26

NOTICE that the exponent is written as a small number at the top right of the base.

The number 2 is the base while the number 6 is the exponent.
Therefore in the example 34, 3 is the ---------- while 4 is the ---------------.
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Continue with the questions which Searl had to answer in 1946.
First let me recap upon a point here, you remember that it was an exponent on a docket for the stores which
triggered the dream one into action. Such a simple thing created an unexpected result called “the Law of the
Squares” which in turn generated the S.E.G. concept. It involved a child’s game called hopscotch, but only
through an eye of child could that hidden knowledge viewed and only that child could possibly bring it out
into the open for all to see; regardless of what experts claim to the opposite.
9)

In mathematics, the number raised to a power is termed the base.
If 5 is raised to the third power, 5 is considered the -------------.

10)

This illustrates one of the advantages of power of 10.
It is easier to write and remember 1021 than its equivalent number:
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
Try it yourself and see if it isn’t easier to write 1033 than to write its equivalent number of: ------------------------------------------------------.

11)

The number 34 is read “3 raised to the fourth power”.
It is equal to:
3 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 81.
The number 46 is read -------------------------------------.

12)

Multiplication by 10 is extremely easy since all I have to do is add one zero for each
multiplication.
Another way to look at it is that multiplication by ten is the same as moving the decimal point
one place to the right.
Thus, I can find the equivalent of 102 by multiplying 10 x 10 = 100; or, simply by adding a 0
after the 10 to form 100; or by moving the decimal point one place to the right to form 10.0. =
100.
In any event, 102 are equal to -------------------.

13)

Scientific notation uses powers of ten.
Several powers of ten are listed below:
102
103
104
105
106

=
=
=
=
=

10 X 10 = 100
10 X 10 X 10 = 1000
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 = 10,000
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 = 100,000
10 X 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 X 10 = ----------------------.

To get this question in on this sheet, I had to squeeze them in; but I guess as long as you can read the details
make it acceptable.
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This is still dealing with Searl in the year 1946 – and you might guess covers those extra samples he promise
to do for those who have requested help with the maths side of the work.
14)

There is a simple procedure for converting a number expressed as a power of ten to its
equivalent number.
I simply write down a 1 and after it write the number of zeros indicated by the exponent.
For example, 106 are equal to 1 with 6 zeros after it.
In the same way 1011 is equal to 1 with ------------- zeros after it.

15)

Any base number with an exponent of 1 is equal to the base number.
Any base number with an exponent of 0 is equal to 1.
Thus, X1 = ------------ and X0= -------------.

16)
To be sure you have the right idea, study each of the groups above.
Which group contains an error? -------------------------.
17)

The other special case is 100.
Here the exponent is 0.
Once again I follow the procedure outlined in Question 14.
Here again I write down a 1 and add the number of zeros indicated by the exponent.
However, since the exponent is 0, I add no zeros.
Thus, the equivalent number of 100 is 1.
That is 100 = ----------.

18)

Now let’s see how I convert in the opposite direction.
Remember the numbers must be expressed using 10 as the base with the appropriate exponent.
The exponent is determined simply by counting the zeros; which fall on the right side of the 1.
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Continue with question Searl had to be able to answer in 1946.
19)

There are two special cases of powers of 10 which require some additional explanation.
The first is 101.
Here the exponent of 10 is 1.
If I follow the procedure developed in question 14 I find that 101 = 10.
That is, I put down a 1 and add the number of zeros indicated by the exponent.
Thus, 101 = -----------------.

20)

A brief study of this list will show that this simply a continuation of the list shown earlier in
question 13.
If the two lists are combined in a descending order, the result will look like this:
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6

21)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,000,000
100,000
10,000
1,000
100
10
1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001
0.00001
----------

Positive exponents represent numbers larger than 1.
Thus, numbers such as 102, 1023, and 1030 are greater than 1 and require ---------- exponents.

22)

Some of the negative powers of 10 are listed below:
10-1

=

0.1

10-2

=

0.01

10-3

=

0.001

10-4

=

0.0001

10-5

=

---------- .

NOTE that these extra test question which I had to undertake are being reproduced here mainly for those who
have ask me to explain the maths in more details as they don’t have the training in that domain; I hope now
they are getting a better understanding of the maths involved in this work – I will show a few more to help.
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23)

In the examples give above, the exponents have been positive numbers.
For simplicity, the plus sign has been omitted.
Therefore, 102 are the same as 10+2.
Also, 106 are the same as ---------------.

24)

Numbers smaller than 1 are indicated by negative exponents.
Thus, numbers like 0.01, 0.0001, and 0.00001 ate expressed as negative powers of ten because
these numbers are less than -------.

25)

In the same way, I can write 5,000 as 5 x 103.
Some other examples are:

26)

200

=

2 x 102

1500

=

15 x 102

22,000

=

22 x 103

120,000

=

12 x 104

1,700,000 =

17 x 105

9,000,000 =

----------.

I can think of the negative exponent as an indication of how far the decimal point should be
moved to the left to obtain the equivalent number.
Thus, the procedure for converting a negative power of ten to its equivalent number can be
developed.
The procedure is to write down the number 1 and move the decimal point to the left the number
of places indicated by the negative exponent.
For example, 10-4 becomes 0.0001.
NOTICE that the -4 exponent indicates that the decimal point should be moved ---------- places
to the ----------.

27)

Up to now I have used powers of 10 to express only those numbers which are exact multiples of
10 such as 100, 1000, 10,000, etc.
Obviously, if these were the only numbers which could be expressed as powers of ten, this
method of writing numbers would be of little use.
Actually, any --------------- can be expressed in powers of ten notations.

I hope that this is helping you, if you thought that I was not interested in you – you are mistaken.
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I shall continue with a few more Science notations examples of how to deal with them as promised a few
pages back.
28)

The technique by which this is done can be shown by an example.
If 1,000,000 can be represented by 106, then 2,000,000 can be represented by 2 x 106.
That is, I express the quantity as a number multiplied by the appropriate power of ten.
As another example, 2,500,000 = 2.5 x 106
Also, 3,000,000 = -------------------.

29)

You may have notice, which I sincerely hope you did: that when I use powers of ten there are
several different ways to write a number – which I can understand if you are confused at a
much higher level – it confuses me – that makes two of us.
For example, 25,000 can be written as 25 x 103 because 25 x 1000 equals 25,000.
However; it can also be written as 2.5 x 104 because 2.5 x 10,000 equals 25,000; that is amazing
Flowerbower, or is that well over your head.
What is even more amazing Flowerbower that it can even be written as 250 x 102 since 250 x
100 = 25,000.
In the same way, 4.7 x 104, 47 x 103, and not forgetting 470 x 102 are all three different ways of
writing the number -----------------.

30)

As you can see there are several different ways in which a number can be written as a power of
ten.
Scientific notation is a way of using powers of ten so that all numbers can be expressed in a
uniform way.
You may also wonder why I use a value of 6 as an exponent so often; agree that is quite an
interesting question.
You see the Law of the Squares is just one face of a natural cube; which to my knowledge
contain 6 faces; not only that in the flight side I use 6 elements – 5 of which are single elements
and one contains more than on element, by arbitration is given the term insulator.
To see exactly what scientific notation is, consider the following examples of numbers written
in scientific notation:
6.25 x 1018
3.7 x 106

4.0 x 102
6.8 x 10-4

3.9 x 10-6
2.2 x 10-12

2.7 x 103
64 x 1022

22 x 103
32 x 1015

NOTE that the exponent values are those commonly used in the materials construction of this
work.
NOTICE that the numbers range from a very large number to an extremely small number.
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I will now continue with this session to help those who have asked me to explain maths in more details, this
is also for the benefit of Flowerbower who makes it clear that lacks education.
How strange that Flowerbower claims to be educated, and I state that I was not; certainly not by the same
means... THANK HEAVEN!
And yet, all these numbers are written in a uniform way, just as my squares are done to get
correct results every time.
This method of writing numbers is called scientific ----------------.
31)

By the same token, I can convert in the opposite direction.
Thus, 2 x 105 becomes 2 x 100,000 or 200,000.
Also please note Flowerbower that 2.2 x 103 = 2.2 x 2,200.
And, 66 x 104 = ------------------.

32)

Numbers smaller than one is expressed as negative powers of ten in much the same way; to
which I agree make sense.
Thus, 0.0039 can be expressed as 3.9 x 10-3; 39 x 10-4; or 0.39 x 10-2.
Also, 6.8 x 10-5; 68 x 10-6; and not forgetting 0.68 x 10-4 are three ways of expressing the
number -------------- which again proves to me that the Law of the squares is precise and can be
accepted as a tool to work with.

33)

To be sure you have the idea look at the groups of numbers below.

Which of the following groups contains a number expressed properly in scientific notation? ---------------.
34)

You have asked me to teach you and that is precisely what I am here to do.
The rules for writing number in scientific notation are quite simple Flowerbower.
First, the decimal point always placed after the first digit on the left is not zero.
Therefore, the final number will appear in this form: 6.25; 7.3; 9.65; 8.31; 2.0; 64.12 and so
forth: Flowerbower please take note this is for your benefit to help to make you appear
intelligent, which I wonder if that is really possible to achieve.
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It must never appear in a form such as: .625; 73; 96.5; .831 or 20.
Thus, there is always one and only one digit on the -------------- side of the decimal point.
35)

Finally, the magnitude of the exponent is determined by the number of places that the decimal
point is moved.
For example, 39,000.0 is expressed as 3.9 x 104 because the decimal point must be moved 4
places in order to have only one digit to the left of it Flowerbower you sweet little dandelion,
please kindly take note I am trying so hard to make you look intelligent: if that is actually
possible to do; which I doubt.
Using this rule, 6,700,000,000 are expressed as 6.7 x -------------------.

36)

The second rule involves the sign of the exponent.
If the original number is greater than 1, the exponent must be positive.
As all elements must be 1; nature does not deal in fractions of 1.
You cannot cut one Gold Au 79 atom in half and still have Gold; nature will not work in that
manner.
Likewise you cannot take the magnetic layer and cut a fraction of material from it to find the
secret of the Searl Effect; nature will not allow you to do so.
Likewise, if 67,000 require a positive exponent but 0.00327 requires a ---------- exponent.

37)

The number 0.00327 is expressed as 3.27 x 10-3.
Here the decimal point is moved 3 places in order to have one digit which is not zero to the left
of the decimal.
Likewise 0.00027 is expressed as 2.7 x ---------------.

38)

Listed below are numbers which are converted to scientific notation.

Which one of these groups contains an error? ------------.
Yes Flowerbower, which one is it? This being part of your education given freely from my heart to my
loving Flowerbower whose bum I would love to change its colour all for the better!
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I shall continue with this education session with a few more samples in relation to scientific notation. This
will play a critical part in reports upon this technology and I cannot be seen in public to ignore those who
have been unfortunate not to have the chance to learn while young; like me, so I do understand your problem.
I am sincerely hoping that this section of my book does in fact help you in understanding my work.
39)

The number 39.5 x 102 is not written in scientific notation, because there are two digits on the
left side of the decimal point.
That is correct Flowerbower, that is something you never do – NO, NO, NO, never do that.
The minus signs in group B in example 33 page 17.137 may have confused you.
Although it has not been mentioned, unless I have and forgotten (if I have, due to over work
and underpaid problems) that negative numbers can also be expressed in scientific notation.
Thus, a number like -8.200,000 becomes -8.2 x 106.
All the rules previously stated hold true except that now Flowerbower a ------------ sign is placed
before the number.

40)

937,000 convert to 9.37 x 105 and not to 9.37 x 104.

Which of the groups above contains an error? ------------.
41)

Small negative numbers are handled in the same way.
Thus -0.0092 becomes -9.2 x 10-3.
The minus sign before the number indicates that this is a negative number.
The minus sign before the exponent indicates that this number is less than ------------.

42)

The final number in group A of question 40 requires a negative exponent.
Which of the groups below contains an error? ------------.

Sorry, there is not enough space here to list those values, I would like to do; so will carry on with this
question on the next page.
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42)

Continue

43)

A kilowatt is equal to 103 watts while a megawatt is equal to -------- watts.

44)

0.0062 is equal to 6.2 x 10-3.
Match the following:

45)

1. 16

a.

1.6 x 10-3

2. .0016

b.

1.6 x 104

3. 160.000

c.

1.6 x 100

4. 1.6

d.

1.6 x 101

5. .016

e.

1.6 x 10-2

6. 16,000

f.

1.6 x 105

One thousand watts can be termed a kilowatt.
Also, one million watts can be termed a ----------------.

46)

Another concept that goes hand in hand with powers of ten and scientific notation is metric
prefixes.
These are prefixes such as mega and kilo which when placed before a word change the
meaning of the word.
For example, the prefix kilo means thousand.
When kilo and meter combined, the word kilometre used.
This word means 1000 meters.
In the same way, the word kilogram means ----------------- grams.

I shall carry on the next page with this session of teaching those who find it hard to follow maths in this book
that I am writing to the website.
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47)

Since kilo means 1,000, I can think of it as multiplying any quantity times 1000 or 103.
Thus, kilo means 103.
Another popular metric prefix is mega.
Mega means million.
Thus, a megaton is one million tons or 106.
In the same way one million volts Star ship Explorer will produce for flight is referred to as a -------------- volt.

48)

Kilo is often abbreviated by the letter K.
Thus, 100 kilowatts may be expressed as 100K watt.
Mega is abbreviated M.
Therefore 10 megawatts may be expressed as ------------------ watts.

49)

One volt is equal to 1000 millivolts or 1,000,000 microvolts.
Or, 1 volt equals 103 millivolts and 106 microvolt’s.
Expressed another way, 1 milliovolt equals .001 volt while 1 microvolt equals .000001 volt.
Thus, 1 millivolt equals 10-3 volts while 1 microvolt equals --------------- volt.

50)

Often it is convenient to convert from one prefix to another.
For example, since a megaton is 106 tons and a kiloton is 103 tons, a megaton equals 1000
kilotons.
And, since a megaton is one thousand times greater than a kiloton, the kiloton is equal to .001
megaton.
Now, consider the quantity 100,000 tons
This is equal to 100 kilotons or ----------- megatons.

51)

There are also prefixes which have values less than one.
The most used are:
Milli- which means thousandth .001 or 10-3.
Micro- which means millionth .000,001 or 10-6.
One thousandth of an ampere is termed a milliamp.
Also, one thousandth of a volt is called --------------.
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52)

Powers of ten allow me to express a quantity using whichever metric prefix I prefer.
For example, I can express 50 millivolts as 50 x 10-3 volts simply by replacing the prefix milli
with its equivalent power of ten.
In the same way 50 microvolts is equal to 50 x -------------- volts.

53)

If a second is divided into one million equal parts each part is called a microsecond.
Also, the millionth part of a volt is called a -------------------.

54)

The quantity 5 K volts are 5 kilovolts or 5000 volts.
Also, 5 M volts are 5 megavolts or ------------------volts.

55)

Additional aspects of powers of ten, scientific notation, and metric prefixes will be discussed at
another time.

56)

Match the following:
1. M watt

a. 10-3 watts

2. K watt

b. 10-6 watts

3. m watt

c. 500 x 10-3 watts

4. μ watt

d. 106 watts

5. .5 watt

e. .5K watts

6 500 watts

f. 103 watts

7. 500,000 watts g. .5M watts
8. .00005 watts

h. .05 K watts

9. 50 watts

i. 5 m watts

10. .005 watts

j. 50 μ watts.

The eyes of this boy conceived the
concept of the S.E.G. and the I.G.V.
and no other persons involved thereof.

A boy who without formal education (which so-called experts are so quick to point out), did through his
young days conceive the concept and that is known today as the Searl Effect without expert assistance.
I do agree that over time many skilled workers were involved in assisting in its constructions, experiments,
investigations and development work; to that, he has no argument. The question is, were you one of them
and who gave time to assist free of charge?
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To all of you who wrote me for help in learning, I thank you for your faith in hoping that I would help you.
I sincerely hope that this part of this book will play a major role in helping you to understand what is herein
stated.
I can only give you one more example for the time being; as I need to do a short examination of this first unit
to follow by my answers to these questions – I hope that I can remember what they were.
57)

When writing abbreviation for the prefix milli the letter small m is used.
A small m is used to distinguish it from mega which use a capital M.
Obviously, the abbreviation for micro cannot also be m.
To represent micro the Greek letter μ – pronounced mu – is used; bless them for their efforts to
solve the problem; of course by arbitration as usual.
For the last time in this section comes the question.
Thus, 10 millivolts is abbreviated 10 m volts while 10 microvolts is abbreviated 10 μ volts.
Remember, m means 10-3 while μ means ------------.

Now that is the end, it is now up to you to vote if Flowerbower is operating a hate campaign against me in
the effort to stop my success with this research and development or is this person just insane? Perhaps has
nothing better to do or not forgetting there is the possibility that mind altering drugs explains the insanity.
Never has Flowerbower produce anything of worth that would help to speed up success in this field of
research and development, nothing but hate and evil spewing out of the mouth like diarrhoea from a cows
arsehole. This person that collects anything in the press which is aimed at selling the papers and short on
truth, just to impress those who are stupid enough to listen to him and that he is some expert; I agree, that is
in the field of bullshit. For that, I would award a first class honour degree bachelor of bullshit.
At the start the hate campaign, some good people informed me that Wayne was the one but to what purpose
would he gain in running such an attack, when he was using my name to raise money; that would be insanity.
So I can remove his name, I need to look at all the facts which then reduce the heap of possible to a very few
people.
Yes, agree the man involved in the Daytime Live show is anti towards inventors who do not fit in his domain
with their claims. I am aware that I don’t fit in his domain, nevertheless he made an allowance for the
possibility that I might have something and prefer to wait and see what happens.
So I can remove his name from the files as not a suspect for the time being. Why, because if he is employed
at a university in a good position financially, why a risk in loosing the job by being a poison pen writer? To
slander another person so open on the net, I doubt that a normal person would be that insane, than again he
was on the show to do just that...
We have to take a deeper look at why should any one run a hate attack on another person in a public forum.
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MY EXAMINATION.
UNIT ONE.
CURRENT.
A boy just gone 14 years, studying to become an electrical Engineer as an apprentice and expected to
undertake study at home.
This section has repeated what he studied then in 1946 and now is the time to give you an insight of his first
test examination accepted experts of the day with those questions:
Here you judge if his education was far better then you had been brainwashed to believe by experts of hate.
The following multiple-choice examination designed to test Searl’s understanding of the material presented
in this unit.
What he had to do was to place a check beside the multiple-choice answer (A, B, C, or D) that he feels is
most correct.
A simple request: how to answer test questions.
1.

A positive ion is produced when an atom:
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

Which of the following statements is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

3

Loses an electron.
Gains an electron.
Loses a proton.
Gains a proton.

The electron has a positive charge; the proton has a negative charge; and the neutron
has no charge.
The electron has a negative charge; the proton has a positive charge; and the neutron
has no charge.
The electron has a negative charge; the proton has no charge; and the neutron has a
positive charge.
The electron has a positive charge; the proton has no charge; and the neutron has a
negative charge.

Which of the following statements is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

An electron attracts another electron.
An electron attracts a negative ion.
A proton repels an electron.
An electron repels another electron.

There is not enough room for another question; so you will have to wait to see what the next page produces;
these are easy questions for adults – but this is a boy of 14 years trying to secure his future to survive on
planet earth and he did survive for that boy is “I”.
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Examination continue:
4.

There are two objects which have a deficiency of electrons.
The two objects are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

5.

An atom has a neutral charge when it has the same number of:
A.
B.
C.
D.

6.

Volt.
Ampere.
Valence.
Coulomb.

The unit of current is the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

10.

An insulator.
A conductor.
An element.
A compound.

The unit of electrical charge is the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

9.

Protons from a negative charge to a positive charge.
Protons from a positive charge to a negative charge.
Electrons from a negative charge to a positive charge.
Electrons from a positive charge to a negative charge.

A substance which has a few free electrons is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

8.

Electrons as neutrons.
Electrons as protons.
Protons as neutrons.
Electrons as ions.

Current is defined as a flow of:
A.
B.
C.
D.

7.

Negatively charged and will repel each other.
Positively charged and will repel each other.
Negatively charged and will attract each other.
Positively charged and will attract each other.

Volt.
Ampere.
Valence.
Coulomb.

The ampere is equal to:
A.
B.
C.
D.
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One volt per second.
One coulomb.
One thousand microamperes.
One coulomb per second.

Through the eyes of
a child, the S.E.G.
was conceived.
Like the acorn the
mighty oak grows.

Examination continues:
11.

One milliampere is equal to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

12.

One ampere is equal to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

13.

0.001 amperes.
1000 amperes.
0.000,001 amperes.
1,000,000 ampere.

1000 microamperes.
0.001 microamperes.
0.000,001 microamperes.
1,000,000 microamperes.

Which of the following shows an ammeter connected properly for measuring the current
through the lamp?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Figure 17.1A.
Figure 17.1B.
Figure 17.1C.
Figure 17.1D.

Figure 17.1
Which of the following shows
An ammeter connected properly
for measuring the current
through the lamp?

S.E.G calls for team work, without a team
there will never be any S.E.Gs.
Tomorrow is the future and our children depend upon us
to do our duty to create it and not simply destroy it!

Without our help planet earth will die, one man cannot save planet Earth, it takes all of us to save it!
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14.

Which of the following is the correct schematic diagram of a closed switch, a battery, and a
lamp connected in series?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Figure 17.2A.
Figure 17.2B
Figure 17.2C
Figure 17.2D

Figure 17.2.
Which of the following is
The correct schematic diagram
Of a closed switch, a battery,
And a lamp connected in
Series?

Man has been bent on damaging this planet for greed –
Time that man start the task of cleaning up his mess.
The Searl Technology can only help to clean up the
Environment; if you do your part to prevent further
damage to it, it’s up to you to help now!

That is the end of Searl’s first examination, and I agree that adults should have found that extremely easy to
undertake.
Well I must state that Searl succeeded to get through it without any lost of hair in the process. Just for the
records, he also was studying under Prof. Law on mathematics, through another institution.
He might have been self educated but certainly not stupid Flowerbower!
The time has arrived to see how Searl answers those questions and check if your answers actually match his.

ANSWERS SEARL GAVE IN UNIT ONE UPON THE SUBJECT OF
CURRENT:
1.

A.

The electron has a negative charge which is normally offset by the positive charge of a proton.
When the atom loses an electron, it loses a negative charge and, therefore, has a net positive
charge.
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ANSWER SEARL GAVE TO HIS FIRST EXAMINATION IN 1946:
2.

B.

The electron has a negative charge.
The proton has an equal but opposite – positive – charge.
The neutron has no charge at all – the Law of the Squares holds true.

3.

D.

All electrons have negative charges.
Since like charges repel, one electron will repel another.

4.

B.

Objects with too few electrons have positive charges.
Since they have like charges they repel each other.

5.

B.

To have a neutral charge, the negative charge of each electron must be cancelled by a positive
charge of a proton.

6.

C.

Since electrons have a negative charge, they must flow from negative to positive charges.

7.

A.

Without free electrons, a substance cannot support current flow.
A substance with few free electrons is an insulator.

8.

D.

The unit of electric charge is a coulomb.

9.

B.

The unit of current is the ampere.

10.

D.

The ampere is equal to one coulomb per second.

11.

A.

A milliampere is one thousandths of an ampere.
One thousandths is equal to 0.001.

12.

D.

A microampere is one millionth of an ampere.
Thus, there are one million microamperes in an ampere.

13.

D.

This is the only diagram in which the ammeter is connected in series and polarity is observed.

14.

B.

In (A) the switch is not in series with the other two components.
In (C) the symbol for the battery is incorrect.
In (D) the switch is shown open.

These are John Searl’s answers to his first examination dealing with current. This shows that Searl had his
heart and soul on his job; he work hard, long hours to learn. Unknown to him that his push to learn was for
something completely different and very soon he will become involved with that something now called the
S.E.G. THE SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR! Boldly he walked where no man dares to go, into the world of
the unknown which experts term IMPOSSIBLE!
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News that the Hollywood DVD part 1, is already appearing on planet Earth, and plans for part 2 is already in
the thinking pot; if it takes, it will take place in Thailand.
You can all now enter openly www.searlsolution.com and see all the news as it happens.
We are on the march to success and that means to the marketplace from where over the years I have been
block by evil minds who want to own the technology.
This means they blocked you from having it as millions of people have died who should not had died. The
technology was not available but it should had been. The problem is the Searl Effect Technology is only as
good as your effort to help make it happen and to clean up this mess.
Governments must stop the destruction of forest for money gain and no longer be tolerated it because we
have already gone far beyond the safety barrier. We must turn back and put in place the safety barriers so
our planet can survive those odds events of nature.
If you want a better world for your children’s sake and their children’s sake, then we must set that foundation
now for such a condition to develop.
It will never happen by itself – you must make it happen.
I can only lead you to that promise land of good health, clean power, clean fast transportation systems you
can be proud of and it will never happen without you; you are the key to success of the Searl Technology.
The answers I gave in 1946 to my first unit based on Current: of my home training course, at least one of the
courses of which I was studying; will be shown in this chapter 17 of my book; from around page 151 at this
time is planned.
Doing this chapter in blocks of 50 pages makes it easy for you to download. Thus, so far you have 2 blocks
of 50 pages creating 100 pages upon my life and work.
I expect that it will have 500 pages to the complete chapter or more precise I hope to make 500 pages of it so
by reading should have a better understanding of the truth that is involved within this technology.
There is much to discuss and in my case due to the objectives which are planned within my companies that
will be going straight to the marketplace.
What we are undertaking is a massive program, and it will take time before you will see the results from it.
If funds really do poured in, then things would speed up, as material can be obtain in larger bulk to work
with. Then this new magnetiser needs time to bring up to full power to check that all parts work regardless of
the power setting involved. So far I understand that the tests that have been undertaken have worked as
expected and I hope will be the case as the power is increased.
The power levels now I understand enough to print the roller segments.
The plate are still under test to see if the 12 sections could be done in one go; instead of 12 individual times.
Slowly but surely is the best motto for the cost today is so high that we cannot afford waste in a rushing. We
shall get there at the minimum cost possible, but each step taken is paving way to future requirements and
solutions. This is ideal for companies like us to create our future plans so no hold ups occur when the time to
move to the market place happens.
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Here is the latest information I have received about this site for your interest.

This a pie chart on www.searlsolution.com which gives an indication on the operation taking place on it.
Taking all things in consideration, that is not bad for a young website under development and preparing for
the future progress.
For me 1946 was exciting, mainly because I was facing new challenges and travelling on the underground
daily was a new experience for me. Each day learning to strip motors, rewinding the coils and replacing them
was all unknown to me and was proving facts that I would need to understand for the S.E.G technology.
So I had got the first bit of data for the SEG, also saw that in this work a strange sign was used that went by a
strange name of exponent and that was the master key to the Law of Squares. That in turn clicked in the
child’s game termed hopscotch, from that the door was open to me and I was hooked with no escape route in
sight as it was all done without my conscience mind being aware of it; but my subconscious mind had clicked
on it.
I would be using it to give me the instructions of what to do and how to do it. Yes, so simple go to square 4,
but you see I had no knowledge about square four then, or what it meant. That story belongs to another
section of this book.
This document hereby released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl Technology Ltd.
Tomorrow’s Energy and Transportation Systems.
Head of R & D.
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DOC-SISRC-MFD-FMH-TP-1
DATE: 1st September 1968.
EDITION: First.

S.I.S.R.C. – MORTIMER – READING - BERKSHIRE ENGLAND.
LOCATION
DIVISION
PROJECT
SUBJECT
AUTHOR
RANK

:
;
:
:
:
:

Headquarter – Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Manned Flight.
Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.
Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics.
John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of R & D – Superintendent of Documents UK.

At the board committee meeting in August 1968, I put forward the suggestion that the landing legs of this
first manned craft should be operated by hydraulics as the primary source of power.
I also suggested that this craft should have eight landing legs by which the craft load could be supported
safely.
Thus, each one eight section of the craft; would require a leg capable of supporting the load.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK.V load was 2,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 250 tons.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK V load was 3,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 375 tons.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK V load was 4,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 500 tons.
That would be perfect in a perfect world; but alas in the best intensions in design can come a cropper
sometime during its operations.
Therefore, I have to consider that a situation has happen that a leg has failed; which leaves 7 legs to carry that
load.
In our first case of 2,000 tons would now increase that load to 285.75 tons minimum.
In our second case of 3,000 tons would now increase that load to 428.58 tons minimum.
In our third case of 4,000 tons would now increase that load to 571.43 tons minimum.
Thus, you see that we must take into all accounts that could be possible even in reality there appears no
reason to make any adjustments.
I have to also consider the operation of the 64 flight cells, which will also use as the primary system
hydraulics.
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Therefore, let me introduce the subject, which often is the difficult part of the job, as it often appears boring;
nevertheless, some kind of introduction should be given.
This book is designed primarily to supplement my books and newsletters of the past and it covers documents
from 1946 to the present day.
Likewise, this document will cover fluid mechanics and hydraulics being the primary system to be employed
in the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project of 1968; it also hold true for any other project of the future.
It is based on my conviction that S.I.S.R.C. Manned Flight Division requires that clarification and
understanding of the basic principles of any branch of mechanics can be accomplished best by means of
numerous illustrative problems.
This means; using recent concepts, methods and terminology of that period.
The Star Ship Ezekiel Project requires the very best in knowledge and that requires the understanding of the
fundamentals of fluid flow, that is fluid flow in pipes, and in case it is needed somewhere on some distant
planet; flow in open channels.
I’s the thinking that counts, so this subject matter divided into different documents that covers dutyrecognised areas of theory and study – that’s right Flowerbower, this Searl sure can think, no doubt that
surprises you.
Each document is planned to begin with statements of pertinent definitions, principles and theorems together
with illustrative and descriptive material – unfortunate this is in reality predicting the future of these
Documents, without knowing what problems I shall hit in writing them.
I am not an artist, and many photos and cine film have been stolen; so the records of facts of the past are no
longer available – nevertheless, the document with or without photos still holds true regardless.
There will be some supplementary problems that will be discussed and solved; these solved problems
illustrate and amplify the theory, by presenting methods of analysis, prove practical examples, thereby, bring
into sharp focus those fine points which enable the engineers on the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V. project to apply
the basic principles correctly and confidently.
Free body analysis, vector diagrams, the principles of work and energy and of impulse-momentum, and Sir
Isaac Newton 1643 – 1727 English Scientists laws of motion are utilised throughout these documents.
Searl will make every effort to present original problems as he sees them that might or could become reality
on a mission into deep space. The purpose of which to study numerous proofs of theorems and not forgetting
the derivations of formulas that will be involved; shall be included among the solved problems – more
precise he hopes that will be the outcome of these documents.
Upon the completion of this research and development, he hopes that he will have produced a large number
of supplementary problems that will serve as a complete review of the material of each document.
In addition, to the use of this book by the engineering staff of Swallow Command, or any other division of
Searl International Space Research Consortium that includes Searl Technology Ltd; Searl Magnetics Ltd or
New Space Technology Ltd of fluid mechanics, it should be considerable value as a reference book to the
practicing engineer on how Searl handled his problems.
No matter how much thinking Searl undertakes in this project, he does not know all data that may be needed.
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Nevertheless, he will find a way to create a well-detailed solution too many practical problems and can refer
to the summary of the theory when necessity arises.
In addition, this book should serve the professional engineer to add to his knowledge towards this effort of
getting commercial business into space speeded up to be seen as being part of that success.
My thanks go to all who have helped me over the years from 1946 to 1968, either with funds or labour –
without this help this level progress would not had been achieved.

Seek With All Learning,
Love Overrules Wars.

Without risks there are no rewards – unless we work as one this world will never be
a paradise – you have to make it so – the future of Mankind depends upon your
efforts now!
PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS.
FLUID MECHANICS AND HYDRAULICS:
Fluid mechanics and hydraulics represent that branch of applied mechanics dealing with the behaviour of
fluids at rest and in motion.
To SWALLOW COMMAND being the space research and development wing of Searl International Space
Research Consortium must have a sound understanding of the development of the principles of fluid
mechanics, some fluid properties play principal roles within Swallow Command, others only minor roles or
no roles at all.
In fluid statics, specific weight is the important property; which is similar to density in the Searl Effect
(S.E.G) train system of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) power horse, whereas in fluid flow, density and
viscosity are predominant properties.
Where appreciable compressibility occurs, principles of thermodynamics must be considered.
Vapour pressure becomes important when negative pressures (gage) are involved, and surface tension affects
static and flow conditions in small passages.
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DEFINITION OF A FLUID:
Fluids are substances which are capable of flowing and which conform to the shape of containing vessels.
When in equilibrium, fluids cannot sustain tangential or shear forces flowerbower.
All fluids have some degree of compressibility and offer little resistance to change of form.
Fluids may be divided into liquids and gases flowerbower; which no doubt is the answer why all that gas is
coming out of you; so for heaven sake don’t strike a match or you will become instant manure covering an
large area of space, which will never do unless you first get a license and paid your tax.
The chief differences between liquids and gasses are:
1)

Liquids are practically incompressible, occupy definite volumes, and have free surfaces.

2)

Gases are compressible and must be so treated a mass that expands until it occupies all portions
of any containing vessel; like flowerbower’s amazing gases in Youtube.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING SYSTEM OF UNITS:
Now I enter the domain of the law of the squares: being that there are three selected references dimensions
that is fundamental dimensions dear flowerbower my dear son; which are:

1)

Length;

2)

Force;

3)

Time;

Now we shall try to understand the American way within this document employing their ways to the best of
my knowledge.
Thus, the corresponding three fundamental units used by me will be the:
1)

Foot of length;

2)

Pound of force – or pound weight;

3)

Second of time.

All other units maybe derived from these;
Bear in mind that the unit volume is the ft3.
The unit of acceleration is the ft/sec2.
The unit of work is the ft lb.
The unit of pressure is the lb/ft2.
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These I trusted, not only as friends, but also as a team.
They abused that trust while I was in hospital and used
my brother to do the dirty work for them.
In reality, they have stolen from you all: your rights to
a cleaner healthier world than today.

This is just one half of the drawing done by me of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V construction
measurements scaled to 5mm = 1m of the actual craft: Which John Thomas has in his
procession. He has the whole cut out of this craft.
Demo one was the model test for that project, I am aware that a person informed John Thomas that in an old
newsletter he got says the Demo one project was stop, in this book it say different – agree that old newsletter
is correct; but refers to team stopped work on it – work never stops somehow I continue with it – likewise
with the 25th August 2003 robbery two teams were stop but I continue with that work regardless.
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Should I give data in any other units? It is quite possible to check if you are awake that it must be converted
to the foot-pound-second system before applying them to the Searl’s solution of problems. I hope that you
understand that flowerbower, you sweet little flower.
The unit for mass in this system is the slug – no flowerbower not that slug in the garden.
No – this is a completely different slug, because it is an American one, not a British one. It refers to a
measurement in the fps system, a unit of mass that will acquire an acceleration of one foot per second per
second when acted upon by a force of one pound; that counts you out flowerbower, you never move that fast
in your life.
FACT as I understand it; for a freely falling body in vacuum the acceleration is that of gravity;
g = 32.2 ft / sec2 at sea level – and the only force acting is its weight.
At this point, I must wake up Sir Isaac Newton to use his second law;
Remember that he says:
Force in pound = mass in slugs x acceleration in ft/ sec2
Then
Or

weight in pound = mass in slugs x g (32.2 ft / sec2)
Weight W in pounds
mass M in slugs = --------------------------------g (32.2 ft / sec2)

Agree, values or terms will get changed over time by arbitration, therefore when you read these documents
you must remember that I am talking about that time band in which I was involved; not in the present time
band.
By this book; you can study how and what terms got change as I travel along this road of life.
It is a record of facts, which I met along life’s road from my respective; yours might have been quite
different.

SPECIFIC WEIGHT:
Specific weight is vital issue in the development of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) or more precise the
Gyro-Flywheel-High energy density-mechanical-magnetic device.
The specific weight ω of a substance is the weight of a unit volume of the substance.
Remember that for liquids, ω may be taken as constant for practical changes of pressure.
The specific - unit – weight of water for ordinary temperature variations is 62.4 lb / ft3.
I will try to show you some additional values on the next page.
Do not forget that Star Ship Ezekiel MK V also will have gas on board besides water; thus, such facts must
also be accounted and addressed.
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The specific weights of gases may be calculated by using the equation of state of a gas:

(2)

Or
Where pressure p is absolute pressure in lb/ft2.
Specific volume νs is the volume per unit weight in ft3/lb.
Temperature T is the absolute temperature in degrees Rankine 4000+ degrees Fahrenheit.
R is the gas constant in feet/degree Rankine.
Since ω = 1/νs, the above equation may be written:

(3)
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MASS DENSITY of a BODY p (rho) = mass per unit volume = ω/g.
S.I.S.R.C. consortium of companies are employed in engineering research and development, as such there
had to been an engineering system of units in use, this book shows what system were used in various tasks
taken over the years.
This document refers to this period time:

These engineering units were the mass density, which is vital in engineering the Searl Effect generator
(S.E.G); water is vital for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle I.G.V. In the matter of water that I am talking about
amounts to 62.4/32.2 = 1.94 slugs/ft3.
Here. I will give you an update, in the metric system the density of water is 1 g/cm3 now you see how
complicated my life is.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY of a BODY:
The specific gravity of a body is that pure number which denotes the ratio of the weight of a body to the
weight of an equal volume of a substance taken as a standard.
Solids and liquids are relative referred to water – at 39.20 F = 40 C – as standard.
Gases are often referred to air free of CO2 or Hydrogen H 1 at 320 F = 00 C and 1 atmosphere = 14.7 lb/in2
pressure as a standard.
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For example;
Specific gravity of a substance =

=

Weight of the substance
----------------------------------------Weight of equal volume of water
Specific weight of substance
---------------------------------------Specific weight in water

Thus if the specific gravity of a given oil is 0.750, its specific weight is 0.750(62.4 lb/ft3) = 46.8 lb/ft3.
The specific gravity of water is 1,00 and of mercury Hg 80 is 13.57.
The specific gravity of a substance is the same in any system of measures.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF CERTAIN LIQUIDS.
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY = TABULAR VALUE X 10-5:
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(4)

VISCOSITY of a FLUID;

Figure 17.1
The viscosity of a fluid is the property, which determines the amount of its resistance to a shearing force.
Viscosity is due primarily to interaction between fluid molecules.
That is precisely what the Searl Effect Technology is all about interaction between the atoms as a whole or
the molecules, which they form, whether it is solid or fluid.
Referring to Figure 17.1: consider two large, parallel plates at a small distance y apart, the space between the
plates being filled with fluid.
Consider the upper plate acted on by a constant force F and hence and hence moving at a constant velocity
U.
Now look at S.S. EZEKIEL or even the PROBE IGV41 when grounded upon a planet surface that
possesses an atmosphere that will be CONSTANT FORCE F acting upon its upper shell – that is correct
NASA.
Likewise a similar effect will act upon the under shell, both of which can be considered as liquid in nature,
but to this I must consider also that the lower shell will have another force acting upon it while it’s not
powered up, which is not an liquid in nature; term gravity and electrical force termed electric charge state.
These are just a few of the forces to evaluate within this project; so stay tune for a long run.
The fluid in contact with the upper plate will adhere to it and will move at velocity U, and the fluid in
contact with the fixed plate will have velocity zero.
If distance y and velocity are not too great, as in the case of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) the velocity
variation (gradient) will be a straight line.
From experiments, which have shown that force, F varies with the area of the plate, or the shell of the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) not forgetting the plates of the Searl Effect Generator S.E.G, with
velocity U, and inversely with distance y.
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Since by similar triangles:
U/y = dV/dy.
I have:

Where r = F/A = Shear stress

Shear.
If a proportionality constant μ (mu) called the absolute (dynamic) viscosity, is introduced:

(5)

The units of μ are

, since

=

.

Fluids which follow the relation of equation (5) are called Newtonian fluids.
Another viscosity coefficient, the kinematic coefficient of viscosity, is defined as:
Absolute viscosity μ
Kinematic coefficient ν (nu) = --------------------------Mass density p
Just to recap that this is the man who had no formal schooling by the experts standards, yet took upon
himself a major task that taken NASA many hundreds in workforce with vast sums of hard cash and all the
latests tools, while Searl had nothing to match them; yet achieved fantasic results.
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Or

The units of ν are

(6)

, since

I am aware that viscosities are reported in handbooks as poises and stokes – cgs – and on occasion as
Saybolt seconds, from viscosimeter measurements.
Conversions to the ft-lb-sec system: I hope to be able to illustrate this in problems as we go.
I will also try to present a few values of viscosities in table form – just remembered that I have already done
that; but will add another small block here.

SOME OTHER LIQUIDS.
Agree, that this document was done by Searl at a much older age then 14 years, now 36 years old he shows
that his mind is determind to create a project greater then NASA are able to undertake at that time; and
without the extensive resources that NASA had available.
Yet, there were fools that wrote him to say why have you not gone to the Moon? That is just one example of
the kind of mental states Searl has encountered along the way. His reply today would be that is effort is in
relation to NASA = 0.01 sec so far gone, still a long way off one minute of their total time. Unfortunate
these fools don’t have the mental capability to understand what is being stated.
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Star ship Ezekiel MK V concept has to take account of all the footprints relating to every atom and how they
change in compounds.
Not only that: he had to take into account how their footprints change with temperature and pressure.
You never knew that – really then why insult a person who is trying to achieve something by which you
would have a better world to live in to the one, which you have created.
Yes, viscosities of liquids decreases with temperature increases but are not affected appreciably by pressure
change; that is only one problem Searl has to face in 1968 – a footprint that changes with temperature
change.
Let us see what other problem faces Searl: The absolute viscosity of gases increases with increase in
temperature but is not appreciably changed that is due to pressure.
Reality: Star ship Ezekiel MK V will have within its function systems both liquid, gases to cope with whose
footprints different in nature, and are in fact opposites in the function of this project.
This first part of the report only laying down the introduction part thereof to allow you time to appreciate
what will be appearing within this book as the story of Searl success unfolds upon how he was able to
achieve such a concept where the experts have completely failed in that domain.
Since the specific weight of gases changes with pressure changes – temperature constant, - the kinematic
viscosity varies inversely as the pressure.
However, from the equation above, μg = ων.

VAPOUR PRESSURE:
When evaporation takes place within an enclosed space, such as within Star Ship Ezekiel MK V, the partial
pressure created by the vapour molecules is termed vapour pressure.
Vapour pressure depend upon temperature and increases with it – yet another problem Searl must take into
account – the number of staff in the flight crew output of vapour which is a nature function of the body.
The details of water table have already been included within this part of the book.

SURFACE TENSION:
A molecule in the interior of a liquid is under attractive forces in all directions, and the vector sum of these
forces is zero Flowerbower.
However, a molecule at the surface of a liquid is acted on by a net inward cohesive force, which is
perpendicular to the surface.
Hence, it requires work to move molecules to the surface against this opposing force, and the surface
molecules have more energy than interior ones.
The surface tension of a liquid is the work that must be done to bring enough molecules from inside the
liquid to the surface to form one new unit area of that surface – ft lb/ft2.
This work is numerically equal to the tangential contractile force acting across a hypothetical line of unit
length on the surface – lb/ft.
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In most problems of introductory fluid mechanics, surface tension is not of particular important.
Table C that Searl shows on page 17.158:
Mechanical properties of water at atmospheric pressure: gives values of surface tension σ – sigma – for
water in contact with air.
The reason for this table is that Searl cannot see how within the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project, the water
content being such a large volume will not make contact with air – because it will regardless.
The water content is vital for the crew operating any mission on Star Ship Ezekiel MK V for drinking,
cooking, and hygiene purposes not forgetting producing Hydrogen H 1 for cooking purposes and Oxygen O
8 for breathing; which of course Oxygen will be extremely important as dream one states.

CAPILLARITY:
The rise or fall of a liquid in a capillary tube – or some equivalent circumstance, such as in porous media –
is caused by surface tension and depends on the relative magnitudes of the cohesion of the liquid and the
adhesion of the liquid to the walls of the containing vessel.
Liquids rise in tubes they wet – adhesion > cohesion – and fall in tubes they do not wet – cohesion >
adhesion.
The law of the squares again conformed precisely that – being there are always two prime states in nature
and they are opposites and reversible.
Capillarity is important when using tubes smaller than about 3/8 inch diameter.

FLUID PRESSURE:
Fluid pressure is transmitted with equal intensity in all directions and acts normal to any plane.
In the same horizontal plane, the pressure intensities in a liquid are equal.
Measurements of unit pressures are accomplished by using various forms of gages.
Unless otherwise stated, gage or relative pressure will be used throughout this series of chapters to this book.
Take note for Searl requirements: gage pressures represent values above or below atmospheric pressure as
the law of the squares are at work here.

UNIT PRESSURE or PRESSURE:
Is expressed as force divided by area.
In general:

For conditions where forces P are uniformly distributed over the area, I have:
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DIFFERENCE in PRESSURE:
Difference in pressure between ant two points at different levels in a liquid is given by:

in psf

(7)

Where ω = unit weight of the liquid – lb/ft3 – and h2 – h1 = difference in elevation – ft.
If point 1 is in the free surface of the liquid and h is positive downwards, the above equation becomes:

in psf

(8)

in psi gauge,

(9)

To obtain the lb/in2 pressure unit, I use:

These equations are applicable as long as ω is constant – or varies so slightly with h as to cause no
significant error in the result.

PRESSURE VARIATIONS in a COMPRESSIBLE FLUID:
Pressure variations in a compressible fluid are usually very small because of the small unit weights and the
small differences of elevation being considered in hydraulic calculations.
Where such differences must be recognized for small changes in elevation dh, the law of pressure variation
may be written:

(10)
The negative sign indicates that the pressure decreases as the altitude increases, with h positive upwards.
For applications, see problems in chapter 18.
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PRESSURE HEAD h:
Pressure head h represents the height of a column of homogeneous fluid that will produce a given intensity
of pressure.
Then:

(11)

BULK MODULUS of ELASTICITY (E):
The bulk modulus of elasticity (E) expresses the compressibility of a fluid.
It is the ratio of the change in unit pressure to the corresponding volume change per unit of volume.

(12)

COMPRESSION of GASES:
Compression of gases may occur according to various laws of thermodynamics.
For the same mass of gas subject to two different conditions:

(13)

Where

Ƥ = absolute pressure in lb/ft2:

ν = volume in ft3;
W = weight in lb;

ω = specific weight in lb/ft3;
R = gas constant in ft/degree Rankine;
T = absolute temperature in degrees Rankine = 460 + 0F.
FOR ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS:
Constant temperature: the above expression becomes:

(14)
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Also,

Bulk Modulus E = Ƥ in psf

(15)

FOR ADIABATIC or ISENTROPIC CONDITIONS:
No heat exchanged the above expressions become:

(16)

Also

(17)

And

(18)

Where K is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to the specific heat at constant volume.
It is known as the adiabatic exponent.
Tables A and B page 17.157 and Table C page 17.158 list some typical values of R and k.
For many gases, R time’s molecular weight is about 1544.

PRESSURE DISTURBANCES:
Pressure disturbances imposed on a fluid move in waves.
These pressure waves move at a velocity to that of sound through the fluid.
The velocity, or celerity, in ft/sec is expressed as:

(19)
Where E must be in lb/ft2.
For gases, this acoustic velocity is:

(20)
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This complete part 1 of this document.
In part, two, which is hope, will appear in chapter 18 of this book; we shall see some of the solved problems
relating to this discussion on problems, which are required in Project Star Ship Ezekiel MK V to be solved
by Searl that present to you; the world of reality as Searl knows it.
I have number some of the formulas as we go through solve problems will need to search back for them to
use.
This document has been released to the public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R & D.
Division: Manned Flight.
Status: Superintendent of Document UK.
Inventions are products of the future that is meant to be, but for any invention, great or small requires
triggers, which have to fall into place in a correct order of function.
Besides this FACT, materials, tools, equipment also have to have been invented and in place.
As if that condition is not enough – there is the space to work and live – and above all – hard cash – without
all these conditions are in place there is no hope for the future.
Then the big problem comes finding a team, which is honest whose heart and soul is in tune to get that
invention out on to the market place – without such a team, any massive project will be extremely slow in
meeting the marketplace; and that is a FACT!
Searl is a product of reality – he represents reality and nothing else – for only reality will get man into space
as a business of commercial value; otherwise space would be a wasted effort by all.
Searl belief that space has everything to offer planet earth: but it is not free, it has to be dedicated worked for
at a cost of hard labour, extreme planning to balance the economics, due to the fact costs has mounted so
vastly over the last few years that it has place space exploration near to collapse.
Can space be saved as a commercial business: whereby this planet Earth can benefit to a point where all
creatures great and small can enjoy a better life then we have today. There is a slight possibility that it is not
too late if we all work together as one.
If Egypt under pharaohs could achieve the impossible – then why modern man cannot match them with
space exploration.
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This is a copy of a letter from the British Government to John Thomas Jr.
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It is with deep regret the rest of this report appears to have gone missing, as so many others have done.
However, it certifies that there were articles out there about my work regards of those expert fools who
claim different.
I have now received the Hollywood DVD: and must agree that it has been well flow together.
But I feel that issue about imprisonment should had been clarified as to why I was there; not left as if I was
imprison for stealing electricity – that was not why – there was no safe houses available to place me as the
court accepted the opinion that my family did not want me; otherwise I would had gone home.
The court was concern that the electric board would hound me for this money, and I would have to defend
myself knowing that I had both knowhow and the means to hit back hard.
That concerned them that I would not be playing games: next time it would be for real. They had to protect
me from them at all cost. That imprisonment was my first real holiday I had every hard I was treated like a
king; never search there was no reason to do so.
They joke with me; and were amazed at the things the media were saying about me that I had done in this
work.
They feed me well, though I spent most of my time in hospital being care for due to being so ill.
The warden did on the pressure of the prisons request; wrote the Home office requesting that I be release on
grounds that I had not been place there for any crime, but for protection only.
However, the home office refused the request.
The electric board was government ownership then, quite natural they wanted to protect their investment.
Clearly, they could not take the risk of their pylons being taken down as it would take two years to put them
back again
Nevertheless Searl was ask if he would like a job there, that he could apply for an application form, but this
would mean that his work on this technology would stop.
Agree the warden supplied Searl with material so he could carry on with his study on his technology and
Searl spent much time explaining the technology not only to the staff but to prisoners as well.
The staff and prisoners respected Searl and Searl likewise respected them, they understood that unless he
was harm there was no risk that Searl would do anything that would harm anyone.
Searl went by the name of ET all his paper work done there is headed ET and the warden told him you
cannot leave here if you do not use your real name on day of leaving; Searl replied that he did not care if he
left or not, he was happy.
When he did left he wrote the media to ask them to thank them for a wonderful holiday they gave him and
maybe he will return for another one in due time.
Even the police said that they would like to have done the same to them but their job blocks them. That is
why they never arrested Searl, he just walk into the police station had a chat and a laugh and the officer
wrote out the statement and he sign it; had a cup of tea and left for work. No big deal, the whole event was
just a great laugh for everyone except the electric board who failed to see the funny side.
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SWALLOW COMMAND calling AUSTRALIA SEARL GROUPS MEMBERS:
Time is as a flowing river to the sea, soon things that passed a given spot has gone forever; let that never
happen with this technology.
Just remind yourself of that time now past that I have not forgotten it or you, here are a flash of that time.

Left to right: Prof. Searl; John Thomas and Steve Walker who organised the 4 weeks lecture tour of
Australia.
I have to agree that there was some evil intent by a person who wanted to take over from Steve and create as
many problems, which like Flowerbower, does on youtube these days, to discourage people to attend the
lectures.
To some effect, he succeeded to reduce the number but the show went on regardless and to all-purpose was
successful.
We all were happy about the actually outcome of that tour.
It is never an easy task to select a suitable place for a lecture: here in Australia four completely different
places had to be set up for this four weeks planned lectures.
Not only that: each week the needed accommodations had to be located for us.
Amazing that the needed accommodation was secured that meet our needs.
Funny when I look back on my first point of lecture, which was located at the beginning of the red light
area: played an important step in my life that such places are a part of reality and needs to be accepted as
such? Such places act as valves to release tension and relax stress persons and it works.
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To all of you from all of us; may your future be bright with happiness and love.
The task of producing an S.E.G. is massive, costly and time consuming will take absolute devotion to
succeed – but success is rewarding in many ways than one.
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I ask you a simple question are these experts right when they inform others that I do not meet people and tell
them about this technology; if they are right some ones camera is telling lies here, if so; it is not mine,
because clearly I am there on show.
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From time to time, someone somewhere will send me his or her idea how it functions, which I am always
keen to see how others actually see how such a device functions.
In addition, this letter is one of interest, which I like you to see, you might get some inspirations from it.
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I have an open mind and always try to see and understand what another sees and thinks.
From such observations, I learn about the Homo sapiens developed of reason over time.
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This is Ronnie Sapinoso of the Philippines who
produced that wonderful flying IGV on
YouTube.
He has been accepted as a team member.
In addition, would appreciate any work offers in
graphics at the usual rate.
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INFORMATION – METRIC UNITS
The three main units; METER, LITER, and GRAM, can be changed to more convenient sized units for
specific purposes by means of several well-known prefixes.
Milli means 1/1000.
Centi means 1/100.
Deci means 1/10.
Kilo means 1000.
One merely learns the main units and the value of the most commonly used prefixes.
The symbols for metric units are the same for single and plural amounts and are not followed by a period.
Rates are usually shown by use of the slash as in m/s.

The underline units in the above table are basic or derived units of the International Systems of Units (SI),
which is described shortly.
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The Metric System simply and logically coordinates the measurements of lengths, area, volume, and mass
into on decimalised system; which has proven great in this work upon Star Ship Ezekiel MK V. and the
Demo. One.
Which also applies to the Searl effect Generator (S.E.G)
United States currency, with its unexcelled convenience, was the first large scale national use of a decimal
system.
The ratio between the units of the series – dollars, dimes, cents, and mills – is ten.
Additions and other numerical operations are simple.
Calculations with metric units require no conversion from unit to unit, as for example between inches and
feet or ounces and pounds.
In the Metric System, there is one series of units for length, one for area, one for volume or capacity, and
one for mass.
NOTE: Mass is the quantity of matter; whereas weight is a force, Earth’s attraction for a given mass.
Generally, the term mass is meant when I use weight.

LENGTH:
The common metric units of length are the millimetre (mm) for small dimensions.
The centimetre (cm) for daily practical use.
The meter (m) for expressing dimensions of larger objects and short distances.
The kilometre (km) for longer distances.
The centimetre is about four-tenths of an inch.
The meter is about forty inches.
The kilometre about six-tenths of a mile.
When drawing to metric scale, engineering and product dimensions are in millimetres, while architectural
drawings can be in millimetres or centimetres.
On land surveys, the unit is the metre, whereas for maps the kilometre is used.

AREA:
Small areas are usually measured in square centimetres (cm2).
In building and construction, the square metre (m2) is used and is about 20 per cent larger than a square yard.
The hectare (ha) is used for land surveys and is about 2.5 acre.

VOLUME:
For volume, the most convenient unit is the cubic decimetre (dm3) which is commonly referred to as the litre
In October 1964 the 12th General Conference on Weights and Measures changed the definition of the
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Litre to equal a cubic decimetre.
Formerly the litre was the volume of one kilogram of pure water at 40C, which made it slightly larger than a
cubic decimetre.
The litre is slightly larger than the U.S. liquid quart but smaller than the U.S. dry quart and the British
Imperial quart.
The preferred unit for dispensing drugs and the scientific work is the cubic centimetre (cm3) or millimetre
(cm3) or millilitre (ml) as it is also called.
For measuring amounts of concrete and excavations, the cubic metre (m3) is used.

MASS:
In pharmaceutical and scientific work, the gram (g) is the most convenient unit.
There are slightly less than 30 grams in one avoirdupois ounce.
For most other uses, the kilogram (kg) is convenient and is approximately 2.2 pounds.
The metric ton (t), 1000 kg, is used for farm commodities, minerals, and large shipments.
It is convenient that a litre of pure water at standard temperature and pressure is a mass of almost one
kilogram – discrepancy less than one part in 10,000.
This relationship makes it easy to determine the mass of any known volume of water, or of any other liquid
if its specific gravity is known.

TEMPERATURE:
All countries using the Metric System of weights and measures also use the Celsius (0C) scale – formerly
called centigrade – for ordinary measurement of temperature.
On the Celsius scale, pure water at standard atmospheric pressure freezes at 00 and boils at 1000.
Normal human body temperature is 370, while a comfortable room temperature is about 230.
The preferred temperature scale for engineering and physics is the Kelvin (K), which has the same units as
the Celsius and where the freezing point of pure water is 273.15 K.
Now you got some idea of my problems, as my technology spreads across the whole domain of science and
technology.

HISTORY OF THE METRIC SYSTEM:
The Metric System was developed in France during the last part of the 18th Century.
Most nations in Europe, Central and South America adopted it for commercial use during the middle and
last half of the 19th Century.
Following World War II the Soviet Union and China made use of the Metric units mandatory, India and
Japan flowed in the 1950’s.
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Britain began a ten-year conversion to the Metric System in 1965, and within the last three years the
remaining major nations of the British Commonwealth, Australia, Canada and New Zealand made
commitments to metricate.
I have made a point here: that I have found the metric system ideal for this technology; and commenced the
use of it on Demo 1 and was to be use on Star Ship Ezekiel MK V; unfortunate that project fell through due
to lack of funds.
This is far too often the case for firms taking on large projects.
Over time I have never claimed to done all this work by me, Television, Radio and the media have shown
many who helped me over time.
After my first marriage breakup, I stopped work, as I had nothing either then the clothes I was wearing.
Then Came Luis Jarrio who helped me to find a home in London so he could help me with the work, which
turned out useless, but he did invest money to help.
Following hot in Luis footstep come this man:

This Alien set up the company to be.

This Alien set up the first website.

You know them to be the three alien musketeers from the future – now on planet Earth to create the
tomorrows for the next generation of space musketeers – you will never know where you will find them
could be on a DVD in your living room, or even in your bedroom.
Beware there are many who lay claim that they can take over Earthlings body to improve their disguise.
Therefore, when the next time you have to use the loo make sure to check that it is you and not they who are
using your loo.
That is the way by which the company commenced and D. I. S. C. INC, founded as a company to market
this technology.
In addition, lead the way to get the world to hear about this technology, which had been block so long by
evil minds.
From those ashes of the past; start to grow a mighty oak that this planet Earth so badly needs, and from those
ashes will rise again the phoenix of the past in all its glory shall light the sky’s for all Earthlings to see, that
time is yet to come; but the hour to be is approaching.
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Answers to questions in Chapter 17.
Page
85
85
85
86
86
86
96
97
97
97
98
109
110
110
117
118
118

Number
Answer
1
Compounds
4
Element
7
Molecule
10
Atoms
13
Elements
16
*LS
19
Repel
22
Positively
25
Repel
28
Plate
31
Positive
34
Electrons
37
Valence
40
Positive
44
*Note
47
Negative
50
Symbols

Page
85
85
85
86
86
96
96
97
97
97
98
109
110
110
117
118
126

Number
Answer
2
Compound
5
Elements
8
1
11
92
14
Nucleus
17
Negative
20
Electron
23
Protons
26
Positive
29
Negatively
32
Positively
35
Conductors
38
***2
41
Insulators
45
**Note
48
Switch
51
Positive

*** = Protons Electrons and Neutrons
***2 = Negative - Positive
*Note = a =Battery; b = Lamp; c = Closed Switch; d = Open switch.
**Note = Negative to Positive.

Page
85
85
86
86
86
96
97
97
97
98
109
109
110
111
118
118
126

Number
Answer
3
Matter
6
Elements
9
Neutrons
12
Atoms
15
***
18
Neutrons
21
Attract
24
Repel
27
Electrons
30
Negative
33
Valence
36
ion
39
Conductors
42
Positive
46
Battery
49
Loads
52
Ampere

*LS = Law of the squares

I feel certain that all questions in this chapter have now been answered, and what a task that was to find
where I put the questions.

An Alien at Buckingham Palace taken by John Thomas of Rochester, NY on his birthday.
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The old Court House at Newbury, Berkshire. UK.
Photo taken June 1989.
Where at the tender age of 4 years John Searl was place in a home for protection due to the state of his
health and ill treatment he had endured.
This by the way, on that date in this building a wise legal people present were responsible for the first trigger
that was fired to start the S.E.G. concept into motion.
For had they returned me home: the needed triggers would never have fallen into place and no S.E.G.
concept would have been born.
The Court made a terrible mistake in their judgment, one that could not the reversed – the S.E.G. clock had
started when they announced that we place you into care until you are 18 years of age.
Up to that moment in time, things were reversible and I could have remained in the said area where no such
triggers were available to conceive such a product as the S.E.G.
How strange that a person can live in one area and invent nothing, simply because there is nothing there to
trigger his stored knowledge into function mode.
Yet if that person moved to the idea area, they invent things of worth; because the triggers are there to excite
the stored knowledge filed in dormant state of their brain into function.
In other words being in the right place at the right time, that is the key ingredient.
Searl was in the right place not of choice or desire but by order of those who now had the right to do
whatever they wish to do with him.
Placing Searl in a place where he did not need to learn much except religion.
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As you can witness in this photo that I am actually sitting to give my lecture due to the fact that I was
extremely ill; the doctor wanted me to go into hospital for them to see why I was loosing so much blood, but
I refused the invitation, as so many had purchased tickets to attend this lecture, I was duty bound to see it
through regardless of the risks to myself.
But I still survived, and continued to do so regardless up to this moment in time.
Experts tell you that I never tell people about my technology – just the above photo shows that is not true
I am there talking to about 400 people.

In these two photos, I am talking to thousands of people: I do not meet people so your experts say –
strange here I am in the United States of America shouting my head off about this technology – EXPERTS
what experts.
I cannot see any – so please do not make me cry Argentina – it is far more logic to keep your experts locked
up, so life upon planet Earth can progress at an economic pace.
Unfortunate for planet Earth economics controls the pace that progress is achieved; sadly to say.
For the research and development within the S.I.S.R.C. complex economics play a critical function of
slowing down progress.
It is not so much the technology, which holds up progress, but the shear cost, which is so often the problem,
which is the function that generates the economics function to kick in.
Functions are the major issue of the S.I.S.R.C. complex, for they in turn generate structures and problems.
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In the research and development of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) there appear to be a major problem –
no you are wrong – it’s not the technology that is wrong – but a function to which experts through
arbitration gave it a name of ECONONIMCS a problem which grows worse with each passing year.
From this seat clearly the bulk of life on this planet have no idea what on Earth I am talking about, shame
really that so many have already woke up and found that they are dead, when in reality they should still be
alive.
In addition, as I have for years warn, many more millions will die before I die, the sad part is they could had
been saved if my warnings had been acted upon quick, but time is running out fast to take action before the
horse bolts for it; so to speak.
But the time track prove that a million gone today that a million will replace them tomorrow, so why worry
about losses; guess that’s a good statement – which I see so often – here today gone tomorrow – firms come
and go all because EXPERTS invented a term ECONOMICS.
So what is this ECONOMICS?
It is a new branch of science: which man has coin as GOD, which is a substance, which experts through
arbitration term money that has a strange effect of saying goodbye to progress – in plain language if you do
not have the money we do not need you.
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What I cannot help noticing is this science of ECONOMICS have in turn generated a new function which I
term by none arbitration as greed.
At the Chestnuts, Thorndon: as a young boy there was many species of apples, pears, plums and cherries just
quoting a few and there is nowhere that an apple can be worth 10p or more each – that is indeed greed.
It is this action of greed; that makes various points of this planet Earth poor in structure and function, which
in turn generates suffering to many
In addition, these people blame ECONOMICS as an excuse instead of the reality that they themselves are
the criminals for this problem, not economics.
So I shall now continue with my account upon the subject of ECONOMICS, which you have been studying
in this book.

USES OF NATIONAL INCOME STATISTICS:
The national income accounts as presented in an earlier part of this book are in a convenient summary form.
The accounts are published annually in the HMSO publication.
National Income and Expenditure: known widely as ‘the blue book’ – because of the colour of its covers.
The Blue Book: also contains in greater detailed analysis of the various components of national income, and
shows changes over time – usually between 10 and 20 years – as well as presenting the statistics in different
forms.
In many instances, the more detailed figures are of greater use in business applications.
In every case, the limitations of the statistics and the notes on the accounts advisable to be carefully
considered.
The Central Statistical Office publishes The National Accounts: A short Guide – studies in Official Statistics
No.36. HMSO – This is highly recommended.
Some indication of the range of information – and its applications –, which can be deriving from the national
accounts, is given below, but this is by no way a comprehensive list.
However, it will serve the purpose of the problems that S.I.S.R.C. complex have and will have to face in the
future.
1. Trends in industrial production:
One way of analysing the changing structure of the economy is to use index numbers of industrial
production at constant factor cost.
The index compares production of different industries over time.
This is important to S.I.S.R.C. Complex as it depends on world industrial activity for its own
future operations.
Already the effects of missing companies that were in existence in my time have played a part in
slowing down the work.
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2.

Trends in consumer expenditure:
The national accounts give fairly detail statistics on consumer’s expenditure over time for
specified product groups.
Spending on any one item might be compared and evaluated, for example, total expenditure,
changes in personal disposable income or changes in national income.
All such issue will play a vital role in the outcome of S.I.S.R.C. complex.

3.

Changes in the distribution of income:
If we look at the ‘functional distribution of income’ i.e. how national income are divided between
the different factor services – we observe precisely similar factors in function to the S.I.S.R.C.
complex.
Changes in this share over time may be useful indicators to different types of business e.g. the
capital goods industry, such as S.I.S.R.C. Complex might expect a rise in demand for their
products the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) if the gross trading profits of companies was seen to
rise; whereas the S.E.G. remain stable at a fix price tag.

OTHER AVAILABLE INFORMATION:
Having seen that some information of value to the business sector can be gathering from the national income
accounts, S.I.S.R.C. complex should not be assuming that these are the most useful source.
The major problem with their usefulness are limited by the time lag – as they do not appear until September
of the following year – and by the lack of information, relating to sub-groups within industrial sectors – this
also applies to Searl International Space Research Consortium worldwide there just are no weekly reports
coming in.
To the outside world that gives a clear message that nothing is going on – likewise to the investor, there is
no confirmation appearing to confirm that some activity is in function thus they feel that there is no product
to fund or we are not yet in position to proceed with a product.
Whichever is the true case S.I.S.R.C. Complex is losing out, by trying to keep secret work that is in reality
in operation?
Or censorship operating to remove items from my reports thereby such action only bring the work to a stop,
as the staff that we need can only consider I don’t know what I am talking about, where is the proof, they
cannot see it
I would also act in the same manner if I were they – because there are far too many conmen out there and
women.
That is why it is so important that I show I am what I am and when I say something, I mean it. I state that I
am reality that means a bare bum is reality, and if you are so brainwashed that you cannot stand a sight of
what you claim as God created that knickers have to be put on them – then you are useless for flight
crewmembers on deep space missions of years away from main base.
It makes me sick at the state of brainwashing in this species of animal termed Homo sapiens, where no other
animal suffers this brain problem.
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S.I.S.R.C. complex staff: may find monthly and quarterly estimates far more useful – and more immediate
available, as Swallow Command will need more detailed sources on a wider range of variables with more
specific references to their particular activities.
For example:
The monthly Digest of statistics – which is also to my knowledge published by the Central Statistical
Office – not only provides quarterly estimates of national income and expenditure statistics, but much more
detailed figures on production, sales, costs and prices in different industries.
This will have to apply in a similar way within the total whole of S.I.S.R.C. otherwise hip cups causing
failures in targets would never be solved.
However, wider economic implications can be drawn from the national income statistics, whereby
S.I.S.R.C. complex should understand that it is this aspect of the annual accounts, which is often of primary
interest to the economist.
The list of uses of the national income statistics, which can therefore be extended: as I shall attempt to show
below.
4.

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND THE STANDARD OF LIVING:
Once the figures are adjusted for:
(a) Changes in the price level of the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G);
(b) Changes in the size of the population:

It is possible to make some comparison of economic activity over time.
The figure used in real national income per head, and the rate of change of the figure from the year to year
can be accepted as the conventional measure of ‘economic growth”.
Economic growth is generally considered desirable as it implies the availability of more goods and services
per person, and hence a higher material standard of living: expressed simply, the average person would be
considered to be better off.

Table 17.5.
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Economic Trends.

As I am re-writing that old report here, I would like to insert here the latest graphic information filed here in
the effort to help you understand what this report was about.

This is www.searlsolution.com record: as a pie chart to give me some basic picture how hits are taking place
and from which areas of the globe they are coming from.
Such information: is vital to me to certify if you are reaching people and where is the most impact actiontaking place. I will leave it to you to arrive at an answer.
Table 17.5 demonstrates that there can be a substantial difference between the rate of growth of national
income per head and either per capita consumers expenditure or personal disposable income, both of which
seem more likely to indicate material welfare in the household sector than national income does.
Either of these two states could slow down or even stop production output of the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G).
The rate of economic growth derived from national income statistics may give an inaccurate impression of
changes in material welfare because:
a) The figure is a broad average, and takes no account of the effect of change in the distribution of
income.
b) No account is taken of changes in the composition of national income which may affect the
proportion of income which is available to domestic consumers to improve their living standards,
e.g. increased production of producer durables or goods for export will increase national income
but will not at that time necessarily increase the goods and services available to consumers.
c) The figure is purely quantitative, and takes no account of change in the quality of the goods and
services produced which might – for example – be improved by technological progress.
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This is the latest pie chart for www.searlsolution.com – gives you an insight of the options I have for presenting data.
Let me add in an interesting FACT that in 1980, just as an example, the production of an electronic calculator may
have represented £5 added to national output, whereas in 1970 the equivalent article may have accounted for £100
of output.
d)

The accuracy of the statistics may vary over time.

Moreover, increases in material welfare are not only consideration in estimating changes in the average standard of
living, if this is taken in the broader sense of meaning ‘well‐being’.

I also need to take into account.
e)

EXTERNALITIES:
The increase production of goods and services may bring with it adverse side effects, such
as increased pollution or congestion, or beneficial side effects, such as decreased stress,
control of disease and so forth.
Having a ‘bigger cake’ is one thing, but deriving increase well-being from the opportunity
is another.

f)

THE QUALITY OF LIFE:
This is one of the most important issue of the Searl Technology, always has been and I
guess will always be the prime case.
Real national income per head: maybe increase simply by substituting work for leisure, but
this does not necessarily mean that the average person will fell better off.
Much depends on the relative valuation of leisure time, and the opportunities, which
become available to derive from it.

5)

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON:
The final use of national income statistics to be considered relates to making comparison
of different countries growth rates and hence, by implication of their relative living
standards.
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The most obvious objection here is that the criticisms of the domestic use of the statistics for this purpose
apply equally – if not more - when different countries are compared.
For example, one country may devote more of its resources to expanding the capital base or to the provision
of exports, its statists may be less accurate, or it may incur more adverse side effect when you compared
with another country.
There are some additional problems specific to international comparison:
a) EXCHANGE RATES:
In order to compare two countries income statistic, it is necessary to convert them into a common
currency using exchange rates.
However, exchange rates are influenced by the types of good most commonly traded; differences
in domestic inflation and interest rates, government intervention, speculation and so forth.
Consequently, whereas an identical Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) maybe produced in both
countries, its value in terms of national output may be quite different when converted via
exchange rate.
In other words, the exchange rate will not necessary reflect the relative purchasing powers of
income in the different countries.
b) STATISTICAL CONVENTION:
Different criteria under Searl International Space Research Consortium complex which includes
Searl Technology Ltd and Searl Magnetics Ltd and New Space Technology Ltd may be applied as
to what items should be included or excluded.
c) DIFFERENT NEEDS:
The well-being of people: shall be S.I.S.R.C. concern that its products are in relation to the degree
to which identified needs are satisfied in the domain of energy and transportation.
Since these may be influenced by such diverse factors as culture and climate, which vary
considerably between nations, national income statistics alone are an inadequate means of
comparing relative well being, which is the prime objective of the S.I.S.R.C. Consortium.
SUMMARY:
None of this is intended to suggest that national income statistics are useless.
What I am suggesting: is that in some cases there will be other, more appropriate, statistics
available for a given purpose; that when the figures are used for comparison over time, or between
countries.
Some caution must be exercised; and that other information may be useful, both in terms of the
composition of the statistics and of other indicators of living standards – such as infant mortality
rates, calorific intake, working hours, atmospheric pollution and so forth.
S.I.S.R.C. Consortium will itself be creating statistics of progress and its effect upon the environment issues
such as improving the well-being of all creatures and the reduction of virus and dangerous bacteria.
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S.I.S.R.C. Consortium will take time to grow as cost and taxes are so high, which has to be, met which
result in a reduction of funds for the work.
At this date of February 6th, most countries are on hold until the magnetiser is functioning at full capacity.
This saves losses and time by using one point only for research and development of the tools needed to mass
production of the S.E.G.
This is one major concern that I try to prevent losses in funds availability; by keep travelling to Thailand or
any other point on the map, until such time that cost to travel will be an economic issue that warrants my
presence there; such as filming the second DVD by Hollywood, which is expected to take place during
2009.
This document has been released by the authority of:

Prof. J. R. R. Searl Head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and Transportation systems.
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In chapter 16 of this book, I started the introduction upon this subject of ideas to the market place in the
effort to give an insight to problems, if any, which will have to be handling carefully to solve; by Searl
International Space Research Consortium group.
NOTICE:
A patent, if it is to be valid, must cover that which is new.
Thus, re-invention of the wheel does not lead to a valid patent, indeed in theory it should lead to no patent at
all.
However, the wiles of inventors are such that they may convince the Examiner to the contrary!
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When a patent application has been filed, the Patent Office Examiner will usually carry out a search through
the literature to find out whether the invention claimed really is novel and inventive or not.
In order to do this search the Examiner looks only at material – often called the “prior art” – published up
to the date of filing of the patent application which he is examining.
The applicant can therefore sell samples of his / her invention the day after filing his / her application
without any risk of jeopardising the application, as that which he does after the filing date does not count.
It is worth mentioning that it is not just publication in writing, which can destroy novelty in an invention but
also oral communications – for example in a lecture – and prior use of the invention.
Those unfamiliar with the patent system often feel instinctively that publications made by the inventor
himself / herself should not count and should not destroy the novelty in his / her invention.
This is not usually the case and it is important that the first application be filed before any “publication” of
the invention is made.
The over-astute inventor might therefore decide that it was best to file a patent application as soon as the
basic idea has come to him / her.
However, that is not likely to work.
Patents are not intended to protect ideas as such, only those ideas that is practically useful.
Therefore, before the basic application is made it is necessary to have done something more than just have
the basic idea; some tokens of putting the idea into practice must have been obtained.

I feel certain I have shown proof here that Searl International Space Research Consortium Group has past
the point of an idea and is putting it into practice.
This is to prevent applicants from trying to obtain a monopoly on mere pipe dreams.
The only – limited – protection, which mere ideas can acquire, is under the law of confidential information.
17.2) REGISTERED DESIGNS:
Registered Designs are used to protect the “eye appeal” of goods and include, for example, designs
and patterns applied to textiles and shapes and ornaments applied to goods.
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For example the shape of this aircraft, or the I.G.V or back to Earth the shape of the “Dimple Haig” whisky
bottle.

TODAY

TOMORROW

Today our man knows: that this system of flight that is in use today, must change in the future for the better.
As we shall have to defend ourselves eventually from large rocks coming in from outer space.
No, Aliens have not declared war on us, because they can see we are not doing a bad job for them and it is
free for them to watch.
However, our man is fully train to defend his home planet Earth from whatever source of attack that might
occur in the future.
Registered Designs are similar to patents in that the designer permits his / her design to be published in
return for securing limited monopoly rights.
Furthermore, the registration can be invalidated.
The protection lasts for 15 years although it has been proposed that it be extended to 25 years.
17.3

COPYRIGHT:
Copyright – Scope:
Copyright was originally intended to offer protection from plagiarism of the fine arts; for example
music, drama, sculpture, paintings and literature.
However, in the UK artistic copyright has also come to provide a means of preventing the
reproduction of functional articles and has accordingly come to be a valuable means of protecting
technology.
Literary copyright has also come to be of particular significance as a means of protecting
computer software.
Copyright, as the name implies, protects only against copying; not against independent design of
something, which looks or sounds objectively similar. Since Peter, Martin, Ken and Luis robbed
me, they have been using my copyright material as theirs and this will be dealt with in court soon.
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However, copyright does not simply cover slavish copying; it can prevent the production of copies in which
a substantial part of the copyright work has been taken, even although there may also be substantial
differences.
Thus to escape infringement it is not enough to identify a number of differences; what is significant is
whether the most striking, or most original, features of the copyright work have been taken or not.
It is sometimes said that copyright does not protect ideas, but only their “expression”, or their concrete
embodiment.
This is general terms is true but in very strikingly original works the protection afforded can close to
protecting the underlying idea.
Copyright has come to assume particular importance in the UK not only because it can be used to protect
functional designs but also because, by a quirk of history, of the punitive level of damages.
However, it is likely that in the forthcoming legislation such damages will be abolished.
Copyright protection subsists for a considerable time; up to 50 years after the death of the author.
If an article could have been protected as a registered design however, protection lasts only for the period of
registered design protection, currently 15 years after first sale.
As the protection afforded functional designs under copyright law has generally been felt to be too
extensive, it has been proposed that the forthcoming legislation copyright protection for functional designs
be replaced by an “unregistered design right” of 10 years duration, for the last 5 years of which compulsory
licences could be obtained.
This document: has been release to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R&D.
Activity: Human Studies.
This program is rather lengthily in contents as it is a serious subject, and will be release in gentle steps to
consume slowly by you; so you can understand what is being stated. As head of the Research and
Development, my duty to explain all issues regardless as to what is involved and the solutions that I have
accepted to solve any problems that appears.
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This document is part of a whole of investigation into manned flight concept, which would meet the
requirements of a commercial operating space exploration system.
The basic requirements were a structure that could land and take off vertical without the need of any
prepares sites for its function.
Such a concept actually arrived through the eyes of a child – not from any scientists or engineer – but a
simple child who had no formal education in relation to the expert’s education.
Through this book you will witness how he undertook his studies to certify what was needed in such a
concept, the tools, Machines, Materials are just the by products of his mind.
Demo 1: was the start of applying his study to structural reality thereby certifying every issue of his thinking
for the massive Star ship Ezekiel MK V project – he invites you to see his life through his eyes what
actually happen in this venture of the impossible – those who help to make that dream become reality.
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In the background, work on constructing Star Ship Ezekiel MK V cabin is underway to certify what the
actual cost will be and that everything is precise to the mathematical workout, and then we discovered that
the cost to construct the cabin as plan would be extremely high.
I had to do a re-think on it, and the solution was obvious that all struts should be the same length which then
left one answer that was available the cabin must be round in shape.
The Demo one: was then constructed with the round cabin as seen in photos and media release, which
reduced the actual cost by 1/8 – that in the case of the project Star Ship Ezekiel MK V represents a vast
savings.
Above photo shows John Cork holding a mock up and showing me the cabin section, which represented the
work being undertaken there. The site was the vicarage, Burghfield, near Reading, Berkshire, UK.
In those days, I had plenty of hair, quite opposite today as I retype this document.
That photo was one of many, which were taken by the media on open days to do interviews.
There are many more photos still reminding in my hands getting to them is a major issue still.
To my mind in relation to these constructions, the unit chord played the greatest part of the mathematics that
was involved to obtain the accuracy, which was needed. Precision was vital otherwise; you missed your
target by miles so to speak.
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Sue Justice as she was then known by; was indeed a wonderful woman who was over the moon to be
working on Demo one construction and lapped up all those media interviews which took place at that site
known as STARSPORT EARTH ONE hidden somewhere in the English woodlands.
She knew what the media wanted in a photograph, and she sure made certain they got what they wanted –
bless her.
The next photo is one of myself holding the model of STAR SHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. for the BBC
interview. This model was constructed by Tony Justice the husband of Sue.
Please take note Dr. Edwards that you are not after all such an expert are you – I had nothing and still
got nothing – really – fancy telling people that – why did you tell such crap to people making enqiuries
about me – is it because you were trying to steal the technology for Brain Collins of Australia?
I doubt if that is hard for people to spot – the question I would like to know is why you did that, when
Sussex University had an opportunity to create some thing wonderful that would had today been a blessing
to mankind and the planet as a whole and Sussex university would had the honour of advancing technology
that will in the end open up space as a business in the true sense.
But you blew it – and in the same sense tried to halt such a system becoming a reality in your life time. You
should report to my office for 25 stokes of the cane to help you not to slander others who are devoted in
trying to solve urgent problems that would shortly be arriving on planet Earth.
I appreciated the fact that you did show me your latest Linear drive in operation, and as I stated to you that
Searl International Space Research Consortium may need systems of that nature in the future. You do
remember my visit with Luis Jarrio and Susan Muta with Gunnar Sandburg. I also stated to you
personally that once you got rid of Brain Collins I would be delighted to do business with you.
I was surprised that a man of your standard and being a head in an important sector of Sussex University
would present crap to people about me – did you really think that they would not inform me as to what you
told them. And Hollywood tested you and confirm that it was true what you were telling people, they
recorded it so there is no way you can get out of it.
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At this conference meeting upon Manned Flight requirements, the choice of 64 flight cells should be the
choice from options available to be employed for flight path operations, and that eight landing legs should
be the option of choice, then the loading bays had to be taken in to account.
This study included pneumatic motors as a possible option; here I must consider that our objective is space
operation, therefore every option in technology needed to be evaluated for it’s beneficially function under
such operational conditions.
1968: operationally functions for an slender disc shape craft is required, normal functions which are at this
time being used in rocket technology; have showed me from test to fail with serious results in the lost of the
test model at Sulham Lane, Pangborne, Berkshire.
Here is the systematically approach of my study on pneumatic motors at that time; from which I would have
to confirm if such technology was, go or not an option.
Pneumatic motors were becoming an integral part of industrial power systems, which I was well experience
with, as a setter of machines at a factory in Maidenhead, Berkshire.
Clearly, that would be my first line of investigation to evaluate such an option for the Star Ship Ezekiel MK
V project.
I accepted the fact that they offer advantageous torque / speed ratios, which was a vital issue for this project
success.
Also that they are easy to regulate – which is also a vital requirement for the success of such a project as
this; as all you have to do is open or close the air line; and they can be used in virtually any industrial
environment.
However, here: I got a project that is not related to any industrial environment condition as known to us
Earthlings which clearly means much mental effort is required to evaluate the problems of operational
functions that will be required from any system installed.
As a result, they have become extremely popular as standalone and built in motors, which I have to balance
in my thinking that off the shelve components are cheaper then made special for a project.
In addition, to that end I am trying to achieve components, which are quicker to obtain than weeks waiting
for parts to be developed for me often run into 2 to 3 even 6 months delay.
However, one-issue concerns me is when it comes to efficiency, compressed air does not at first seem to
offer the idea solution.
Perfectly designed compress air systems have an efficiency of approximately 20% if overall efficiency is
taken as the ratio between the electric power consumed by the compressor and the work performed by the
pneumatic motor or cylinder.
This project is not normal in relation to earth bound industry operation; as it does not require energy input
from any outside source; it is completely independent on power from its internal energy source.
Therefore, the efficiency of the pneumatic motor and cylinder is not a major issue within this project. Do not
take this as meaning that efficiency is not important here as the opposite is true I require obtaining the best
efficiency ratio across the whole of the structure, and its functions at all reasonable cost.
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The fact that pneumatic motors have nevertheless become so popular shows to me the importance of the
advantages they offer.
I guess that anyone who has ever worked with compresses air power sources will always turn to them again
and again because their power output cam be precisely defined and because they are exceptionally robust
which is of course another point that I have to consider.
What you must think of is that all I have to do is think of those cases in which power output data cannot be
defined precisely ahead of time and actual performance is not determined until the equipment is started up.
The resultant improvisation, which can even entail replacing the power source, is completely eliminated
with pneumatic motors.
Such a situation may become reality in the mass production of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
Torque and speed can be adjusted by regulating air pressure and flow accordingly, which means more than
just saving time for the designer.
The problems alluded to in my past reports are by no means unusual.
That is why I have written this succinct guide to help designers of machinery and equipment including you
to become acquainted with pneumatic motors.
I sincerely hope that the engineers among my readers will forgive me for using such an oversimplified
analogy to illustrate the technology behind pneumatic motors:
The volume of air that does the work in the motor corresponds to the current used by electric motors and
determines the speed of the motor.
This air is more or less the “wind” (not my wind) in the motor that blows against the vanes of the rotor to
rotate the shaft, which is exactly what happens with a windmill.
This air is also under pressure, and this pressure corresponds to the voltage of an electric motor: or to use the
windmill as an example again – to the wind force.
The air pressure determines the motor’s torque.
THE DIFFERENCES.
THREE-PHASE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
PNEUMATIC MOTOR/
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Three-phase electric motor:
Reversing:

PN = 0.2/0.3 kW

nN = 1330/2700 rpm at 380 V 50 Hz with controls (Dahlander)

c = contactor with auxiliary contacts.

b = switch

Pneumatic motor:
PN = 0.33 kW
a = throttles

nN = 1330 rpm at operating pressure at six bare with controls.
b = air-preparation unit

c = shut-off valve.

The specific features of pneumatic motors can be most easily illustrated by comparing them with electric
motors.
Therefore, I have prepared a schematic comparison of the standard parameters for a typical three-phase
electric motor above left and a comparable pneumatic motor to the right of it.
The best way I looked at it, is to think in terms of those aspects of electric motors that have given me
problems now and again in my design work.
Then I take a look at the situation with the pneumatic motor.
The schematic comparison makes it easy to visualize differences here.
I for one spend time visualising all things around me regardless into some format, which lets me view things
in a different light than that which education allows you to do.
These are the actual eyes that watch everything
around them and reason why things behave in
the manner, which they do.
That made them want to know more about life,
structure and function and the study of you in all
detail from structure to function – my future
needs this information.
Beware I am watching you watching me watching you.
Strange you do not know why I am watching you, because I want to understand how the Homo sapiens is
deteriorating and how, or how changes are affecting age process, base upon my knowledge half the world
have big problems in health that should had never been and I understand why this has happen.
By Genetic, testing of couples before marriage or planning a family whichever is the soonest would identify
critical problems and such plans can be terminated before they start – such couples could adopt a child, this
would slow down the rate of problems but would take a few generations to bring these health problems
under control.
Sorry I change subject here but the next drawings I did not wish to break up the contents so keeping for the
start of the next page.
Hoping that small break will allow your brain to catch up with your eyes.
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Let me present the characteristic curves upon this issue to show the facts what I had to evaluate in the
planning of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V., which applies to any future program.

Figure 17.3 Electric motor

Figure 17.4 Pneumatic motor

FIGURE 17.3
M = torque in Nm

n = speed in rpm.

Mn = rated torque

Mm = motor torque

Ms = starting torque Mpo = pull-out torque

ML = load torque

Ma = acceleration torque

Mpu = pull-up torque

nN = rated speed

Ns = synchronous speed.
Figure 17.4 Pneumatic motor
MN = rated torque

Mm = motor torque

Ms max. = starting torque

ML = load torque

Ms min = min. starting torque

Ma = acceleration torque
nN = rated speed

Nno load = no-load speed.
Now before continue with my approach system used to evaluate the options for flight, I wish to make clear
that the flight power train is the Searl effect generator (S.E.G) but of a far more complex nature to those
used for ground base operations.
Another issue, the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) once constructed never stops.
Therefore, the Searl Effect Generator is either under load function or not under load function – meaning its
running at cruising speed – speed changes with voltage change, which proven with the mock-up.
The Searl Effect Generator regardless of its application has an idle speed when off load, and as far as the
Homo sapiens sight is concern cannot detect any form of acceleration when it switches on load.
It appears to all sense and purpose to switch instant to the new rate of rpm; if and that maybe a small word
with a great meaning, there is in fact acceleration factor involved then it has to be an extremely small
window for one not to be able to witness it.
In this report, I am looking for a solution to operate the landing legs and flight cells etc.
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Let me give you some insight in reference upon the dimensions and weights from which I must evaluate
options:

L = 240 mm

D = 140 mm

The solution for a commercial space operation: design is not
simple but unless we search for answers: nothing of worth will
ever be achieved.
The answers are there somewhere, we just have to find them;
and find them we shall!
~ 5kg.
L = 150 mm D = 42 mm

~ 0.75 kg.
Here I have been showing my thinking as a child. Not as an expert – but as an observer – without standard
education as defined by the experts; regardless of their claims I am free to think and to act upon the results
of that thinking regardless of those experts claims that it will not work – it’s impossible – yes it is impossible
in their domain; but it’s possible in my domain.
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Let my eyes continue with the facts of time now past; that you may understand what and how I was able to
uncover the tools that unlocked the door of the future that is meant to be.

DIRECTION OF ROTATION ELECTRIC MOTOR:

Standard indication.

By reversing polarity.

DIRECTION OF ROTATION PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

Standard indication.

Only with reversible types.

Yes, for adult mind, this was an easy matter to understand; but this is a young man mind trying to
understand his childhood dreams and bring them into reality without the basic understanding of science,
which he is trying to make sense of.
To force the issue he took on this massive task of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V. design to evaluate his dreams to
a structure concept of functions that would result in a commercial operated space business.
Searl therefore openly perform this work for the media to watch and they reported this work for a period of
two years when he said stop; as he just could not get the work done, as he was trying to please them day
after day.
Let us face reality, the horizontal structure for space is much harder to develop than the vertical concept that
in itself was extremely costly and lot of disappointments along the way to success; for both the U.S.A. and
Russia.
Star ship Ezekiel MK V. project I shall use because that was the time slot from 1968 until 1979 of mass
media activity to show the work that I undertook to test the ideas out from the dreams of a young child.
Not one reporter had the intelligence to realise what they were looking at – to their minds it was just a great
joke that sold their paper; the only interest they had was how many papers could be sold on the story.
Reality is extremely difficult for those who live in the domain of fantasy, and for the experts alike.
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Narrow range of operation with ~ constant speed

TORQUE / SPEED RELATIONSHIP ELECTRICAL:
Wide range of operation with variable speed.

TORQUE / SPEED RELATIONSHIP PNEUMATIC MOTORS.

Thailand is still
number one in the
effort of
reproducing the
Searl Effect
generator at this
date.
Freddie is working
hard to interest
people that such
technology is
within reach of
man’s capability.

The world is now looking at the Searl Effect Technolog (SET).
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TORQUE ELECTRIC MOTOR:

TORQUE PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

Invariable, a = function of ML

Variable from 50% to 100% of Ms by means of pressure

Because of nN and therefore limited by

regulator.

Mpo.

ELECTRIC MOTOR SPEED:

PNEUMATIC MOTOR SPEED:

Two-stage, 50% and 100% of nN by

Variable from 29% to 100% of n by means of

Switching pairs of poles – Dahlander Circuit.

Adjustable restrictor.

Agree that within my books, I have stated that the primary function of landing legs and flight cells would be
hydraulic rams – but before that decision was taken, I had to study all options of function regardless to
certify to myself, which would be the better option.
What you witness here: is one of those steps I had to take.
Starting with this introduction part, for the sake of those of you who have no idea of what I am talking
about, even if it makes no difference to you in that respect; if it looks good what difference does it make if
you still do not understand it.
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OPERATING TEMPERATURE ELECTRIC MOTOR:
CT = Coolant temperature – ambient temperature.
ET = Excess temperature
Ti = Temperature increase
MCT = Maximum authorize constant temperature
The operating temperature is limited by the physical
properties of the insulation materials.
The MCT should not be exceeded because the heatAbsorption properties become steadily worse.
Because of the change in the relationship between the
State of the insulation and the reaction of the motor
Protection switch, there is a danger that the insulation
Will burn through.
This is just one of hundreds of problems, which I have to take into account in making my judgement upon
which option would serve the purpose of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V operational functions best in the long
term.
Remember that the problem before me is that of long-term missions into deep space not local runs to the
Moon or the ISS they are just a bus ride away.
Our thinking for deep space missions of long-term durations require a completely different approach, one
that is truly reality and has no fantasy or crap attached to it. Very few today actually is free from these
brainwashing effects; so far I have only found one of them and in reality you cannot fly to Mars with a crew
of two and perform a two year mission or more: to make the economics valuable to go there in the first
place.
A commercial operation must make a profit to exist – that profit can be in data recovered upon the planets
life cycle if there has been any form of life there and how far did it advance before it vanished and why did
it vanish.
We now understand why life vanished that issue is now very clear, what is not clear is if life ever existed at
any time and if it did what form it had achieved before being wiped out.
This knowledge gain would give us a better understanding how life might end here:
Though I have a good picture how that will happen; as today, there are so many pointers to the reality of life
and how it is possible for it to exist and that reality is fading fast and I see hardly anyone trying to slow it
down; lots of great talking nothing actually doing that is where the problem lies. From my end, I have been
giving my life to solving problems in how to save you in the coming events of nature, which have now
already started to happen.
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MCTNO LOAD

= Maximum authorised constant
Temperature With no load.

MCTRATED LOAD

= Maximum authorised constant
Temperature with rated load.

CT

= coolant temperature – ambient

Tno load

= increase in temperature with no
Load

Trated load

= increase in temperature with rated
Load.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE
PNEUMATIC MOTOR.

The operating temperature is limited by the physical properties of the vanes and seals, which I can
appreciate that issue.
It is approximately 1000C and may be increased to 1200C briefly.
Clearly that is one major issue that I must consider within my thinking; knowing that the total team effort
relies entirely upon my acceptance of a component part for a precise structure and its function not to fail
under load.
There are many firms who know what the feeling is like when their equipment failed at a public meeting;
and I have also experience other companies equipment failing at my meetings likewise, whereas so far to
date my own equipment has never let me down in public, of course there can be a day yet to come when I
will have to face such an event happening, As long as it is not while I am still kicking.
Please forgive me if I get carried away from time to time as I am writing from my heart, and my heart gets
exciting when I am writing; a major problem it has a habit of telling the truth and many people never like to
see the truth do they Flowerbower?
NOTE that higher temperatures result in premature wear of vanes and seals.
The temperature of the pneumatic motor increases to approximately 200 above CT with no load and
decreases to approximately 200 below CT under the rated load.
How strange; the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) off load operates at room temperature, but temperature
decreases with load increases.
Are we saying that the roller sets of the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) are acting in a manner similar to
that of the vanes of the pneumatic motor?
Interesting thought.
So far in this introduction I am purely laying down the base of the subject of the pneumatic motor in relation
to the electric motor, from which, hopefully you will be able to follow the greater details in the next chapter
of this book.
Let me confirm here that in the mass production lines of the S.E.G pneumatic motors will be employed.
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CYCLIC DURATION FACTOR :

CYCLIC DURATION FACTOR:

ELECTRIC MOTOR:

PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

Limited – heat created as a result of high loading

Unlimited – 100%

Current must be dissipated by a corresponding

There is no limit to the ratio between the

Cooling phase.

Period of loading and the duration of the duty

Common values for this factor are 15, 25, 40 and

Cycle.

60%.

The heat absorbed by the expansion of the
compressed air counteracts heat produced by
mechanic friction.

That is correct clean power to the people!
Even if Pneumatic motors: are not installed as the main functions within the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles, they
will be employed in the robotic and automations mass production of both the Searl Effect generator
(S.E.G) and the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicles (I.G.V).
In addition, I wish here to confirm here: that I even made up a test bed as a computer for adding and
subtracting and it worked perfect.
Like all the very large press photos sent me by the media at the time: have walked; the photos I can confirm
was stolen by freelance reporters; clearly the term freelance is most suited, meaning steal whatever you can
while the owner is not about.
However, who stole the pneumatic computer I have no idea, with so many other bits disappearing; being use
at that time.
My family that I know including cash stole the railways goods and brand new electric equipment of that
period, and sold for silly money payments. Life for me in those days were bloody hell and I doubt if any
other man would had tolerated such a life, they would had walked out in the first 6 months of marriage
where I struggled for 31 years to keep my marriage; before giving in and walked out for good.
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STANDSTILL LOAD ELECTRIC MOTOR:
Can cause problems: because the motor protection
switch cuts off the power in the case of excess
temperature and; then turns it back on after a
specific period of time elapse.
If this process is repeated at frequent intervals, the
insulation may be exposed to dangerous pockets
of heat in the winding.

STANDSTILL LOAD PNEUMATIC MOTOR:
No problem and no danger: because the motor
can withstand loads that bring it to a standstill.
The motor then restarts as soon as the load torque
is reduced, and the process can be repeated
indefinitely.
The motor torque remains present.

REVERSING OVERLOADS;

ELECTRIC MOTOR;

PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

As soon as the pull-out torque is reached, rotational

Motor torque increases from Mn to Ms

function and torque are no longer available.

In addition, stays at this value without
changing direction.

The current increases to the starting load and is

The direction of the motor is determined

Switch.

By the direction in which the torque is

The motor then rotates with no load.

Greatest.

This type of operation requires adequate lubrication and reduced air pressure.
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In addition – Mno load should not be exceeded.

STARTING TIME :

STARTING TIME:

ELECTRIC MOTOR:

PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

Cannot be controlled.

Infinitely variable as a function of the extent

Starting time is a function of ML.

To which the cut-off valve is open.

It is necessary to take into account the fact
That the motor can heat up.

PROTECTION ELECTRIC MOTOR:

PROTECTION PNEUMATIC MOTOR:

May present problems.

No problems.

It is necessary to pay attention to the type of

Compressed air is a form of energy that is not
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Protection.

Dangerous.

Improper operation may give rise to electrical
Shocks.

The pressure inside the motor keeps dust, gas and
water out.

For all of you as well as Flowerbower who have no idea what I have been talking about here is two pictures
of motors, which run on, air which is the subject under investigation here.
Quite naturally, such motors would be useless on planets that are like our Moon that has no atmosphere.
That was one of the major problems, which rejected their use on Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project.
This completes the introduction part of this document, which has been released to the public by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of Research and Development.
DIVISION:

Manned Flight.

This repeat has colour added to it and all drawings done larger as many have requested then to be larger,
with some update inserts to show how things have gone.
I sincerely hope that this change will improve its appeal to those who want to learn about how I was able to
create such technology nought knowing, but just one simple game held all the information needed to create
this amazing technology.
Not forgetting all those triggers needed that fell in the correct order for success.
Such as the court, homes foster home, school, naval base, electric rewinds, Chemist shop, hospital,
engineering, electrical, electronics and flying all added vital bits of the jigsaw.
Without which nothing would had happen – but it did happen – thanks to those dreams that laid the
foundation of an ancient technology long forgotten.
What more can I possible say – accept that the experts failed to create such concept – that upset them!
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This Barry Stroller wrote the music for BBC match of the day over 25 years ago and is still played today.
What you do not know is that he took every poem from my books and put music to them plus a letter.
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John Roy Robert Searl.
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Human Studies.

:

Searl had suggested that a Manned Flight Division should be set up to study real problems relating to the
Homo sapiens structure and functions.
This also included flight training, not just on one type of aircraft but number different ones as to get a
positive understanding of conventional flying.
To this, add the fact that he had wired the Victor Bomber MK II panels for the RAF plus the VC 10;
therefore he had both the experience of wiring aircraft plus flying them.
He also had the electrical and electronics experience, to this add the medical side of his training – wow –
what could be a better class of person to tackle such a project design as Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project.
He is also getting at that time experience in machine operation, setting, plating and inspection skills and
many other skills were added from part time work.
To this he had, a golden egg the dreams of the Chestnuts were is guide in this development. Add the good
men and women who joined him like Tony Justice was a tool maker where precision was vital, then there
was Wilfred bright a designer of Turbines for electric supplies for GE, add Peter Barrett who was a science
teacher and other teachers from other schools and bridge designer for the council in Reading.
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To add to them we have Dr. George White of the U.S.A. John Thomas Jr, USA, Vera Comer New Zealand
and many more all assisting in whatever way they could to help.
Agree those 13 pensioners got the ball rolling after George Haynes died and not forgetting my landlady who
encouraged me to experiment at the lost of her house for rewards.
Again, it was my landlady to thank for getting me my medical experience: for she talked me into working at
the chemist shop in London.
From which I climb up the ladder to start in a hospital ward nursing only to be moved up into the laboratory
and then into an old women nursing home.
All this hands on experience was critical for the project herein termed Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.
Therefore, this document is a continuation of documents based upon problems for such a program as Star
Ship Ezekiel MK V or in relation to any other similar projects in the future.

NEUROMUSCULOSKELETAL:
A subject matter that needs to be study seriously, I know from actual experience the suffering one goes
through in the form of pain, which is the only means that the brain has to tell you something is wrong.
Neuromuscular (myoneural junction)
(newr-oh-mus-kew-ler) n.
The meeting point of a motor nerve fibre and the
muscle fibre that it supplies.
It consists of a minute gap across which a
neurotransmitter must diffuse from the nerve to
trigger contraction of the muscle, which Searl
was fully aware of by 1968.

Types of neurone; Motor (left) and sensory (right)
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He is a man who has experienced both side of the coin – having treated and nurse patients – and being a
sufferer of such problems so he understands both sides of the coin.
This is his thinking for missions to Mars or certainly, beyond Mars, base upon economics, which must play
a vital part of any such missions.
Which means long-term missions, in which time any flight member could have an accident, which leaves
them in pain?
How do we program such long-term missions for any such possible event happening.
FACT: on one Moon trip an astronaut tripped up and fell, in that event, he was lucky his spacesuit did not
get damage; as I understand it, he received no damage to his own body.
That I accept was a very lucky day for him, but we must not accept that will always be the case.
Another issue, I have on a couple times while trying to place a package on top of a high cabinet created
serve pain on the left side of the neck, shoulder and left arm, so painful I did not know how to hold the arm
position in the effort of easing the pain.
After x-rays and checks, they termed it as soft tissue issue – to me that means that they are unable to identify
the problem of the actual damage that occurred. – WHY?
First point I would state is the equipment to see each individual cell and its connections has yet to be
invented by some person – rest assure one day that will happen – someone will invent such a device, which I
hope will not be too far away.
If, I agree is a small word with a very large meaning attached to it.
There is a problem: that on planet Mars the conditions at the best are worst then here on Planet Earth.
Skin, muscles and bones may create problems over time exposure.
These are just a few problems needed to be prepared for and clearly from my own experiences no one knows
exactly why pain is there – my mind states that something attacked to a nerve has been damaged.
Clearly, we need to know what that something is, to be able to address such problems with the best solutions
available, instead of rolling yourself up in heat rub or any other pain reliever rub available on the market.
The aim of this text is to present to the reader a unified approach I use to the examination and assessment of
neuromusculoskeletal dysfunction, taking into account established and emerging concepts of
neuromuscloskeletal management by therapists, and the newly emergent supporting research.
Let me confirm a FACT the art of manual therapy is not new.
Ancient civilisations used massage and joint and soft tissue mobilisation techniques, both manual and
mechanical, as healing arts.
Indeed, to my knowledge, the first mention of a professor of physiotherapy dates back to AD585, which was
not me – or was it?
When one was appointed under Sui dynasty in China. So one can see China was not lagging in knowledge
upon the problems of pain relief.
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Students you are now wondering if I know anything about Hippocrates.
Ladies and Gentlemen: of the future, let me put that question in your mind to rest, so you all will know if I
know the answer.
Hippocrates yes I know he was known as the father of medicine and he practiced the use of both
manipulation and traction, and I must confirm that since that time it has been tried and tested over many
centuries, although it has never before reached the levels of popularity reported during the last six decades.
Students please note if I were wrong, I would deserve a good spanking – but I feel certain it will be one
enjoyment you shall miss experiencing.
I am aware that books were written in 1917 period upon physical treatment by movement, manipulation and
massage appeared more than 80 years ago. In addition, from this time training in careful manipulative
techniques was introduced into the undergraduate training of physiotherapists.
In addition, today even careers have to train to cope with such cases in their job duty.
In early 1850s, a physical medicine consultant, devised a system of assessing and diagnosing disorders of
the moving parts of the body, which hitherto had for so long been neglected by orthodox medicine.
I appreciate that by this means, he sought to achieve a precise diagnosis in disorders of the radiotranslucent
moving tissues and to teach this method and subsequent treatment to physiotherapists – the practitioners
with the greatest working knowledge of applied anatomy and hands-on techniques.
I am aware that since my time on the wards things have improved upon this issue; not because I left – but
because a number of medical staff studied the problems and came up with ideas that grew as the S.E.G. is
doing. Expanded the area of examination and treatment of the nervous system; techniques for joint and soft
tissue diagnosis, examination and treatment have done much to further my understanding of joint and soft
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Tissue dysfunction.
Even this has been elaborated on the examination of accessory and physiological joint movements and has
been instrumental in the recent explosion of interest in new methods of examination of muscle function.
This issue is extremely important for long-term space missions; to my mind, there appear to be some
missing links involved here.
If NASA or the Russians have uncovered solutions to this muscle problem relating to long-term space
durations, I sure would like to know of them that I am aware that exercise will be vital issue to maintain
muscle functions.
It appears that it has provided alternative methods of joint examination and treatment and I understand that
there has further developed the examination of the pelvis.
To my understanding that there are only a few manual therapists who has taken a specific interest in
peripheral joints and, in particular, has provided a system for examination of the patellofemoral joint.

PATELLA (pă-tel-ă) n
The lens-shaped bone that forms the kneecap.
It is situated in front of the knee in the tendon of the quadriceps muscle of the thigh.
The problem here is that I can go on and on explaining this section, which is another part of this book.
Agree, a method provided has been of examination for spinal regions: with an emphasis on a hands-off
approach to treatment.
It has taken the concept of accessory movements and combined them with physiological movements in his
concept of mobilisation with movement; and documented the diagnosis and treatment of trigger points.
There are just a few of the many therapists who are expanding and evolving the examination and assessment
of joints, muscles and nervous tissues, a critical area of the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V program.
For those who will be responsible for the management of neuromusculoskeletal dysfunction within the
complex of Searl International Space Research Consortium especially the SWALLOW COMMAND
division, these are exciting times as methods of examination and treatment, and the research must continue
to support them, continue to be developed.
Just to confirm:
That I am aware that the various concepts and philosophies discussed within this document have already
been fully and extensively described in a number of textbooks.
And any staff members who seriously wishing to learn more about manual therapy are directed to seek these
books, which I have not been able to afford to buy, let alone where to get them – but they are out there
somewhere. SEEK AND YOU WILL FIND THEM, WITH A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK NO DOUBT.
The aim of this book on the web: is to bring together the important elements of each of these concepts
required for the operation of S.I.S.R.C. consortium projects, into one textbook that all can read freely and at
their rate of study of its contents; and themselves can forward articles they feel of value to be added.
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The objective of this book on the web:
Are to enable the visitor to see the reality of my knowledge and work that is involved to compare to the crap
on YouTube from experts idiots like Flowerbower that such person are purely poison pen writers whose
intention to stop such technology from being produced for the marketplace; because they have lost the rights
of ownership of said technology.
The reality of that action is to stop you from having your human rights to own such a unit, unless he says so
– that is TRUE FLOWERBOWER?
Let me repeat to you FLOWERBOWER what I said to you when you said that you would steal all the
equipment soon; then I would have to tell you everything and sign the technology over to you.
Yes Flowerbower you had some very big ideas what you would soon be having, even though I told you
never will you own this technology, I will never surrender to blackmail others have tried and failed and so
will you.
FLOWERBOWER don’t you understand that no way will I surrender to you this technology; that is one
thing you will never get – but you could get your head removed and plugged on a stake for all to see – that
is a better possibility – then ever owning this technology.
The objectives of this document series are to help my staff members of S.I.S.RC. Consortium to:
1) Identify possible causes of neuromusculoskeletal dysfunction in each region, which I intend to cover
by the text.
2) Carry out a full subjective examination for each neuromusculoskeletal region in order to:
Fully identify, describe and record pain / symptomatic areas;
Understand the behaviour and relationship of symptoms and their implications;
Be familiar with, and understand, the implications of responses to special questions relating to each
region.
Conduct a full investigation into the history of the patient’s present condition and past medical
history;
Evaluate the subjective examination and plan a physical examination based on the subjective
findings.
3) Carry out a full and appropriate physical examination for each neuromusculoskeletal region, to
include the following:
a) Observation
b) Joint tests
c) Muscle tests
d) Neurological tests
e) Special tests
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f)

Functional tests.

Palpation and accessory movements and to understand the implications of both positive and
negative test results.
4)

Evaluate the physical tests in the light of the subjective findings and plan a management
programme.

These are part of the test, which those who send in applications for employment in the medical division of
Swallow Command will have to undergo for acceptance into the division.
In writing this book, I have assumed that the reader has detailed knowledge of the relevant anatomy, guess
you think that I am joking on that point, agree, there are so few people who know and understand their own
body, its structure and functions sadly to say.
Reality to them is what clothes they wear, what is underneath them is the problem of Doctors and nurses
who should be living in the world of reality and therefore know all details so you don’t need to know
anything about them.
From where I am, sitting it appears that all they need to know is what goes into what hole and what comes
out of what hole, and even that there are some issues unknown to some.
Fantasy appears to be the main path of living for Homo sapiens: maybe the reason is that they have a major
problem, which blocks them from the world of reality.
My thinking is that the Homo sapiens brain capacity been polluted with far too much crap at school with the
result that it cannot cope with the domain of reality.
To me that is a great shame; as the world could have been a far better place for all humankind regardless.
Nevertheless, SWALLOW COMMAND needs real medical staff that can accept and apply biomechanics
and physiology, as well as knowledge of pathologies that contribute to neuromusculoskeletal dysfunctions.
Agree, you must think that I am mad to assumed that readers of this book to have acquired the fundamental
skills of examination, but if you wish to be part of SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL UNIT, than I
expect you, for example, should be familiar with measuring joint movement and muscle strength.
I expect that readers will become interested nevertheless as I shall introduce them to the concept of
subjective examination and physical examination in the chapters ahead.
I warn you now to expect that this book will have hundreds of chapters taking you systematically across all
the problems, which must requires to be solved before man can as a commercial business enter the domain
of deep space exploration.
In each subsequent chapter: a separate region is dealt with in detail, as all other subjects relating to this
company operation.
Beginning in this document with the temporomandibular joint and leading into the cervical spine, general
cervical spine, thoracic spine, shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand, which I suffer from so I know the pain
effects, which one has to endure.
Then I shall consider the lumbar spine. Pelvis, hip, knee, ankle and foot, I do not anticipate that this entire
book will be read at one sitting but rather that it will be used as a working manual, the reader dipping into
regional chapters as appropriate.
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However, the reader is encouraged and advised to read it all in detail, which explain fully the concept of
Searl Technology and concept of subjective and physical examination that will apply to SWALLOW
COMMAND operations, before attempting to read other chapters coming up during the year.
NOTE: when attempting new examination skills, the reader is advised to work systematically through each
relevant chapter, all of which are set out in the same format but with specific reference to details for the
region being addressed.
I shall use illustrations extensively to help the reader to picture the techniques described.
I, John Roy Robert Searl, as author of this book recommend that students and clinicians use this document
in combination with their taught components of an undergraduate or postgraduate programme.
During the subjective part of the examination, it is wise to remember a statement relation to communication,
which I have quoted so many times in the past.
I know that you believe you understand what you think I said, but I am not sure you realise that what you
heard is not what I meant.
This statement: based upon actually FACT from communications I receive over time: that they think they
understand what I said from what I hear from them; is not what I meant it to mean.
Communication is clearly a major problem: and presents an important message for all clinicians and would
be clinicians.
In addition, it is wise to remember the role that patients have in the examination and the clinical reasoning
process and that in reality they are the best teachers of all.
Reality is my world: I live in it, I work in it, I talk it, and I do it – therefore, no room for fantasy in this
development domain and its only reality that can create the tomorrows yet to be.
This document: released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl: Head of research and development.
DIVISION: Manned Flight.
PROJECT: 1968 Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.
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:

American Support Unit.

SCIENCE IS STRANGER THAN FICTION.
It will be difficult for science to abandon the experiments of Hertz and Fresnel, who settled on the wave
theory of light.
However, when science is asked to explain electronic theory, the wave theory is put aside, when atomic
theory is in question, it turns things upside down and then states that the electron is a particle, and has
recourse to Plank’s theory.
It is best never to use two interpretations in one science, in order to explain the same theory.
If we take the necessary time to scrutinise our history books, we find that the actual inventor of a device or
scientist who developed a theory, never received the proper credit for his work.
As explained by Dr. Edwin Boring, who is Professor of Psychology, At Harvard University, he stated that
mankind singles out great men, whom they manipulate like pawns for the writing of their history books.
The way history is written, great men make great discoveries, Newton and Leibnitz, invented calculators.
Adams and Leverrier, within a few days of each other, discovered the planet Uranus.
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Some discoveries have been discovered at least nine times.
The history of science would be more scientific if it was based on anonymous facts, rather than the
personalities of the men who made the discoveries.
Surely, the history of science would appear more scientific, if it was able to rid itself of this personality
complex.
Someday a revolution in thinking will emerge, with man surrendering his vanity for the sake of a better
understanding.
As living proof, permit us to briefly review some of our history in science.
During the 1800’s

Alessandro Volta, Italian Physicist and Luigi Galvani – Italian Physician.
Volta had to work between bouts of accusations and public insults, while Galvani,
tried to remove Volta from being a thorn in his side.

During the 1820’s

Andre Marie Ampere and Oerstead, also, James Clark Maxwell.

During the 1830’s

Michael Farady and James Clark Mazwell.
Maxwell used Farady’s principals to formulate the basis for his equations for
electromagnetic waves.

During 1885

Thomas Alva Edison and Marconi.
Who invented Radio?

During the 1930’s

It was said that you could not have sustained flight without the use of a propeller
driven engine.
However, the German inventor Willy Messerschmitt developed the jet fighter.
It was said that you could not fly a wingless craft.
However, the Germans flew their famous V-2 rockets.

During the 1940’s

It was said that man could not fly faster than sound.
However, he did.

During the 1950’s

It was said that man could not fly faster than 5,000 m.p.h.
However, he did.
It was said that man would never be able to live in outer space for sustained periods of
time.
However, he did.
It was said that if man landed on the Moon, he would be swallowed up by the sea of
the sands.
However, he was not.
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During the 1950’s – continue:
It was said that man could not survive the “G” force of acceleration to 15,000 m.p.h.
However, he did.
During the 1960.s

Our great automotive engineers in Detroit, announced that the Wankel engine would
never work.
However, seven years later, all of the automotive companies are going to use Wankel
engines.

Yes my dear readers, these are but a few of the cherished facts of our great scientists, a rare collection of
scientific facts, or did I make a mistake by using its proven name, fiction.
Now, allow me to introduce you to the most significant development to date, to be made in the field of
aerodynamics.
This prize package is none other than our Levity Disc.
The unique craft offering mankind the chance of a lifetime.
Some of the advantages, which can be derived from such a craft, are:1. No air pollution.
2. Minimum fuel consumption.
3. Better than hypersonic speeds.
4. Long range
5. Larger pay loads.
6. Reduce cost in construction.
At this time, you must now prepare yourself for a totally new concept in the art of aerodynamics.
However, the Levity Disc was not designed or developed by a famous person such as – Werner Von Braun
or a Willy Messerschmitt, no; it was invented by a brilliant English engineer, by the name of John Roy
Robert Searl.

Yesterday that is now and tomorrow that yet to come.
The impossible just take a little longer to do.
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I see by the look on your face, that you are saying impossible.
Impossible, only if we brain wash ourselves into believing that it is impossible.
Remember, no one in this world has a corner on the vast market of brains.
Therefore, to deny that fact that Mr. Searl is the true inventor of the Levity Disc, would mean, that there is
no night only day, and that the earth is not round but flat.
Wake up dear readers, wake up, the hour of truth is now here, arise, and look upon your new gift of
knowledge use it wisely, and you shall travel the Universe, abuse it, and you shall have a new resting place,
from dust and to dust you shall return.

This letter from Dr George White was in the newsletter Volume 1 No 7 and I have included it here as
reference that we have met and he played a vital role during that period.
These photos I have now added to make it clear what his letter refers to so long ago.
Well done Dr. White and I hope other readers will submit articles, which can be added to this book.
This document was made public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of Research and Development.
Dr. George White.

Head of the American unit and equipment goods supplier.

I wish Dr. White all the success in whatever field of science or technology he is supporting these days.
Let me confirm here that when he was part of the team he supplied much of the electronic goods seen on TV
and the press.
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John Roy Robert Searl.
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:
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SUBJECT

:

Gyro-Flywheel-High Energy Density-Mechanical-Magnetic Device.

This book is about a scientific discovery; explaining systematically what was involved, who was involved,
how they were involved.
I was also aware that scientist has to guard against the present danger of approaching his / her subjects with
preconceived theories which he / she then sets out to prove as being correct.
Fortunately, the danger did not exist in my case, simply because I had no theories on the subject at all.
Not having any theories was not too difficult either since I did not even know the subject well enough at that
time.
As so often happens in scientific enquiry it all began with a chance observation, which, while interesting and
stimulating in itself, did not appear to be of more than limited importance.
How I looked at this dream problem was based on a simple fact that the pyramids were not design and
constructed by one man; but a team of workers from all skills had to be involved.
I understood that whatever these dreams represented; no one person would be able to undertake such a task,
it would require teamwork.
This first day lecture was to start the task of creating that team that will be required to undertake such a
project.
Slowly from that time, forward such a team grew.
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Upon that first day at the BR Ltd, I was not at that stage aware that my chance observation might provide the
key to a technology long forgotten; neither did it enter my head that I might possible contribute to a
completely alien technology.
Alas, I have to admit my ignorance about this pending technology of being the perfect tool to improve the
ventilation of a building, which, was not intended to have such rich ventilation.
Another issue, which I was ignorant of at that time, because no one took the trouble to warn me; is the fact
that the GFHEDMMD do not mix favourable with pigeons whose owners have air pistols’.
It appears that those who keep pigeons might have a thing called a pistol and when there is a sudden increase
of free electricity when a strange device rises into the air not being invited to do so; they get all charged up
with this free energy and result in them using that device and you for target practice.
Of course, they do this because that device is frighten the pigeons – how do they know that – has the pigeons
suddenly increase their output of crap?
However, I appreciated that a scientific discovery is usually not, as so many people imagine, a sudden flash
of intuition by which the whole truth is revealed in one glorious instant.
I found it is a slow, and often laborious, process – very much like a detective story in which the clues have
to be patiently assembled, and many false leads have to be eliminated.
Yes indeed just as is the case with a detective story, the process by which the scientist obtains his / hers final
result is as intriguing to him as the result itself.
Certainly, the result must remain the ultimate aim but much of the satisfaction with the achievement is
vested in the way that led to it.
It was a task which to me, not being a scientist, was superbly exciting, and it is the joy of this excitement,
more than anything else, which my teams have also experienced I would like the reader to share with me.
However sure I may feel that I have not slipped up somewhere in my arguments and conclusions, nobody
would be so conceited as to believe that my deductions are infallible.
It is therefore essential that I should present a full account of my work so that it can be checked at every
stage.
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That is precisely what this book is about, to some it may be boring that is because its reality, not fantasy.
There is something, which I feel that I need to express here:
Where I sitting here I see with my eyes and mind:
Nothing impossible I have found.
For when my chin is on the ground
I pick myself up dust myself off
In addition, start all over again.
I never lose my confidence if I slip
I am always grateful for a pleasant trip
In addition, I pick myself up and dust myself off
In addition, start all over again.
I work like a soul inspired
Till the battle of the day is won
I may be sick and tired
However, I will be a man my son.
Will I remember the famous men?
Who had to fall to rise again?
Therefore, I take a deep breath
Pick myself up
In addition, start all over again.
Yes it is true that stealing the money from this work; by my family, or stealing goods played a role of
slowing down the success, no matter what hours I worked to recovery it clearly was going to be a losing
game.
When the team, which was formed; things got underway with publicity on a scale that I never expected
made it possible to speed up the work, even though the family was still stealing whatever money they could
find.
The wife was determined to stop this work and used the children to help her
This was sad, as they would have been the first in line to benefit from this success.
In her case, it was fear that she would not be wanted if success came from this work; but that very fear was
what killed the marriage, not the product, but listening to crap from devoiced women at work who were
jealous of the publicity that I was getting. However, she took what they said as absolute: same as people do
with Flowerbower crap.
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No discovery ever stands on its own; it is always been based on an existing body of accumulated knowledge
into which this Searl Technology has to fit and to which it has to make an original contribution.
Searl has always made it clear that his work are extensions of many other inventors before him, without their
input Searl Technology could not exists today.
It appears that all the suffering health wise from some event within his first few days on planet earth will last
until he enters the grave; which his parents were responsible for.
Left him deaf and impaired balance, he has fought his pain and handicap and serve in naval training, and
later to become a pilot, to this he has been employed in electrical, electronics, medicines, hospital wards,
hospital lab, machine setter, inspector, cinema projectionists, wired bombers controls boards for the RAF.
Top that with being a care assistant at an old women rest home of bedridden women. Seen all the internal
parts of the human body; therefore, I feel that I can state that I have a good perception of what this planet
could be like if we all worked together to make it happen.
Because, unfortunate it will not do it on its own accord; no different to that of construction Demo 1. It could
not create itself it needed a devoted team to achieve it.
FACT: if the pyramids of over 5,000 years ago: was created, which we accept that they had to be, they just
did not pop up from the ground, or aliens brought them overnight to fool us. Therefore, to my mind an effort
like that being equal to that effort could create a paradise on earth.
The sole purpose of that first meeting in Mortimer was to check if it was possible to get a workforce together
that could create a new kind of flight, this was before the press became aware of my plans.
By using my findings with demonstrations, keep the hall of visitors interested and the media also. Strange no
one spotted anything unusual about what I was saying and demonstrating various effects.
The team worked extremely well and still nothing leaked out upon what was being investigated.
When I think back now, my meetings of 10 hours were to demonstrate effects and materials being studied,
no one question the purpose of such materials objective.
The first person: who question me, if I was doing something in space was the midwife: followed by the
doctor who were convinced that I was doing something.
But I was able to convinced them that it was not so, that is until the media hit on it by accident, then the
midwife and the doctor both arrived together to say you did not fool us, we knew it had something to do
with space.
So you see you cannot always hide what you are doing from everyone, someone will in the end put two and
two together and make four and come up with the true facts, and not what you are fooling people with what
you are doing.
One would think seeing the magnetic devices running someone would had back that alone, if you just reject
the other strange demonstrations which I presented at these day meetings.
Agree a few people did write the British government about it that they should investigate these magnets as
they called them; but they only get a reply saying they have noted their comments.
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I like to confirm that in both Sulham Lane and Mortimer only the Levity Disc projects were being developed
towards a manned project, even though the media was not aware of that fact, even strange still is the fact that
they attended my day lectures.
You surely would wonder what was going on after all I was openly talking with a small model the concept
of such a craft.
Agree, that once it did take off in a press all hell was let lose.

Yes, this is that model used at lectures, which the media never question why, or its purpose.
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Strange to is the fact no matter how many people turned up at my meetings at St. John’s Hall it never raised
an eyelid with passer bys.
Even the outside show locals were not interested guess football and the pub prove more interested.
At last you have now got lot of details how and where this work was done, but you can lead a horse to water
but you cannot make it drink from it; likewise I can tell you all about what was done and how but there is no
way I can make you believe it.
The reason for that is your education places you into a box to keep you there; so you do not become a
problem to the state by thinking, you must not do that unless you first get a licence and pay tax on it.
Let me assure you I have paid a hell of a price in taxes over my life span, what for, just for the greedy evilminded people to have my goods free of tax.
I shall close here and wish you all a great day until we meet again.
This document been released to the public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl Head of Structure design.
Manned Flight – human studies.

These are frozen period of times, which are now long past. Like a fast flowing river, it runs forward only
we are lucky to capture that time block so we can remember later in life.
It is doubtful now at my age that I will ever see the likes of that time again, because, today it cost 1000 times
more to undertake such research and development, and if that happen first there would be the P42 then Star
Ship Explorer a much smaller craft to the Ezekiel MK V project.
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The key workers been selected for the construction development.
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Here are few of many that worked with me to make it happen.
it’s a time that should had never ended – but it did – greed played a part – others played
the part of stealing goods to slow down the work; funds dried up mostly because the media
articles were twisted so one read it like if I was some kind of nut case.
The experts knock me down by saying that you cannot put a magnetic wave on metal, if 12
rollers could hung on that plate they would jump off if you tried to move them.
I knew they would not jump off.
However, you would not believe me, but you did believe them.
How strange what education does to one – it changes reality to fantasy at the speed of light – it is amazing
how education can slow down progress and how it can destroy this planet instead of creating a far better
world for all humankind.
Human beings WHERE are they – I have only found a few of them to date – or have the aliens taken them
to the Moon?
It is time to prove that we are humans not by word but by our actions; if the pharaohs were able to get their
workforce to create pyramids, surely the world can hold hands and create a beautiful home for all to enjoy
that will outlive time itself.
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From Sulham Lane to Mortimer time slot only flight was the key studies being undertaken there – but
private I was creating a rail setup which was to show that a rail system could function unmanned in
complete safety; this I was undertaking at Mortimer.
At Sulham Lane, I devoted my effort to study how to stabilise objects by different ideas, which I have
released over the years in a form of newsletters.
Actual flight work that took place was more in testing command systems for the craft; it was a very quiet
place with hardly any road traffic to present any problems.
However, just to design model demo one was just as bad as that for Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project.
A lot of knowledge and knowhow and skills were required and that is a fact.
I have explained the law of the squares as being the foundation stone of the system, to this requirement I
must seek another system but what are my choices?
1) DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY;
2) ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
Then this will cost money to undertake such Research and development thus another system is required to
be use but this time not in an engineering sense but more related to economics sense.
They are two forces in opposite function, engineering to push forward progress, economics to slow down or
halt progress.
Economics belongs to the domain of mathematics of finance – hello what this – you are shocked – you
thought all this equipment etc seen on television, in the media was all free to me.
Are you telling me that Martians brought all this equipment etc and gave it free to planet Earth – really – it
might be free in your domain of fantasy but in my world of reality, it is bloody expensive I have the invoices
to back it up?
In addition, that great expert on the web just back from China:
State that you can buy all the magnets to make the S.E.G. for $1,000.00.
By all means pop over to China and buy all these magnets they be glad of the money, but I hope you are on
good term with these Martians so you can call on them to make them work – let me know if they make them
work, I for one would like to see it.

3) MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE.
The law of the squares states: Those out of the three options I only need to use two of them, which two did I
use.
If you answer was descriptive geometry, then I am sorry to inform you that you are wrong.
In fact, I took analytic geometry in my search for the best solution bearing in mind that I had no formal
education which experts are so keen to remind you, they never fail upon that issue,
Which looks to my mind that their education has created a very small product termed a brain whose capacity
can only contain five words “he had no formal education” .
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Therefore, we now know why they cannot make an SEG, because they had formal education.
Amazing, how simple solution are to problems.
To all of you who wrote to me to ask me to explain mathematics to you, to this request I have on a number
cases done just that but this subject is massive issue and will take up room, in a later issue I will explain in
more details what you are reading.
The Searl technology constructed from circles; this applies to both the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and
the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V).

THE CIRCLE:
THE CIRCLE:
Is represented by an equation of the second degree in two variables.
The converse is true only for certain forms of equations of the second degree.
FACT: a circle is completely determined if its center and radius are known.

THE EQUATION OF THE CIRCLE:
With its center at (h,k) and radius r is:
(x – h)2 + (y – k)2 = r2.
If the center is at the origin, the equation becomes:
X2 + y2 = r2.
Hello Students everywhere, I trust that you are checking out my thinking.
Because this is how I did it, not by all this formal education crap.
Every equation of the circle can be reduced to the form:
X2 + y2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0.
If I write this equation in the form:
X2 + Dx + y2 + Ey + F = 0
In addition, complete squares, I have:

Well Ladies and Gentleman are you still with me remember this is 1968 requirement, but of course, I had
been using it since 1956 with the earlier study work seen in the media.
Well beloved Flowerbower how is your headache today – very bad – that is great news for me to hear.
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Or

The centre is at the point:

In addition, the radius:

If

D2 + E2 – 4F >0,

The circle is real.

If

D2 + E2 – 4F <0,

the circle is imaginary.

If

D2 + E2 - 4F = 0,

the radius is zero and the equation will represent the point:

Agree, that was simple, being that no value being worked, I accept that Demo One had to have values, so to
give you a picture of these functions in action, I will present some examples what these formulas create.

SOLVED PROBLEMS:
1) Write the equation of the circle with its centre at point (-2, 3) and radius 4.

2) For the circle whose equation is:

Find the coordinates of the centre and the radius by (a) completing the square, (b) the formula.
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Hence, the centre is at point:

In addition, the radius:

3)

Determine the value of k so that x2 + y2 – 8x + 10y + k = 0 is the equation of a circle whose radius
is 7.

Since

Then
Squaring and solving, k = -8.
4)

Derive the equation 0f the circle whose centre is (5, -2) and which passes through point (-1, 5).
The radius of the circle is:

Then:
(x – 5)2 + (y + 2)2 = 85, or x2 + y2 – 10x + 4y = 56.
5)

Find the equation of the circle, which has for a diameter the segment joining the points (5, -1) and
(-3, 7).
The coordinates of the centre are:

The radius is:

Then:
(x – 1)2 + (y – 3)2 = 32, or x2 + y2 – 2x – 6y = 22.
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6)

Find the equation of the circle, which passes through (0, 0),
r = 13, and the abscissa of its centre is -12.
Since the circle passes through the origin,
h2 + k2 = r2, or 144 + k2 = 169
Solving, k2 = 169 – 144 = 25, k = ±5.
Then, (x + 12)2 + (y – 5)2 = 169

7)

In addition

(x + 12)2 + (y + 5)2 = 169.

Expanding,

x2 + y2 + 24x – 10y = 0

And

x2 + y2 + 24x + 19y = 0.

Determine the equation of the circle passing
Through the three points (5, 3), (6, 2), and (3, -1).
Since each of the standard form:
(x – h)2 + (y – k)2 = r2
Or

x2 + y2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0

Contains three undermined constants, three
Conditions are necessary to determine these
Coefficients.
As the circle must pass through these points,
The coefficients may be determined by
Substituting the coordinates of the points for x and y and solving the three linear equations for D, E,
and F.
Thus:
25 + 9 + 5D + 3E + F = 0,
36 + 4 + 6D + 2E + F = 0,
9 + 1 + 3D -

E + F = 0.

Solving these three equations, D = -8, E = -2, and F = 12.
Substituting for D, E, and F, the equation of the circle is:
X2 + y2 – 8x – 2y + 12 = 0.
I shall only present 10 samples in this part of the book, as many readers may find maths a bit tiring to cope
with, but no technical book can be created without the use of mathematics being involved..
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8)

Find the equation of the circle which passes through the points (2, 3) and (-1, 1) and ha its centre
on the line x – 3y – 11 = 0.
Let (h, k) be the coordinates of the centre of the circle.
Since (h, k) must be equidistant from (2, 3) and (1, 1),

Squaring and simplifying,
6h + 4k = 11.
Since the centre must lie on the line x – 3y – 11 = 0
Then:
h – 3k = 11.
Solving these equations for h and k,

The required equation is:

Or
X2 + y2 - 7x + 5y – 14 = 0.
9)

Find the equation of the circle inscribed in the triangle
Determined by the lines:
L1:

2x – 3y + 21 = 0.

L2:

3x – 2y – 6 = 0.

L3:

2x + 3y + 9 = 0.

Since the centre of the circle lies at the point of
Intersection of the bisectors of the interior angles of
The triangle, it is necessary to find the equation of
These bisectors.
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Let (h, k) be the coordinates of the centre.
To determine the bisector (1):

To obtain bisector (2):

Then:

k = 2, h = -1, and
Substituting in (x –h)2 + (y – k)2 = r2, (x +1)2 = (y – 2)2 = 13
Or x2 + y2 + 2x – 4y = 8.
10)

Derive the equation of the circle circumscribing the triangle
Determined by the lines,
x+y=8
2x + y = 14
3x + y = 22.
Solving these equations in pairs, the vertices of the triangle are
(6, 2) (7, 1) and (8, -2).
Substituting the coordinates of these three points in the general
Equation x2 + y2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0, the following equations are
Obtained:
6D + 2E + F = -40,
7D + E + F = -50,
8D – 2E + F = -68.
Solving, D = -6, E = 4, and F = -12.
Substituting these values, x2 + y2 - 6x + 4y – 12 = 0.

Here ended this issue but document continues on the issue before me on Demo one.
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All this research and development work eats a lot of money up, as do any other major projects do.
As stated before this book designed for use either as a supplement to all current standard textbooks or as a
textbook for formal course in the mathematics of finance.
Its main purpose is to serve all the staff of Searl International Space Research Consortium across the
whole spectrum that relates to our research and development programs as to how it was achieved from
nothing to something and the cost, which has been involved.
As finance controls the rate of progress and without doubt is a domain of its own which affects all other
domains regardless. This book should also prove useful as a reference book and as a self-study text.
By now, I guess most of you have spotted that each chapter extends the one before it giving you more
insight and knowledge upon myself; you are left to make up your own mind if what you read is true or false.
Within each chapter, I try to begin with, clear statements of pertinent definitions and principles, together
with illustrative and other descriptive material.
Wherever possible I shall include graded sets of solved and supplementary problems.
The solved problems serve to illustrate and amplify the principles, bring into sharp focus those fine points
without which our students continually feels himself / herself on unsafe ground, and provide the repetition of
basic principles so vital to effective learning.
I try to make every effort to set forth this material simply and concisely.
Many derivations of basic results are included among the solved problems.
I always intend to present a large number of supplementary problems with answers serve as a complete
review of my life and work and of the material of each chapter, and a comprehensive set of review problems
can appear at any time.
I have to warn those who have no mathematic experience that within this document there will be some
algebra needed for an understanding of the later parts of this document to be.
Because Searl International Space Research Consortium is a business and cash and trade discounts and a
number of simpler procedures for depreciating as asset will be inserted here as applications.
Since many members of my staff, which shortly in due time will multiply in numbers as we expand with
progress the need now for them to obtain an insight of what is involved across the whole spectrum of
operations is vital.
I appreciate: that not every member might have a computing machine, available, abridged multiplication will
be use throughout the book.
I hope that in this section the ground rules establishing the number of digits used from the various interest
tables are laid down.
Because of their increasing importance, partial payments and instalment buying; shall be treated in detail.
Attention is also called to the treatment of the usually troublesome general annuity, which is here based on
the simple case together with the concept of equivalent rates.
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Considerably more material to be added here never been covered in my books.
This been done to make this book more flexible for the reader, to provide a more useful book of reference
upon my life and work and to stimulate further interest in the topics being developed by Searl International
Space Research Consortium.
Prof. Searl is indebted to all those wonderful people who have over time given help to him in one way or
another that has allowed him to reach this stage of research and development of the impossible so that it can
become possible for the benefits of all humankind regardless.

OPERATIONS WITH NUMBERS:
THE NUMBERS: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16.17,18,19, and 20 which is all that children
need to understand to be able to carry our vast sums of figures, because that was all I needed to know, and
that is what I teach children to handle and it works fine.
Naturally, these numbers are call natural numbers since they arise naturally in the process of counting.
To add two of these numbers, say 5 and 7, I begin with 5 (or with 7) and count to the right seven (or 5)
numbers to get 12.
Since there is no greater natural number, the sum of two natural numbers is always a natural number, that is,
addition is always possible.
NOTE: nature can only work in whole number, never in fractions, thus I call them natural numbers.
To subtract 5 from 7, I begin with 7 and count to the left five numbers to 2.
Now, you are wondering why I am using baby talk here – sorry you are wrong – I am talking about dream
one the hopscotch game – now you got it from the horse’s mouth.
The operation of subtraction, however, cannot be carried out at all times.
For example, 7 cannot be subtracted from 5 since there are only four numbers to the left of 5.
If subtraction is to be possible always, it is necessary to create new numbers to be place to the left of the
natural numbers.
The first of these, 0, is called zero and the remainder -1, -2, -3, - 4, -5, -6, -7, -8… are called negative
integers.
The new numbers together with the natural numbers (now called positive integers and written as +1, +2, +3,
+4, +5, +6, +7, +8,….. form a set.
(a) ….., -8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5, +6, + 7, +8,…….
Having neither beginning nor an end – rather like our universe.
I have no idea how you Earthling experts do your numbers, but this is how we aliens do ours and I was no
exception to the rules.
To my mind if not yours, the operations of addition and subtraction – that is counting to the right or left –
are possible without exceptions; that is the way I started in self taught condition.
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As a matter of convenience, the + sign is usually suppressed.
To add two integers as +7 and -5, I begin with +7 and count to the left – indicated by the sign -5 – five
numbers to +2 or I can begin with -5 and count to the right – indicate by the sign of +7 – sevens numbers to
+2.
Here I see the Law of the Squares operating 100% correct there are two prime states and they are opposite.
Therefore, going to school for me was a wasted effort, I learnt nought, just got a rounded bottom instead
from the spankings; which no doubt was beneficial for the blood supply to be improved.
How would you add -7 and -5?
For me: between that age of 5 to 11 years there was no way that I could have done that, first I would not
have known what the hell they are talking about.
How on earth: could a boy possible know what to do, if he has no idea what you are talking about in the first
place.
Here I am, watching you watching me watching you and
have no idea what you are talking about as I have not yet wet
or mess my pants.
Why can’t adults be like me: just look, study all things
around them, and ask why these things exist at all? What do
they do – what are they made of – I never knew what that
hand strap was made of that my mother employed upon my
checks of my bottom, all I know is that it stings and get hot
for awhile, but I don’t know why it does that to me, they
never explain why it does this to me. They just say it is for
my good what good is that, I cannot see my bum to see what
good it done to it.
Adults are strange creatures, wonder if they came from
space.
John Roy Robert Searl the boy who wanted to know things; but was afraid to ask for fear of getting a beaten
for asking; the rules of Earthlings was that children should be seen and not heard.
I pray that I shall never become an earthling – just being a human being is all I ask to be.
By 11 years; I understood to subtract +7 from -5, I had to begin with -5 and count to the left – opposite to
the direction indicated by the sign of +7 – seven numbers to – 12.
To subtract -5 from +7, I begin with +7 and count to the right – opposite to the direction indicated by the
sign of -5 – five numbers to +12.
How would you subtract +7 from +5?
How would you subtract -5 from -7. Also -7 from -5?
I hope now you are getting to know this boy, as one who wanted to learn, but was actually blocked.
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First, because the foster mother believed that it was the teachers place to teach not hers.
Maybe the teachers though I was pass learning.
Whatever the issue was neither made any attempt to find out what was wrong, why I was not learning; to
them I was alive so I should be able to learn.
That is where the problem is, the lack of ability to communicate with the child on a system that any child
can respond to in the effort to identify any problems.
My case I had no hearing as such, secondly I did not understand their slang, which differs to that of
Berkshire.
INSERT – what a laugh here in Scotland I be buggered if I can understand what they are saying if they
are real Scottish, no way can I see how I shall be able to understand them.
Of course, there are a few natural visual signs, which everyone can understand no matter what lasagne to
explain some natural functions, which require your assistance. I understand them without any problems.
If one is to reckon easily with positive and negative numbers, it is necessary to avoid the process of
counting.
How will this boy cope with such an idea, ought knowing.
This is how he saw it, that to do this, I noted that each of the numbers +7 and -7 is seven steps from 0.
I shall indicate this fact by saying that the numerical value of each of the numbers +7 and -7 is 7.
More precisely, the numerical value:
Of 0 is 0, agree.
Of a ≠0 is:
1) A if a is positive
2) –a if it is negative.
3) Here, a ≠ 0

is read ‘a is different from 0’

Then, after memorising certain addition and multiplication tables, I use the following rules – even if you do
not.
RULE 1:
To add two numbers having like signs, add the numerical values and prefix their common sign.
For example:
+7 + (+5) = +12
-6 + (-9) = -15
Thus, there are 2 states
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RULE 2:
To add two numbers having unlike signs, subtract the smaller numerical value from the larger, and prefix the
sign of the number having the larger numerical value.
For example:
+13 + (-5) = + (13 - 5) = +8
+4 + (-18) = - (18 – 4) = -14
RULE 3:
To subtract a number, change its sign, and add.
For example:
14 – (-6) = 14 + 6 = 20
-8 – (-9) = -8 + 9 = 1
-8 – (7) = -8 + (-7) = -15
Since 3(2) = 2+2+2 = 6 = 3+3 = 2(3)
I shall assume that:
(+3)(+2) = +6.
(+3)(-2) = -6.
(-3)(+2) = -6.
There remains to be considered the product of two negative numbers, say (-3)(-2).
Since -3 = -(+3)
I have (-3)(-2) = -(-6) = +6.
Thus, I may state
RULE 4:
To multiply two numbers or to divide one number by another – division by 0 is never permitted –, multiply
or divide the numerical values and prefix a + sign if the two numbers have like signs and a – sign if the two
numbers have unlike signs.
While the above rules have been illustrated for positive and negative integers, they will be assumed to hold
for both the common fractions and the irrational numbers, which I shall introduce later.
This document is making good progress in showing you what was involved back there so long ago; it is now
available for all to study how I coped.
Therefore, if you think that you are useless in mathematics – you are not alone – I am just as stupid on the
subject as you are, I hate them as much as you do.
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Agree that finance is one major problem in all research and development projects regardless.
However, another problem is how you will mass-produce such products which if you get your sums wrong
you are not long on the marketplace.
Another problem is that every country may have different legal requirements to consider which can add cost
to the project.
Again, the terms which are used in this book needs to be explain as simple as possible so those not technical
can understand what is being stated by me, it’s alright being highly technical for the experts, the problems is
that experts are few in relation to the masses.
FACT:
It was after 1983 that I had my first real computer, before that date all things related had to be done by me
by long hand method then photocopy if more than one copy was needed.
Even today, many bits of this book been produced: first on paper then scan in to this book.

THE HISTORY OF COMPUTER DESIGN:
INTRODUCTION:
It is all about describing the development of the ideas behind computers, in much the same way as
describing the ideas behind the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
Which shows how many of the very early ideas about computers and programming are only now becoming
a reality, because of recent progress in technology?
To my understanding: Kuck details the various machines that heralded the start of each new breed of
computers and gives to my understanding details about the storage method and size, data format and
execution times for each machine.
Sorry, I have never read or seen that book a shame really; I have only been informing in communication
about such book.
In this extract, I can only give a relatively non-technical view, but hope this should provide you with some
interesting background reading that will become a reality in the mass production side of the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G).
The references given in this book will be included later to allow you to study further what I understand upon
the historical aspects mentioned in this book, if you so wish, as all those involved are also helpers in my
world of the SET without they ever knowing that FACT!

GLOSSARY:
Upon the matter of the S.E.G. and I.G.V so far in this book I have not create one, eventually I shall get
around to that task.
However, for now let me present the computer issue: as computers will become a main tool in the Searl
Technology, both for operational and research data handling are just the starting problems. Like all new
technology, there are hic cups to overcome at the beginning before operations are all go.
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RELAY

Relays are electromechanical devices that were used to implement binary counting in the
early computers. They consist of mechanical switches operated by electromagnets.
Which I used hundreds of them and still do, not directly as a computer function but as an
operational function wherever the need of a two state condition applies that is 0 or 1.
The Levity discs used banks of 144 GPO type relays; today I use modern relays, which is a
technology in its own rights.
To my knowledge 1975 was the period, there are now three relay generations in existence.
This has major significance within the Searl International Space Research Consortium
operations depending on the application, which is to be solved.
It was difficult to select the appropriate relay from the many first generation relay types for a
given application.
Now that there are, three relay generations available there are even more possibilities for
Searl Technologies Ltd to employ them.
Thus, it is important to clearly establish the differences, and that is why in my printed books I
deal a lot upon this issue, some of those documents will eventually join this book.

Relays are indeed a wonderful invention: and what is
important that the inventors were not aware that they were
inventing parts for the I.G.V. You see the S.E.G. and
I.G.V. was invented my hundreds of inventors over
centuries of time, all they needed was me to bring it into
the world of reality – now they have me at last.
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VACUM TUBE

These devices, also known as valves, were used to implement the same functions as
relays.
Just now my records of that time products that I used are not handy, which of course
is a shame.
They have no moving parts and operate totally electronically.
Their disadvantage was that they were bulky devices that consumed large amounts of
power and gave off much heat.
I shall deal with them in a later part of this book when I can uncover my records.

EXCESS THREE BINARY NUMBERS:
A binary code in which a number n is represented by the binary equivalent of n + 3.
BIQUINARY DECIMAL NUMBER:
A system of coding in which each decimal digit, n, is represented by two numerals a
and b, where n = 5a + b and a = 0 or 1 – a binary numeral – and b = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 –
a numeral in base 5.
LINEAR SYSTEM: A linear system is one, which uses linear quantities or variables, as opposed to
systems such as a digital computer, which uses variables, which are discrete, or have a
finite number of values.
Even here, the law of the squares hols true.
DELAY LINE MEMORY:
These are memories, which use a method of delaying a string of binary digits, so that
they can be stored by continuously passing around a delay loop.
Some of the delays used sound waves as the delaying medium.
PENTODE:

A particular type of vacuum tube, as stated above; my records of the ones that I used
are buried here somewhere but God will not tell me where, guess we shall have to
wait for the day they become known again.

DIODE:

Another type of vacuum tube, which I employed in my development work.

TRIODE:

Yet another type of vacuum tube, which I used, you see I am a valve man of
yesterday, ancient in my ways – but human – with you in mind.

COINCIDENT CURRENT MAGNETIC CORE MEMORY:
This is a random access memory consisting of a matrix of small rings of magnetic
material.
Storage of a binary 1 was achieved by magnetising the ring in one direction, and a
binary 0 by magnetising the ring in the opposite direction.
The Law of the Squares again at work here.
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Each ring has three wires threaded through it:
1) An x-matrix wire
2) A y-matrix wire
3) A sensing wire
Individual rings are accessed by sending current down one pair of x and y-matrix wires.
The ring selected is the one where these two wires cross in the matrix – hence the term ‘coincident current’
magnetic core memory.
These core memories were very common in early mainframe computers: which I was quite aware of, the
company used one.
Mils OD:

Stands for ‘thousands of an inch outside diameter’, and refers to the diameter of each
magnetic core memory.
That term OD will be appearing many times in this work over the future parts.

BINARY- CODED DECIMAL:
A common method of representing a denary – decimal – number is to code each digit of the
number separately as a binary word of 4 digits, in the range 0000 to 1001 (010 to 910).
The term: is often shortened to BCD.
TRANSISTOR:
Transistors perform essentially the same function as vacuum tubes, but are smaller, consume
less power, and may be fabricated on a piece of semiconducting material such as germanium
Ge 32 or silicon Si 14.
PIPELINING:
Instructions and data are read from the main store whilst the processor is performing an
operation.
This means that the processor can operate at full speed since it does not have to wait while
the next data or instruction is being fetched from the main store.
PROGRAM LOOKAHEAD:
While an instruction is being executed, subsequent instructions are examined and registers
and data paths set up ready for execution of the later instructions.
The effect of this is to reduce the overall execution time of a program.
STACK MACHINE:
A processor, which contains at least one stack and its associated pointer – some of the more
modern computers use stacks to hold data and instructions as well as subroutine return
addresses.
Pipelining instructions or data may use one or more stacks.
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I will take a break now on this issue to look at another issue that is important to the whole and that issue is:

How www.swallowcommand.co is HIT RATE STANDS AT THIS DATE?

I must admit that I am truly surprised at this result, and I sincerely thank you all for giving time to read all
information that I have made available to you.
Yes, the Hollywood DVD is out there, and another one being planned to produce in Thailand at our head
quarters, which should be a big surprise for many viewers.
Had a request today from Spain if I would do a seminar there, my reply was if they cover cost, yes I would.
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DOC-SISRC-NM-C-1
DATE: 16th February 2009
EIDITION: First.

SWALLOW COMMAND – QUEBEC.
LOACATION

:

Headquarters – Quebec – Canada.

SECTION

:

Communications.

HEAD OF OPS

:

Francois Blanchet.

I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, hereby my authority have this day 16th February 2009, accepted Francois
Blanchet to head the French speaking community effort to set up a research and development unit, to help
raise funds for such a unit to be established.
Francois will handle all mail corresponded that is in French on my behalf.
Francois will translate my website data into French.
To assist French speaking community that opportunity to be able to enjoy and understanding all the
information that now is available to the public.
I feel certain that we all wish them every success in their effort to help the people of the French speaking
community around the world.
Together the world will join as one to create a world that is not just beautiful but caring for the future
generations yet to come.
It is the duty of all to help to clean up the mess man has created, and take proud in what we do to help in that
work.
Without your help they is no future for our children, no hope for anyone, or for the animals who are just
entitle to a better life to that which we created for them.
This week I have been bless to watch 3 different video clips where 2 different animals exists together as one
One showing a dog knocked down on a motorway, another dog risked its life amongst the heavy flow of
traffic to try to rescue it and struggled and won an amazing act of bravery to save a friend.
Shame that we who call ourselves human cannot show the same love as these animals I watch today have
shown me.
I have been doing quite a bit of cleaning up odd ends in this report, that way you can see where I come from.
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DOC-SISRC-MFD-R-1
DATE: 17th September 1968
EDITION: First

MORTIMER – READING – BERKSHIRE – ENGLAND.

LOCATION :

Headquarters – Mortimer – Berkshire – England.

DIVISION

:

Manned Flight.

SEMINAR

:

Modern Relay Technology.

AUTHOR

:

John Roy Robert Searl.

PROJECT

:

Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.

STATUS

:

Head of R&D Human Studies.

Star Ship Ezekiel MK. V. is a Slender Disc shaped vehicle, which is the opposite technology of present day
development.
It is a member of the horizontal domain: where the rocket belongs to the vertical domain.
That means we have to think different as this concept present different problems, which both the USA and
Canada are quite aware of; from their own research and development.
It been proposed by various members that a joystick system for flight control should be use.
As I have flown private aircraft that uses the joystick for control which is acceptable because the duty cycle
is within its capability.
The problem with the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) the Slender Disc is that in reality it is a flying wing.
Thus, the joystick capabilities appears to my mind as not being the ideal choice – WHY?
Because there are a number of factors involved, that differs to conventional flight.
The two key issues are:
1) Angle of attack
2) Velocity.
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Lets for argument sake say that Star Ship Ezekiel MK V is travelling towards Mars at 10,000 miles an
hour.
This is the problem: I see:
Data appearing on the screens:
How long does it take the brain to capture that information and act upon it; that is a vital issue here?
For every second that passes before human reaction occurs 2.77 miles has flown by you.
To this, the time to perform the operation function has to be added to this loss.
As I see it the joystick is out of the plans, instead a matrix of switches will be use as in the past research
program.
This matrix will be discussed in a later issue once I can locate the company who supplied them to me in the
past can send me catalogue covering those switches so I can add their details in this book.
Then at this kind of velocity of 166.66 per minute, the IGV would have to fly by sensor control over the
flight track, thus any problems ahead would allow the craft to navigate around the problem in the event there
was a problem.
The crew would only deal with the approach and landing stage.
The another question came to mind – what about something did happen to the crew, the need to get the craft
back to investigate the cause of the problem is vital.
Thus, I put forward the details that Star Ship Ezekiel MK V must have none < 3 operational system for
flight control:
1. Sensor – primary flight control – craft flies itself along the planned flight track.
2. Manual – secondary flight control, crew can take over should there be a need too.
3. Ground – third flight control. take over in the event of emergency or need to investigate some
object either side of the flight path.
These switches Contain 4 bulbs each whose light are kept separate by internal divisions, and a four colour
lenses system was used as indication of the state of the craft flight direction, if it was flying on course or it
was changing course.
That is another document.
Another major issue is that conventional flying and military have established rules by which they exist side
by side without problems.
We cannot therefore go blundering in to their system without care and attention that is just one issue why I
took up flying to understand their system so we all can function together without fear of an accident.
Just because conventional flying does have accidents, I do not wish Swallow Command to be the cause of
any accident in the future.
Therefore, I shall present what I know and how I see our operation could fit into their world.
Concorde had to be fitted in to the conventional system and it worked.
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All the functions of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (IGV) are all separable powered through relays switching.
Thus, this document is to present what I understood so long ago which time appears to have forgotten.
RELAY-EVOLUTION:
Historical development and future prospects:
Based on the 1824 ideas of, J. Henry. Samuel Morse made his “Morse Code” machine work in 1837.
The relay was born; therefore, he also played a part in the design of the I.G.V.
However, at that stage-coach time anyone who made reference to a “relay” or a “relay station” was thinking
more in the terms of a change of horses, or the place where coaching horses were kept which I can
understand this problem.
I predicted that by 1986, there would be approximately 25 billion relays in use within the electrical devices
and equipment, performing regulatory, supervisory and control functions.
Impossible you say, let me look at it this way I am using hundreds of them in this development myself, in 20
years time, how many more shall I be using?
Therefore, in 20 years time I will have purchased a few hundred of them for this work.
In the primary circuit (coil), applied signals (from millisecond long to continuous duration), can be
amplified by up to approximately 105 = 100,000 or reduced by up to 1010 =10,000,000,000 times in the
secondary circuit (contacts).
These signals can be delayed by milliseconds which I must admit was perfect for my model rail layout, or up
to many hours and can be branched over several contact sets, I know that is true because I have used them in
my research and development studies, especial on my model rail system.
Thus, relays fulfil – amongst many others – the following functions:
1) Multiplicity of switching functions,
2) Separation of electronic control and power loads – galvanic separation.
3) Signal amplification as well as increasing the number of switching paths.
4) Separation of DC and AC circuits – i.e. switching an AC current path via a DC control signal or
vice versa: which my rail display had to do.
5) Delay of, shaping of, or changing an applied signal: as required in my train display.
6) Combining information.
Today, these functions can be solved using methods of greatly differing efficiency, However the larger the
jump made in innovated technology the more difficult it becomes to persuade the market of its real worth
and the benefits the new development can offer over products using the existing technology.
Same problem with the Searl effect Generator ( S.E.G).
Thus in the 1970, there were articles written about the new technology which challenged the new
developments as being highly dubious.
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Such impediments, which have had to be overcome by many innovations: strange how sometimes it can
have beneficial effect as in my case when the News Of The world could not get what they wanted.
On the front page they slandered me in hope to force me to do what they wanted; never did they expected
that I would send that copy to the Government with my complaint.
You see the Government knew what I was doing, and they knew I was no conman.
The reaction from that event was surprising that they gave me permission to any data I needed free of charge
that was intended only for companies actually working on Government space projects
I thank the News of the World for doing something that I could not do living in council house get vital
information from the Governments 14 Laboratories.
Had to construct a shed 15 ft long by 10 feet wide and dug it out to be able to file millions of scientific
reports that was needed for this work.
Sadly, while I was away the family burnt the lot to stop this work – how sick can this creature, term a human
being can be and still live?
In this case, of the relay it was argued by the detractors that – incorrectly – there would be a corresponding
increase in manufacturing costs and reduction in quality associated with relay miniaturization, which led to
the conclusion that not all opinions on traditional relays are valid for modern relay technology.
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However, on the contrary, due to the major developments made in relay technology, it has been shown
clearly that today there exists three distinct relay generations.
First generation:
Relays of conventional construction and which due to their high operating power consumption cannot be
miniaturised in an effective way.
Second generation:
Miniaturised monostable, bistable – latching – or tristable electro mechanical relays of very high efficiency,
which consume little or no power, yet offer high contact force.
Third generation:
A combination of a modern second generation relay with an integrated solid state switching circuit whereby
a further increase – approximately 500 times – in efficiency is achieved and new application possibilities
made possible IC relay.
a -Relays of the 1st generation since 1837, worldwide x
109 pieces.
b -Relays of the 1st generation since 1837, West
Germany, Austria and Switzerland x 108 pieces.
c -Relays of the 2nd generation since 1968, worldwide x
109 pieces.
d -Relays of the 2nd generation since 1968, West
Germany, Austria and Switzerland x 108 pieces
e -Relays of the 3rd generation since 1980, worldwide x
109 pieces.
f -Relays of the 3rd generation since 1980, West
Germany, Austria and Switzerland x 108 pieces.

Figure 17.1. Estimated numbers of relays from first, second and third generations.
Examination of sales figures – confirmed by demand, manufacturing capacity, economic value and
technical accomplishment – best illustrates the growth and significance of these three relay generations.
If the appropriate data of the past is known, then it is possible to predict future developments as shown in
Figure 17.1.
The faster growth of second and third generation relays in Germany speaking central Europe as compared
with the rest of the world may be explained by the fact that the first edition on the subject of relays was only
available in the German and Japanese languages.
Figure 17.1 takes into account the influence new books will have which are now published in several
languages.
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The future developments of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle will certainly use many relays as in the past, but
smaller and cooler; not at 12 or 50 volts as in the past but at 250 volts AC.
All the ground base Departments will be using many relays in the set up of each section, for operations
thanks to inventors like J. Henry, Samuel Morse and all those who followed, without their efforts the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle and support equipment would not be practical.

Those of modern times who have or are still helping me to create the tomorrows to be.
This document released to the public by authority of:
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Searl Technologies Ltd.
Head of R&D Manned Flight Division.
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DOC-SISRC-NST-MFD-1
DATE: 18th February 2009.
EDITION: First.

TANGO HOTEL ALPHA INDIA LIMA ALPHA NOVEMBER DELTA
TANGO HOTEL ALPHA INDIA LIMA ALPHA NOVEMBER DELTA
TANGO HOTEL ALPHA INDIA LIMA ALPHA NOVEMBER DELTA
CHARLIE ALPHA LIMA LIMA INDIA GOLF.

Thailand, the land of history and beauty may soon not be all that it is known for; it does a lot of trade with
the world, which includes the United Kingdom as well.
However, behind the scenes Thailand is slowly working towards creating a new technology for Thailand
future wellbeing.
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That new technology is none other than the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) but redeveloped for mass
production requirements to meet the needs of Thailand energy system.

At the headquarters of New Space Technology (NST) part of the Searl National Space Research
Consortium (SISRC) here at the Headquarters in Thailand they are testing the results of the first attempt
to magnetise a segment magnetic layer with the wave from the new developed magnetiser.

Fernando Morris is head of the magnetic development side of the Searl Technology (ST).
All magnetic development comes under Searl Magnetics Ltd, in which Morris is in charge of its
functions.
I like to make it clear that today there is no magnetisers on the market that can undertake this work.
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Headquarters, Thailand, NST Ltd. This is a certified record of the results of that magnetic layer under
test, on the last page, which have just been magnetized with the first attempt of the new magnetizer being
developed for production operation.
Agree that it is only a segment layer of a roller set, and not the plate, which requires much more power I
expect it will take 5MW to magnetize the plates.
From the scope data, it is clear that it needs more turning that is that the coil has to be re-calculated and
rewound.
Then another new test piece use to certify if we are progressing in the right direction and not moving away
from the target.
Agree, I am aware that we have arrived at the stage where one moves slow to save losses which otherwise
can be expected.
This coil is around 300 lbs I believe which should manage the roller layers magnetizing.
It getting the number of turns right, and cross section of the wire for the clean waveform we need.
However, as apples are apples so will the magnetizer be a magnetizer of the waveforms that we require for
this work?
This means delay while we achieve the correct set up of the coil winding also slow down by meetings.
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Headquarters, NST LTD, Thailand: testing division, we are the tomorrow people creating the future for
Thailand – so the children will know that their future is secure – and that includes the planet and all its
families of animals, which have to exist on it.

These are part of a team who should have achieved the same results as Thailand has achieved.
It is far too late now to cry over spilt milk, it is a sad mark in the history of the research and development of
the S.E.G, that should had never happen.
However, the recovery is progressing though not yet at the stage of 1968, needs just a bit more time.
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You know that Morris is head of research on the Magnetic side, but for the records, he started at home in
dear old California, yes USA to try his hand in making the S.E.G. so he purchased this machine, stripped it
and clean and rewired it for his learning curve.
He had to learn how to work out the squares, agree it was the space frame mode but he did it proving that
even in modern times miracles can happen.
Then he had to learn how to set up and operate the equipment, followed by the fact he had to buy material
for the job, which incur time on internet to find them, then the money to buy them, but it came to past that he
completed all these things and started the task of machining the materials to size.
Which he boldly posted to me for approval, he might not had been a machinists, but he sure can fool me on
that issue, the total whole of the various pieces of layers were machine to a standard well excess to anything
I witnessed at the bearing company where I was employed.
This is true; I have those bits here to show as proof.
The magnetic waveform was good, more so as he had no idea what was required, in FACT the last one was
almost absolute perfect just one small dip towards top of wave, which might been caused by some poison
material just at that spot.
Then came the offer to do the research and development in Thailand, which I approved as there was no
funds here or in the USA for him to work with.
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This was being planned with the UK team before the robbery took place which put paid to that program.
There is a chance that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle may go ahead in Thailand, after all most of my team are
pilots some civilian; others top brass from the air force, what more could I ask for as a team?
At lease Thailand higher officials are supporting our work, here in the UK at this stage no Government
officials are helping not even showing any interests at all.
Since President Kennedy, none have venture any help, the nearest to interest was President Carter with one
letter signed by him.
I am surprised that film units in Hollywood never rushed in to make movies that used this technology in it so
the viewing public grows to acknowledge the technology as real.
The photos from Thailand supplied by:

Our fighter pilot: who is a member of my team and a good one at that?

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl: Head of R&D Tomorrow energy & transport systems.
Who authorized this document to be release to the public.
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NEWSLETTER NO. 45

DATE 06.12.1987.

When a measure of discipline is introduced into the associative process, thinking tends to become logical.
Since ancient, times, logic has come to be identified with the rules according to which we make judgements
as to the truth or falsity of propositions.
These latter are the verbal forms in which ideas are confronted in pairs, whereas in ordinary associative
processes there is no effectual confrontation.
Logical thinking therefore represents an important step forward from automatic association.
A special effort, requiring either an unusual stimulus or a long training is needed before a man or woman is
able effectually to entertain two complete independent ideas at once and to see their mutual bearing.
The result goes beyond the content of the ideas as they are immediately presented and can be called POLAR
THINKING.
Two ideas, in so far as they are independent and mutually exclusive, form a dipole with its own field of
force.
Through the ability to experience this force field, the trained logical thinker can make synthetic judgements
within the limits of the ideas he / she are able to formulate.
The difference between synthetic judgments and automatic association consists in the presence of polar
experience.
For example:
The words ‘being’ and ‘nothing’ stand for two independent concepts that, when entertained as one single
act of consciousness, appear at once both compatible and incompatible.
The mental process whereby the two give rise to a third idea that harmonises them without destroying their
separate significance is called ‘DIALECTIC’.
Hegel, for example, sees in ‘becoming’ a concept that reconciles ‘being’ and ‘nothing’.
Any pair of independent ideas can be treated as a polar dyad.
Thus, ‘kingship’ and ‘liberty’ can be reconciled through the idea of ‘responsibility’, which can apply to both
and yet is different from either.
1946: Searl stated; the well-regulated and systematic development of the biosphere during the past fifteen
hundred million years could have proceeded only under the influence of exactly appropriate conditions.
These in turn require that the affirmative force of the Earth should express itself in all the spheres, and not
only at the surface.
Moreover, the measurable charges in the distribution of energy must represent only the external
manifestation of the eternal pattern that organises the whole complex process of actualisation in time.
At the stage I take a break upon this issue; and looked at another issue of the time in this newsletter, this
then gives us a good picture of life of Searl; what actually was happening in the world around that time.
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A new purposed built engineering facility has recently been open by ATE systems International to extend its
product development and research work.
The new facility, adjacent to ATE’s manufacturing unit at Chichester, underlines the company’s
commitment to improve its already successful product range, which includes the Beaver bench top
functional testers and the low priced Orac in circuit analyser.
My interest in this company is that I am using some of their equipment at that time, and equipment in the
future is one of my main concerns.
The company is reported to be actively developing new test equipment products which will make use of
knowledge based software techniques and state-of-the-art electronic components.
This also excites me into keeping up date with them for my development work requirements; in the future.
The company currently spends 20% of its turnover on development work.
The Searl International Space Research Consortium must also consider 20% to 25% of its turnover to go
to expanding the research and development side.
This compares with an average expenditure of 13% for the ATE industry as a whole.
Searl has made this quote to point out his intentions – that being 25% of all profits made within this project
must be feed back to improve our research and development across the total whole of the market products
that we could be involved with.
It would look more realistic if another 25% should be devoted to building new research complexes to open
new research fields, where the top men of the world can come together to work, thereby bringing faster
success in each field undertaken.
This is part of Searl’s plans in an effort to slow down the destruction affects of mans greed, unless we fold
back such values as investment – other bodies will come along and take over that section of business.
Searl does not mean to lose out to any other sector that he could hold.
Because that is the only way, the public at large will benefit as a whole.
This newsletter no 45 was a very large issue whose pages spent more time upon the space side ending in
some physics experiments, unfortunate it was all in black and white as I had no way to produce the drawings
in colour.
Now things are different as colour has become available to fools like me to use, but still there is a problem,
which is, can I get them to take up colour?
At a latter day in this book, we shall see if I found a way around it – for you experts there is no problem,
which I accept as FACT.
For me it is a learning curve: so far most of this ancient material I done in black and white in the past I have
in this book been able in many instance give colour to the drawings.
Not only had that enlarged them for the benefits of those who have poor eyesight like me now so you are not
alone on that issue which I trust this book will prove helpful to you al.
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UPDATE ON PAST FACTS:
QTH OF TV STATIONS, WHICH THE MINIDV WAS SENT TO.
05.08.2003
06.08.2003
14.08.2003

15.08.2003

Airmail DV 1 to ABC Television, 1330 Avenue of the Americans. NY. NY 10019. USA.
Airmail DV 2 to ABC Television. 1330 Avenue of the Americans. NY. NY 10019. USA.
Airmail DV1 + 2 to Elliniki Radiophonia Teleorassi S.A. Odos Mourouzi 16, GR-106 74
Athens. Greece.
Airmail DV1/2 to Mr Dimitris Barbadimos. Agnostou Stratiotoy 10, Sykies 566 26,
Thessaloniki. Greece Publishing company
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation. PO Box HG 444. Highlands, Harare.
Zimbabwe dv 1 2
Norsk Rikskringkasting. Oslo 3. Norway. DV 1 & 2

1.37
1.02

15.08.2003
15.08.2003
18.08.2003
18.08.2003
18.08.2003
18.08.2003

Danmarks Radio. TV-Byen. DK-2860. Søborg. Denmark. DV 1&2.
OY Yleisradio AB. Prgr. 1. Box 10. SF-00241. Helsinki. Finland DV 1&2
Television of Thailand, Public Rel. Dept. Ratchadamoen Road. Bangkok 10200. Thailand.
Sveriges Television AB. S-105 10. Stockholm. Sweden.
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). BOX 9994. GPO Sydney 2001. Australia.
Israel Broadcasting Authority (IBA). P.O.B0x 7139. Jerusalem 91071. Israel.

1.02
1.02
1.79
92
1.79
1.02

14.08.2003
14.08.2003

1.79
1.79
92
1.02

This represent only a few of the TV and Radio stations to which I sent eith no 1 or both miniDV tapes upon
this work and they were not interested in the planet state; or solutions to solve such problems.
I must admit that today in the year of our Lord 2009 this situations still remains the same no interest unless
its their interest not yours.
Igronce on the reality around them appears to blind them, they have no idea if they are sitting on top or near
a time bomb of nature.
Education appears to have made them ironcaste in the belief they are safe, there is nothing to worry about,
where in reality we all should be worrying as to the best way we can protect ourselves from flooding, from
backfeed raw sewage in our homes and streets.
Have nature failed to warn you of these events which will increase during the future years until we correct
the problems we have generatored.

Oscillating electric field will produce oscillating magnetic field, which, in turn, will produce oscillating electric
field, which, in turn, will produce an oscillating magnetic field repeatedly. These fields thus become selfsustaining and self-generating; they then disengage from the source of oscillating electric field, and move off
at high speed into space, oscillating madly!
The above members have the same views as me, so I am not alone on this issue.
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As I have already stated here: that the Newsletter No.45 ended mainly with a report of my knowledge on
Magnetics and all my drawings were in black and white.
That report covered my knowledge base of December 1946 and 2000 photocopy copies were release around
the world.
I have now made up my mind to have a go to rewrite it and add colour to the drawings, let us see what a
cock up takes place.

MAGNETIC EFFECTS OF AN ELECTRIC CURRENT:
MAGNETIC FIELD DUE TO A CURRENT FLOWING ALONG A STRAIGHT WIRE:
I have seen that an electric current possesses magnetic
properties and is capable of magnetising a piece of iron
Fe 26.
A few simple experiments, which I carried out,
convinced me that there are lines of force surrounding
a conductor conveying an electric current, which lines
are identical with those processes by a magnet.
FIGURE 17.1

In the first place, I connect the terminals of a powerful
battery with a fairly long copper Cu 29, and then I dip
the wire into iron Fe 26 filings.
What I found was that the filings would cluster around
the wire, as shown on Figure 17.1.
On breaking the circuit and thus stopping the current,
the filings will immediately drop away from the wire.
To my mind, if not yours this effect cannot be due to
the wire becoming magnetised, because copper Cu 29
is a non-magnetic material.
The same results I found can be obtained if a wire of
any other material were used.

FIGURE 17.2

Hence, it is the space surrounding a conductor that
becomes magnetic, but only so long as the current is
flowing.

As further illustration, a wire can be fixed in a vertical position and passed through the centre of a piece of
cardboard.
Connect the wire to a battery or any other source of electrical energy, and then sprinkle iron Fe 26 filings
upon the cardboard,
If the cardboard be gentle tapped, as I did do, they perform a strange affect by actually arrange themselves in
concentric circles around the wire, as shown in Figure 17, 2.
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NOTE here is a boy with no formal education so your experts claim; is trying to understand about electricity
as he is training to become an electrical engineer.
When he did this experiment and witness the result there was a bang in his head that shock him for what he
saw created an interesting issue and a big question – I guess you never in a million years question life upon
such a simple experiment.
I bet you still have no idea what I am talking about and the reason is simple you are brainwashed by
education and religion no doubt which block you from seeing things they don’t want you to see because they
do not have any answers to such questions.

Yes, everything shown here and in fact everything created by nature has one common factor that electrical
experiment created in my mind as a question – but I doubt if you can see it.
Try stripping naked, stand before a full length mirror look hard at yourself front side back, what do you
actually see which is common in all things created by nature, forget functions its structure that is in question.
Guess you are blinded by education why you cannot see the problem – well good thing I can see the
problem.
That is another subject: that will be under discussion in relation to Homo sapiens in space missions.
This proves to my mind that the magnetic field of an electric current flowing along a straight conductor is
made up of circular lines of force.
In order to confirm this, a few compass needles may be placed upon the cardboard, when they will be seen
to set themselves, as also shown in Figure 17.2.
Thus, I can account for the behaviour of the iron Fe 26 filings in my first experiment, as they would set
themselves along the lines of force.
The filings would also have a tendency to move into the strongest part of the field, which would cause them
to cling to the conductor, as if it attracted them, whereas the magnetic influence is in the space surrounding
the wire and not the conductor itself.
By now, you ought to be getting the message that this boy of 14 years means to achieve success in the
electric domain and he is without question happy about his job and commendation, vital two issues that
helps a boy to learn, who has no formal education.
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However, this boy has no idea what the future holds for him, and he accepts every day as it comes, no
different to you I guess.
He is keeping away from girls even though some tease him during the lunch hour, but he ignores them, he
does not have any idea what he is missing out on.

THE COMMUTATOR OR CURRENT REVERSER:
In a large number of experiments, I found it helps
if you can when necessary to reverse the direction
of the current in a wire, without changing the
connections of the wire to the battery.
In order to do this, a simple appliance, called a
Commutator, is used.
It usually takes the form of a square block of
wood with a hollow in each corner in which
mercury Hg 80 is placed.

Figure 17.3.
These mercury Hg 80 cups are connected diagonally by means of thick pieces of copper Cu 29 wire, and
two terminals A, B, C, D are connected to the two cups at each end of the block, as shown in Figure 17.3.
The swinging arm (S) consists of two pieces of bent wire G and H, which are separated by means of an
insulating handle (S) and connected to the terminals E and F on each of the remaining sides of the block.
This arm carries two other pieces of thick wire bent in the form of an arc, so that, by swinging the arm, they
can be made to dip into either pair of mercury Hg 80 cups.
When the commutator is to be used, the poles of the battery are connected to the terminals E and F.
The other parts of the circuit are then joined up to the mercury Hg 80 cups A. B. C. D.
If the arm is in a vertical position, as shown in the sketch, the circuit is disconnected and no current will
flow.
By swinging the arm from one pair of mercury Hg 80 cups to the other pair, the direction of flow of the
current is reversed in the circuit.

OERSTED’S EXPERIMENTS:
About the year 1819, unfortunate I was far too busy trying to find a father and mother to be; that I missed
the coming event of a scientist named Oersted 1777 – 1851 Danish physicist:
Discovered that when a magnetic needle is placed near a wire conveying an electric current, the needle is
deflected according to the direction of the current and the position of the needle.
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To carry out his experiments he
devised the simple apparatus, shown
in Figure 17.4, which is known as
Oersted’s stand.
With this apparatus, he was able to
observe the effect of a current upon
the magnetic needle with respect to
the direction the current was flowing.

FIGURE 17.4
These observations can be demonstrated by the following experiments.
Before commencing any experiments, the Oersted stand should be placed with the needle in the magnetic
meridian, and the wires parallel therewith.
(a) Connect a battery to the stand so that the current will flow through the top wire in the direction
from T1 to T2, that is, from north to south.
The north pole of the needle will then move towards east.
(b) On reversing the current by means of a commutator, switch so that it flows from T2 to T1, that is
from south to north, the North Pole moves towards the west.
(c) Send the current through the bottom wire in the same direction, that is, from T3 to T4.
The needle will then be deflected towards the east.
(d) Reverse the direction of the current and make it flow from T4 to T3, and the deflection of the
needle will then also reversed.
(e) By means of a long wire connect the terminals T2 and T4, keeping the wire far away from the
needle, so that its magnetic effect upon the needle will be as small as possible.
(f) Now join up the battery to thermals T1 and T3 so that the current will flow from T1 to T2, through
the long wire to T4, and then along the bottom wire to T3 back to the battery.
The dotted lines in Figure 17.4 show the connections for this experiment.
Thus, it will be seen that the current is flowing through both the top and bottom wires in the same direction.
If the needle is exactly halfway between the two wires, no deflection will be observed.
On reversing the current so that it enters the stand at terminal T3 and leaves it at T1, there will
again be no deflection.
(g) Connect T2 and T3 by a wire and then join the positive pole of the battery to T1 and the negative
pole to T4.
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The current will then make a complete turnaround the needle, and will thus be flowing in opposite
directions along the two straight parallel portions of the wire.
Consequently, the twisting movement on the needle will be much greater than in any of the
previous cases.
(h)

If the direction of the current be reversed, the deflection of the needle will be the same as in
experiment (g), but in the opposite direction.

These experiments show the relationship between the direction of the current in the conductor and the
position of the needle, and form the basis of numerous rules upon which the principles and design of many
machines and instruments depend.
DIRECTION OF MAGNETIC FIELD DUE TO A CURRENT IN A STRAIGHT WIRE:
When a magnetic needle is placed near a
straight conductor conveying an electric
current, the needle tends to set itself along the
lines of force.
The needle cannot actually follow the lines of
force, as they are circular, but it takes up the
nearest possible position, as shown in Fig.17.5.
Figure 17.5
The needle is then said to set itself at a tangent to the circular lines of force.
In diagrams showing conductors in section, it is usual to denote the current flowing away from us thus (X),
and with a dot when the current is flowing toward us, as shown in Figure 17.5.
The lines of force are in the direction in which the north poles of the needles point.
It will be seen by the arrows that the lines in the right-hand side diagram of Figure 17.5 are in the same
direction as that in which the hands of a clock move, or, as it is technically called, in a clockwise direction.
The lines of force at the left hand side are in the opposite or counter-clockwise direction.
Hence, the direction of the lines of force is reversed when the direction of the current is reverse.
MAXWELL’S CORKSCREW RULE:
James Clerk Maxwell 1831 – 1879 Scottish physicist showed that the direction of the current and its
magnetic field are related to one another in the same way as the forward and backward motion and
directions of an ordinary corkscrew.
When I drive a corkscrew into a cork, I rotate it in a clockwise direction.
Similarly, when the current is flowing down through the wire – see right hand Figure 17.5 -, the lines of
force will have a right-hand or clockwise direction.
In withdrawing the screw from the cork, it is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction.
Therefore, when the current is flowing up through the wire – see left hand figure 17.5 – the lines of force
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Will have a left hand or counter-clock-wise direction.
This rule can therefore be expressed as follows:
Imagine a corkscrew being screwed along a wire in the direction in which the current is flowing.
The direction in which the screw rotates indicates the direction of the lines of force.
By the aid of this rule, I have a clear explanation of Oersted’s experiments, and it also suggests that a
compass needle will be deflected in one direction when placed above a wire conveying a current, and in the
opposite direction when placed below the wire.
AMPéRE’S SWIMMING RULE: is another very useful rule to remember, but it requires a little more
imaginative effort than the corkscrew rule.
Imagine a person to be swimming with the current and his / her face towards the needle.
The North Pole will be deflected towards his / her left hand.
In all these experiments, an electric current can be produced by using a few chromic acid cells.
It should be remembered that the magnetic field surrounding a conductor is dependent for its maintenance
upon the flow of electricity, because a body charged with static electricity has no magnetic field and
therefore has no effect upon a neighbouring magnet.
Therefore, it would be correct to state that in the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) until the roller sets are
placed upon the plates there is no electricity, only static electric is available in both plates and roller sets.
Therefore, there is no magnetic field available.
Once the rollers sets are in place, then there is electricity available thus, a magnetic field becomes active.
MAGNETIC FIELD DUE TO A CURRENT IN A CIRCULAR WIRE:

If a wire be bent to form a loop or
circle, and a current passed through
the wire, lines of force will circulate in
the immediate neighbourhood around
it, as though the wire were straight.

FIGURE 17.6
On following these lines, it will be seen that, within the circle, they all have the same direction.
The magnetic field due to such a circle of wire can be shown by a piece of cardboard placed across a
diameter of the circle, as in Figure 17.6.
By sprinkling, iron Fe 26 filings upon the cardboard and switching on the current, a map of the magnetic
field will be obtained as shown.
What do you think of that FLOWERBOW – I guess you have no idea being such a big expert of bullshit!
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It will be seen that all the lines pass through the inside of the circle in one direction, and if the current were
reversed, they would pass in the opposite direction.
The iron Fe 26 filings show that the lines of force at each side of the loop are in the form of concentric
circles, and the arrows show their directions.
This was the findings also of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) that the magnetic field leaves the
periphery in concentric circles, similar in nature like ripples on the surface of water when a stone is dropped
in.
As the lines approach the centre of the circle, they tend to flatten on the inside and travel through the circle
in straight lines.
Thus over a small area in the centre of the circle the lines of force are parallel and at equal distances from
one another.
I can therefore say that the magnetic field at the centre of the coil is uniform.
It will also be noticed that, as the lines of force pass through the circle they enter it at one face and leave it at
the other.
The two faces of the circle will have opposite polarity, which again prove that the law of the squares hold
true even here, the face from which the lines of force leave the circle being of North polarity, and the other
face of South polarity.
Since I know that, the lines of force leave a magnet at its North Pole and entre it at its South Pole.
I can consider the coil of a single turn of wire as resembling a magnetised disc of steel of the same diameter
as that of the circle of wire, and magnetised in such a way that the opposite faces of the disc have opposite
polarity.
I can also look at the magnetic layer of the roller sets in the same light, including those of the plates of the
Searl Effect generator (S.E.G).
A disc of steel magnetised in such a manner is
usually called a MAGNETIC SHELL, and a
magnetic shell which possesses a field of force
identical with that of a current passing
through the wire circuit is termed the
EQUIVENT MAGNETIC SHELL OF THE
CIRCUIT.
It should be remembered that when
considering the magnetic field of a single turn
of wire, the lines of force do not lie only in the
plane, but they encircle the wire all round the
coil and pass through the interior at all parts.
Figure 17.7
This is identical to the plates, roller sets of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G), in some ways the plates, and
roller sets appear similar in nature as a single wire loop.
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De La Rivé’s Floating battery: is used to demonstrate that a circle of wire through which an electric current
is passing resembles a magnet in all other respects.
It consists of a large dish containing dilute sulphuric acid, into which is placed a plate of zinc Zn 30 and
one of copper Cu 29, similar to those used in the simple voltaic cell.
Two short pieces of wire are attached to these plates and passed through the holes in a flat cork.
The free ends of a loop of thick copper Cu 29 wire or strip are fixed to the ends of the wires, which project
above the cork, as shown in Figure 17.7.
The loop is so arranged that it is vertical when the cork is floating, and as the loop is connected to the battery
– thus completing the circuit – it will set itself in a position at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
The two faces of the loop therefore exhibit magnetic polarity.
By tracing the direction of the current and applying
the corkscrew rule, I can find the polarity of each face.
Thus, if I look straight at the plane of the loop, as in
Figure 17.8, and the current flows round the loop in a
clockwise direction, then the face I see has south
polarity.
Figure 17.8
If the direction is counter-clockwise, then the fact I see has north polarity.
This can be verified by bringing a bar magnet near the loop and observing how it is attracted or repelled,
according to the pole presented.
Suppose the south pole of the magnet be brought towards the centre of the north side of the loop, the wire
will be immediately attracted by the magnet, along which it will move until it reaches the middle, or the
equator, where it will remain at rest.
This is clearly witness in the mock up that have been demonstrated on the websites.
Similar results will be observed when the north pole of the magnet is brought towards the centre of the south
pole of the loop.
On presenting the north pole of the magnet to the North Pole, side of the loop the latter is immediately
repelled.
The loop will, however, only move away for a short distance, when it will turn round until its south side is
facing the north pole of the magnet, and then it will be attracted as in the previous case.
This is basic the Searl Effect action in the Searl Effect generator, the difference being that many magnetic
fields are in action at the same time.
If the south pole of the magnet were moved towards the south side of the loop, I again have repulsion and
then attraction.
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Referring again to Figure 17.7, I see that the magnetic field due to the current is in the same direction as that
of the magnet, and therefore the two fields attract each other until they reach a position where their forces
are in equilibrium, that is, when the loop reaches the equator of the magnet.
If two such batteries and loops are placed in the same vessel, they will set themselves in such a position that
the loops are parallel, with their circulating currents flowing in the same direction.
Two Parallel Straight Conductors conveying Electrical Currents:
When two conductors conveying electric currents are placed parallel to each other, they attract or repel one
another according to the direction of the current in each.
It is obvious to my mind, from the experiments described, that attraction or repulsion is due to the force set
up in the intervening space by the magnetic fields of each wire.

To thoroughly understand this I must consider the
magnetic field due to the currents in both wires.
This may be done by using the simple appliance shown
in Figure 17.9, which consists of a thick copper Cu 29
wire arranged in a rectangular and vertical position and
fixed to a baseboard with two terminals.
When a battery is connected to the terminals, the
current will flow up one side of the rectangle and down
the other.
Hence, I have two parallel conductors conveying
currents in opposites.
The magnetic fields due to the current in each
conductor can be investigated by sprinkling iron Fe 26
filings upon the small horizontal table.

Figure 17.9
The lower diagram in the figure shows the manner in which the filings will arrange themselves and also the
direction of the currents.
It will be seen that the lines of force have opposite directions around each wire, but they have the same
direction between the wires.
Now lines of force, which have similar directions, repel one another.
Therefore the two conductors, if free to move, would go further apart, which the mock up demonstrates.
This tendency of the conductors to move away from each other can be seen by the distortion of the lines of
force.
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The concentric circles around each wire are flattened on the sides, which are between the two wires, whilst
they appear to bulge out on the opposite sides of the wire.
This simple experiment taught me those parallel conductors, which convey electric currents in opposite
directions, repel one another.
Magnetic fields due to currents flowing in similar directions can be mapped out by using the apparatus
shown in Figure 17.10.
By connecting the two terminals to a battery, the current will
split and flow in the same direction through each conductor.
On sprinkling iron, Fe 26 filings on the horizontal table the
magnetic field due to the currents in both wires will be
mapped out, as shown in the lower part of Figure 17.10.
The lines are formed in concentric circles around the
immediate neighbourhood of each wire, but farther away
from the wires, they become more egg shaped, with the
narrow end pointing towards the centre of the space between
the two wires.
Since the lines of force pass round each conductor in the
same direction, that is, in a counter-clockwise direction, they
will neutralise each other at a point (X) between the wires.
On the outer sides of the wires, the lines of force merge into
one another and form complete chains encircling the two
wires.
Figure 17.10
A careful examination of the directions of the lines shows that the conductors will have a tendency to come
together.
If two conductors were suspended so that they were parallel and free to move, and a current passed through
them in the same direction, the two conductors would move towards each other.
These experiments have proved to me that parallel conductors, which are conveying electric currents in the
same direction, attract one another.
STOP – THINK-ACT: the Searl effect generator uses roller sets, which are feed onto a plate structure.
Therefore, what are they representing – you have never stopped to think – you know it cannot be done –
why can it not be done – why do experts talk with fork tongue – here you have been reading what experts
have done and agree as I likewise do with them – yet they talk out of their arse – WHY?
First, the roller sets are in parallel, therefore they will act as wires do in parallel if they convey current.
Therefore, each roller set will generate magnetic fields whose effects are similar to those of wire conductors.
It is the Law of the Squares in all conductors regardless if they are wire or roller sets the same law applies.
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Because the torque on each roller set is causing the magnetic field to pulse from plus to negative
continuously.
Each roller set in operation is creating the same effect that in turn is reacting against what should be a
standard continuous magnetic wave on the plate that is now being force to break up into sets of magnetic
waves due to the interference pattern generated by the rollers sets being mass in motion.
Each roller set magnetic wave are creating concentric circles due to the function of motion, while the
generated magnetic wave of the plates are also being created in concentric circles, which the rollers set
actually ride through them.
The reactions within the materials cause them to attract and then to repel, thus they suck in electrons then
repel them.
In other words it is a pump, or more precise a ramjet maybe a better term.
Ampére verified these observations concerning the behaviour of parallel conductors conveying electric
currents in the following manner:
A piece of wire was bent into the form of a rectangle
and suspended so that it was free to turn about a
vertical axis.
A current was then passed through the wire; on
bringing another conductor conveying an electric
current near and parallel to one of the sides of the
rectangle, attraction or repulsion took place, according
to the directions of the currents.
These effects were observed by the bent wire turning
its vertical axis.

Figure 17.11
The forces acting between conductors carrying currents in similar directions can be shown to produce
mechanical motion by the following experiment:Suspend a copper Fe 19 spiral spring so that its upper end is fixed, as in Figure 17.11, and its lower end just
dips into a vessel containing mercury Hg 80.
An electric current is then passed through the spiral by connecting the upper end to one pole of a battery and
the other pole to the mercury Hg 80 by means of a copper Cu 29 wire.
The current will then flow in the same direction in each turn of the spiral, and there will be mutual
attractions between each of the turns, resulting in contraction of the spiral, so that the lower end will be
raised out of the mercury Hg 80, thus breaking the circuit.
The spiral will then expand to its original length, and making contact with the mercury Hg 80, complete the
circuit and again contact.
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In this way the spiral will vibrate, automatically open, and close circuit.
Two Inclined Conductors conveying Electric Currents:
If two freely suspended current carrying
conductors are inclined at an angle to each other,
the forces acting between them tend to bring the
conductors into a parallel position.
This is explained by diagrams.
Thus, in Figure 17.12, if AB and CD are two
conductors conveying currents, as indicated by the
arrows, the conductors will be urged to move so
they become parallel.
Figure 17.12
The currents along AO and DO are flowing in different directions and there is repulsion.
The currents along AO and CO flow in the same direction, and therefore the magnetic fields will attract one
another.
Hence the ends A and C will tend to move towards
each other, with the result that the two conductors
would take up the intermediate position PP.
Similarly in Figure 17.13, I have attraction between
the currents the currents in AO and DO, and
repulsion between AO and CO.
The two conductors will therefore tend to take up the
intermediate and parallel position MM.

Figure 17.13
MECHANICAL MOTION PRODUCED BY A MAGNETIC POLE AND ELECTRIC CURRENT:
It has been shown that the direction of a magnetic field is the direction in which the north pole of a compass
needle points, or the direction in which a single north pole would be repelled.
Therefore, if a single north pole, free to move, were placed in the magnetic field due to the current in a
conductor, such a pole would rotate round the conductor, the direction of rotation depend upon the direction
in which the current flowed along the conductor:
A single south pole would rotate in the opposite direction to a single north pole.
Since it is impossible to obtain a magnet with a single pole, I use an apparatus similar to that shown in figure
17.14, in which only one pole of the magnet is affected by the magnetic field due to the current; a bent
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Magnet is supported on a pivot so that it is free to rotate about a vertical axis.
A conductor is connected to a battery by means of the central mercury Hg 80 cup MC and the circular
channel CC containing mercury Hg 80.
This conductor is held parallel to the upper half of the magnet by means of an insulated support, and when
an electric current is passed through the conductor in a downward direction the magnet and central mercury
cup will revolve in the direction indicated by arrows.
If a strong current and a powerful magnet be
employed, a speed of one hundred revolutions per
minute may be obtained.
By reversing the position of the bar magnet or
reversing the direction of the current, the magnet
will rotate in the opposite direction.
If, instead of having the conductor fixed, the
magnet be fixed, the conductor will move around
the magnet.
This can be demonstrated by using the apparatus
as shown in Figure 17.15; but, instead of
employing a pivoted bent bar magnet, an ordinary
bar magnet is fixed in the stand.

Figure 17.14

In order that the conductor may turn freely about
the pivot on the top of the magnet, a small balance
weight (W) is attached to the end of the conductor.
When the current is switched on, the conductor
will rotate round the magnet in a counterclockwise direction, as seen from above, and
remain vertical and parallel to the magnet.
These experiments show mw how mechanical
motion can be produced by an electric current.
The present day electric motor is the outcome of
these simple experiments first performs by a
scientist named Michael Faraday 1791 – 1867
English physicist.
Electrical energy may therefore be transmitted
over a considerable distance and then converted
into mechanical energy by some rotating
arrangement, such as an electric motor.

Figure 17.15
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I could go on and on about magnetism, but it can wait until the next chapter.
My work covers a massive subject of knowledge covering technology, sciences and human behaviour.
It is not just construction design, but finding the right materials and where to obtain them is a nightmare.
But in full honesty it’s not the materials that is the worst part of this work; but that species called Homo
sapiens behaviour pattern presents the greatest problems for me; mainly due to brainwashing, to get a real
problem discussion session going is harder than winning the national lottery.
Through this book, you will get to know what it has taken so far to achieve our knowledge and know how,
and it is all in the domain of reality requirements.
I am aware that some readers do not like some of the things, which I have written in this book.
Unfortunate, due to this research work I have no option but to live in the world of reality and accept what
nature has given to the world, but nature has given me the means to reason why and to act upon the options
that presents itself.
I understand that the problem is religious brainwashing, for them there is no job in space:
I need real people who are not brainwashed who do live in the world of reality and except the fact if
commercial business is ever going to be in space exploration then we the people have to make it happen it
will not happen on its own.
I am trying to generate such a group that will work together as one, can think upon issue which long term
exploration of space will generate and ideal solutions to be in place to meet such event, should it ever
happen.
My motto is that it is no sense fitting a lock on the stable door after the prize horse has bolted.
I do not expect this technology to be achieve by some magic wand, or instant, it will be slow work due
mainly to funding but slowly the summit is being reached then it will all be downhill going, well it should
be, in reality will it be a question that may still be six months away before we know.
It is expected that Hollywood will travel with me to Thailand Headquarters to make a technical DVD from
our laboratory this year again a question have to wait and see if it becomes reality or not.
This document been released to the public by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D.
Tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems, history in the making from an acorn to a great international
company that one day will grow.
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